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*ter all is said and done, leave it
elat way
this day in 1789 George Wash-
ton took the oath of office in
York City and was sworn in
first president of the United
tes
(In this day in 1945 Nazi dictator
Adolf Hitler committed suicide.
If a man makes an obvious effort
AL to improve his looks, his wife be-
conies suspicious that he is up to
no good.
Napoleon BonapiLrte is quoted as
mom that "Prorn the sublime to
the ridiculous is but a step
That reminds us of the story about
the drunk who stepped off in the
elevator shalt His companion call-
ed down and soloed if he was ok
4 -Yes." he replied. "but emboli that
first step its a lulu.-
- ---
A fine and Intelligent young couple
oi Woody Herndon and his wilfe.
She lo the former Miss Dianna Ruth
Orogen,
Woody will graduate frorn MSC
'enmetirne next year and Donna Ruth
will graduate tins JUN' She plans
o. teach biology at Paducah Tilgb-
t
lout
4
Roth have enviable neer& all We-
ttish heti school and college.
Snowball but In full bloom
fled Mem libialisa to ran the
fern bast., Mit peel*
wer ow we didn't want ti t a
"hence on heat so we brought R
oi for the night
-- -
Red Ws tells Is binening
IMiss Gladys Scott has a fine young e
red maple tree in her front yard.
Dr. Clegg Austin
Dr. Clegg Austin Is
Named Fellow In
Pediatrics Academy
EVANSTON, ill - Clegg Austin.
M.D. Houston - McDevitt Clinic,
Murray, has been elected a fellow
of the American Academy of Pedi-
atrics. acccrding to ! H Christoph-
erson M.D.. executive direeter.
The doctor met the Academy's
engibility requirement which in-
duce special trebling and expel-
aloe oertification by the American
Board of Pediatrics, high ethkal
and professional itarsling clinical
experience, and proluotivey in pel-
ican( activities
The American Academy at Pedia-
trics is the professionel society of
specialises for enfants. steldren, and
adoincients in the Wegiem Hemis-
phere and he. fellows In the United
States. Canada.. and LAURI America.
Its wort is dedicated to the lin-
provement of child health and wel-
fare
Dr. Austin and has family bee in
Murray on the College Farm Road.
He is aseociated with the Houston-
MoDieulln aloe.
$2200 Grant
Won By Vernon
Stubblefield
Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, soli of
Mr and Mrs Vernon Stubblefield
Jr of Murray Is one of three Mur-
ray State College senior chemistry
. majors to receive teaching assist-
' antstaps
I Others reeetving the assistantships
wsere Or Arterburn of Wickliffe
and Norris Johnson, also of Wick-
lute
elbubblefield and Arterburn hare
both received grants of L200 at
the Unsvensery of Kentucky. Stub-
biefteld well study oryank: chemistry
and Arterburn plans to do work In
inorganic chenusery.
Johnson wet attend Duke Ure-
vomity with a stipend of $3,000 and
plans to do work in organic chern-
tstry.
Brenda Cunningham
Achievement Nominee
Brenda Cunningham. Caneway
County High School has been norms
nated for the annual Achleiernent
Awards Program. sponsored by the
National Council of Teachers of
English iNCTE).
For the seventh year. the council
is conducting the national awards
oornpetnion to grant recognition to
outstanding high school seniors for
eiceellence in English The writing
abilities and literary awareness of
each nominee will be judged by
Mail and state committees NCTE
Mil announce the winners in De-
cember, 1964, and will send their
harms to every U. S college and
university with the recommendation
uust then students be cumicienel
for schoiarship iinistance.
Sixty Eight Are Named To
Honor Roll At Murray High
Sixty-eight students achieved the
Third °Meet had to fix a chart of
for a 2 50 or better snholasUc standing to
be named to the honor roil of Mur-
ray High School for the fifth atx-
WeInu period according to Principal
Eh Alexander. The seventh grade
led in the number with 16 students
fifteen different tree leaves
schnol cisme and was this to get
thorn all right out of the yard In-
s/ chided in his collection Is the tulip
poplar end the ginkgo.
--- 
Max Hurt indicates thug Stars in
Cronin is all geared for another
lemon In the Kenlake Amphitheat-
re.
Congratulations to all the young
people who are receiving honors ma
the school year draws to • close.
Fear mere weeks will est about
wind up the !whore year for meet
of them.
Hobo Day For Beta
Club Is Planned
The Beta Club of Galloway County
Ifieh School will have a °hobo day".
Sat inlay. May 2. from 9 00 to 3.00.
The club members will be evad-
able to odd jobs for the public upon
call,
To get help with spring cleaning
or other odd jobs call Calloway (h-
unts, High Whore at PL3-5479 and
leave name and ad.:Irma and the
number of workers desired,
This is the spring money making
protect for the Beta Club and your
empire* will be greatly appreciated
said Mrs Myrtle Jones eponsor of
the group
Weather
Report
Menai Press Ittesessistiosist
High Yesterday
IA" Yesterday
7 15 Today
(;I
40
54
Kennel's. Lake: 7 a. m. 366.1,
down 0 9, below dam 323.1. uP 0.3;
10 eaten open.
Hartley Dam E18.3. up 1.5.
Sunnite 5,01; sunaet 6:44.
- - -
Western Kentucky -- Partly
cloudy and cool through Friday with
chance of a few light showers this
afternoon and tonight High to-
day In the low 60s low tonight In
the middle 40s,
Faxon Honor
Roll Is Given
The ?axon Elementary School
honor roll has been announced for
the its weeks period just ending
Following are the grades and stu-
dents in each grade making tees
honor
!north grade Jerry Stone, Roger
Runyon Jimmy Morris. Tian Miller.
Randy Lee. Reeve Parrish, Caron
Elkins. Alice Crawford. Teresa By-
erly.
Petrel grade, Patty Bones, Roy
Danielson. Jimmy Emerson. Shirley
Haya. Melissa Holland. Gary Jones.
Rhonda Jones. Jacqueline Ross.
Ricky Rudolph. David Smith
Sixth grade. Sharon Jones. La-
sancta Jones. Sheila Harris. Kathy
Lovett Jackie Budzko
Seventh erade. Rita Chaney,
Joseph Miller. Lends Donation. Pam
Bootees Wytomne Brooks, Donna
McDougal
Eighth grade. Patricia Witson,
Prime* Duncan and Vicki Green-
field.
• nclicates all A's
- - - - -
One Person To Be
..ed In May
Mrs Gum* Adams. chief clerk of
Local Ward No 10 of the Selective
Service System, said the mornthir
the Centime County Induct.= call
for the month of May is only one
person
Ten peeving are scheduled to go
for phveticed exeninatiorw during the
month of MF1V
Thome included In this call leave
?day 18. Mrs Adams said
The April induction was only
one pervin aLso This was Forest
Bloodworth of Hiuetin Route One
who was Retorted este the service
on April 13.
a.
Following are the students and
their standing
Senien
Stanley Jewell. 2 60, Jerry Law-
ery. 2 50. Patty Pasco. 2 75, Greg
Parrish. 30. Kitty Ray. 2.80, John-
ny Rose. 2 OD; Dorothy Rowlett,
2 50, Nick Terhune, 2,60,
Juniors
BM Adams. 260, Nancy Cowan.
280;Larry Garland. 2.60. Betty
0oheen. 2 80. Reverie Cloode, 3.0;
Heel* Humphreys. 2 80: Linda Po-
cook. 2.60, Peggy Robertson. 3.0;
Jaffee Saxon, 30, Gail Thurman,
250, Mary YOUTIOM71111111. 30
ieoplhomores
Barbara Brown. 280, Carol Cham-
pion 2.60, David Fitts. 260, Judy
Hargis. 3.0. Rota Hued. 2.80. Ronnie
Hutaon. 250, Shirley Lyons, 3.0;
David Moody. 2_60; Michael Mc-
Daniel. 30, Mary Jo Oakley, 30.
Mary Robbins, 280, Max Rummel,
0. Richard Simmons. 250
Freshman
Nancy Baker, 30, Melanie Boyd,
3.0; Steve Brown. 2.50. Joe F'orsee,
3.0; Alice Heck, 2.7e; Russell How-
ard. 2,56, Roger Mekon, 256, Dan
Miller, 2.78: Laura Moos. 260, The-
re ssa Rene, 3.60, Linda Ryan, 2.80.
Ilth Grade
Sheilah Busy. 2.67, Jan (7/xipee.
2.89. lends Darnell. 289, Steve
Hamrick. 260, Ada Sue Hutson,
2.89; Susan Nance. 289. Beverly
Paschall, 289. Lynn Whayne, 2,67;
Lttecla Willoughby, 2.50.
7th Grade
Cindy Alexander. 2.80; Guy Rat-
tle. 2,80: John Belot*, 30, Ken-
neth Goode. 30, Charles liecie 30;
Redd Hodges. 2.80. Bill-Pasco. 280,
Johnny Quertermote. 3.0, Em-
bed* Ray. 30; Kathy Rowlett. 30,
Edwin Schmidt, 350, Don Sheiton,
200; Mike Smith. 280; Bob Tay-
lor. 3.0, Judy Wahl. 2.67, Ernie
sWilhams, 2.60.
Kirksey Eighth Grade
Will Present Play •
'A Peudin' Over Yonder" aill be
the title of the three act play to be
presented by the eighth grade dam
of leirksey Elementary School at
tete school on Friday, May I. at 7 30
p, m,
Mrs Ann WoocLs is the teacher
of the clam and Invites the public
to attend the performance.
Couple From Australia
Visit In Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Herere
of Sidney. Australia. have been
visiting thew aunts and uncles in
Calloway County after arriving by
plane at Paducah on April 9
Relatives they visited were Mr.
and Mrs Guy Wilson. Mr_ and Mts.
James Wilson, Mrs. Mable Locke,
and Mr and Mrs. Warren Patter-
The Henrys have left Murray by
car and are now traveling to Wash-
ington. D.C.and to the New York
World's Fair. They will return by
we of Tennessee and Miwessippi
to leek hie brothers in those states
before erne on to Cantos:Ma where
they will make their return journey
home by ship after being away for
five months.
Henry is the was of the late T.
Henry and Mrs Laura Henry By kes
of this county and attended county
schools He and his wife. whc is
from Australia, met and married in
China seventeen years ago when
they were both working tot the
UNNRA.
They later returned to the United
States and lived here for about five
years before they went to Australia
where Henry h a a an insurance
agency and has wife Is a practicing
lawyer in the city of Sidney
The Australian coulee has four
children ranging in ages from ten
to sixteen who are noa attending
boarding school.
Calloway ACE
Meets Monday
---- -
The Calloway County Branch of
the. Associnon for Childhood Edu-
cation held its annual dinner meet-
ing at the Triangle Restaurant on
Monday evening at 6 00 o'clock,
Mrs Rudolph Howard president.
welcomed the members and sasses
and Mass Lott* Sutter gave the
Maranon
The program chairman. Miss Ka-
thleen Patterson presented Mimes
Vanda Gibson and Verson& Rogers.
who gate highlights of the ACE
breakfast which they attended durs
ing KFA in Louisville.
At the conclusion of the program.
Mrs Howard announced a sum-
mer conference on "Learning- to
be held on July 9 and 10 The con-
ference o co-sponsored by Murray
Ftste College and ACE,
The consultant will be Dr Get-
thou Morgan, director of the Child-
hood Study Center at the University
of Maryland
The president thanked the mem-
bers for their cooperation during
the year and expressed appreciation
to Mrs Dulcie Douglas and her
comenttne of Alma and New Con-
cord teathers for making arrange-
ments for the evening
The meeting adjourned after ac-
cepting the invitation of Murray
Cloilege High to meet there in Sep-
tember for a potluck dinner
There were teachers present from
New Concord. Mints Austin. Carter,
and Robertson Elementary schools
and Murray Collette Here and Mur-
ray State Visitors were Miss Con-
nie White and Miss Nancy Meson.
Dr. Van Bogard Dunn
Is Dinner Speaker
Dr Van Bog ant Dunn. dean or
the Methodist Theological school
of Ohio will speak at the Murray
State College Faeuity-Fellowstup
Dinner, May 16 at the Murray Wo-
rnen'S Clubhouse
The Peculty-Fellowethip Dinner is
sponsored by the College chaplains
and the Murray Ministerial Amor-
ertion. ne dinner is an annual af-
fair, the purpose of which is to
bring persona outstanding in edu-
cation and religion to the creme's
to speak to the college facuky and
administrators
Dr. Dunn Is a graduate of Mur-
ray SADO In the Clam of 1946 He
also holds degrees from Duke Uni-
versity and Ohio Wesleyan
Before assurning his present posi-
tion, he held pastorates at Kirksey
and Jacks:tn. Tennessee,
Tickets for the dinner will go on
sale Friday at $1,50 each,
RECITAL TONIGHT
Ralph D Hirribrunner, senior mu-
sic major at Murray State College,
will present a concert of organ mu-
sic tonight at eight p m in the
Doyle Fine Arta Recital Hall,
BiF, Fish Fry
Underway At
Paris Tonight
The Paris. Tennessee. 11th annual
World's Biggest Fish Fry - a cat-
fish caper that brings tourists and
politicians in shoals to this West
Tennessee town..begins tonight
with the selection of a junior king
end queen
The winning youngsters will /Oki
the adults Friday in paying tribute
to the Kentucky Lake catfish, a
delicacy which the people of Pans
claim is the finest food ever to
cons Iran a skillet
More than three tons of the fish
will be fried for an expected week-
end crowd of 100,000
Fetdey a the bet day. and many
of the state potitacal and civic lead-
ers, headed by Gov. Frank Clement
and Rep RAM Bats of Pulaski, will
be in the !Inger-licking crowd
Friday's events kick off with a
breakfast for the VIPs and at 10
a or Clement give the signet for
the longest and most °Marital parade
In the fish fry's history
Chairman George Wesson said the
parade will feature 78 unite. many
from other parts of the este. it:t-
auter* 21. bends. 20 floats, four drill
units, and a host of Tennessee beau-
ty queens
The reeoung Miss Tennessee.
Martha Ellen Truett of _Tiptonville,
will head the parade.
Leiter in the day the governor
and his party. tugether with a group
of Termessee mayors, will be enter-
tained at a fish lunch, then tour
the four-acre fah fry midway.
On Friday evening, 40 beesittes
will compete for the "Queen of the
Tenneasee Valley" title.
Saturday's teatimes start with a
small fry parade Then there will
be more catfish to eat hi the block-
Mpg tent end the event ands Satur-
day night with a hootenanny and
dame e • •
Lynn Grove
Honor Roll
Is Announced
The honor roll for the fifth six
weeks period has been released for
the Lynn Grove Elementary feemol.
It 12 as follows.
First grade -- Mark Adams. Bath
Humphreys, Thomss Murdock. Mar-
tette Orr Mack Harris. Kathy Also
Darnell, LaRhea Miller. Vicky But-
terworth. Jerry Don Nance. Jtmeny
Dan Kelm, Ralph Rogers. Kenneth
Overcast. Rita Brandon, and Betty
Armstrong.
emend grade - Terry Sheridan
George Taylor. Gregory Howard.
Dennis Morris, Tommy W. Jew
Darnell, Sharon Darnall. Melinda
Twykr, Steve Towers,. Randy Red-
den. Zandra Morris. June Murdock,
Paula Foy. arid Mete* Hearin
'nerd grade Jamey Kelso, Vicki
Humphreys. Sarah Calhoun. Brenda
Ikon°. Ann Karnes. a n d Debra
Broach
Fourth grade -- Debbie Rogers,
Cathy Lovett, Patricia Foy, Mark
Paschall. Jimmy Dodson. Ray Mur-
dock, and Kenneth Lax
Fifth grade - Deanna Cooper.
Sixth grade - Decki West- Rich-
ard Stone. Rewalyn Churnther, Vicki
Windsor, Beverly Roger,, and Bon-
nie Faster
Seventh grade Nancy, Williams.
Oatl Fnrches. Artie Hairline, Craig
Oalhoun. Pat Scott, and Ellen Wat-
aoiv
Eighth grade -- Steve Oathey,
Rosemary Redden, Don McClellan,
Lorena Taylor, and Cathy Harris.
County Man Named •
In Morals Charge_
I'm Galloway was &wad yes-
terday in the court of Judge Robert
0. Miller with sinciiiigirvg in inde-
cent or immoral practices wen a
minor". He was planed under bond
of $1.000 to await action of the
May Grand Jury.
The court appointed Attorney Nat
Ryan Hughes to represent 05.110-
way, since he indicated that he did
not have the funds with which to
hire an attorney
Two juveniles were named in the
charge.
Galloway was lined AA being 47
Or 48 years old He gave an address
at the Beale Hotel
Mrs, Lyndon IL fetuses
Fellowship
Luncheon Set
Pans have been completed for
the program of the United Church
Women's Annual May Peliowdelp
Luncheon vetuoh will be held Fri-
day, May 1. at 1200. noon in Col-
lege Presbyterian Churah
Mrs. Charles Crawford. president
of the looal council. announces that
the chairman of program arrange-
ments is Mrs Paul Lynn. president
of the hostess church women's
group.
The teat pastor. Rev Henry Mc-
Kenzie. will give the invocation for
the luncheon, a covered dial af-
fair, which will be served In buf-
fet style After the meal. Mrs
Crawford will preside over the eine(
business meeting and the preemie
will be a service of worship in the
church sanctuary
Mrs Charles Simons will be or-
ganise and the soloist will be Mrs.
Waitron Porter. Mrs Lloyd Rarner
will lead the worship service. as- I
need en the gesigeure reading by
Mrs David Gowan@ A panel dire
CUMS'inn In the form at a skit will be
presented by Mrs. Howard Tee-
morel. Mrs Harry Whayne. Mrs.
Nix Crawdord. Mrs Julien P Rut-
ledge, Mr Gin Ho. a Chinese stu-
dent from the college, and Mrs.
Henry McKer.zie who has arranged
the skit from materiel presented
during four preliminary discussion
groups held during recent weeks.
AM Christian women from Mur-
ray awl the surrounding area are
Invited to participate in this day of
World Fellowship
A baby utter will be provided.
Mothers are asked to feed their
children lunch at horne before
bringing them to the nursery
Pamela Sue Duncan
Is DAR Winner
Miss Pamela Susan Duncan of the
Faxon Elementary School was the
winner, of the American Hlatory
Contest sponsored by the Captain
Wendel Our)' chapter of the
Dsuetners of the American Revolu-
tion,
Pamela Susan is the datighter of
Mr and Mrs Clarence Duncan
Second place was received by
Barbara Holiapple of the Lynn
Grove Elementary School She ts
the daughter of Mr and Mrs Ma-
son Hanley/tie
Other participants were Gail
Smith from Kolusey. Beverly Brit-
ton from Akno, and Louise ICIIIIUS
from New Concord
A representative from the eighth
grade of each school In Canoe/ay
County was invited to participate.
Pistol Teams Split
Matches At Xavier
Murray's No 1 and No 2 pistol
teams spht a pair of matches with
Xavier University Saturday at Cin-
cinnati.
Xavier's No 1 team fired a nal
to defeat the No 1 Racer team. The
Racers, led by Mere Haag's 274, had
a 1010
Jim Green was second with a
353 James Craig had a OM and
J11/11es Yarbrotigh a 241 to round
out the scoring
Murray's No 2 team ripped Xav-
ier's second team. 992-923 Mike
foyer's 260 topped all shooters in
the second match,
Charles French was just five
points back at 256 Mike Vied fired
a 211 and Jean Sowell a 236
In the individual compete:in Mike
Hese took second piece 'with a 798.
Xaders' Wines was tops with 823,
Mrs. Lyndon Johnson Will Be
Speaker At KFNVC Convention
---
MOREHEAD Ky April 30 -
Mrs Lyndon B. Johnson will be
the keynote speaker at the 69th
annual convention of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's 0111:16
to be held on May 20. 21 and 22 in
Lexington,
Mrs Adrian Doran, President of
the ICPWC. Morehead. said Mrs.
Johnson will speak on Thursday
evening. May 21. Only 11.000 tickets
will be available to the olubwomen,
for the 700 p. m. banquet to be
held In the convention hall of the
Phone's Hotel.
"We are delighted that Mrs. John-
son can be with us for this con-
vention." said Mrs Doran "and
our many months of preparation for
her appearance in Kentuicky will be
culminated upon her arrival in
Lexington for the KFWC conven-
"The women of the KFWC are
thrilled to have the opportunity to
hear Mrs. Johnson." added Mrs.
Doran. "and we sincerely feel that
our list or featured speakers is •
fine as ever presented at a three-
day meeting of this type."
Also speaking during the conven-
tion are: P'renidin Delano Roose-
velt. Jr. Undersecretary of Oen-
merce; Mrs. John Sherman Cooper,
wife of Kentucky Senator John
Pherman Cooper. and Reverend T.
B. 'Scotty" Cowan. minister of the
Union Church Berea
Providing musical entertainment
for the oonvenUon will be: the
Christ Church Episcopal Boys
Choir. Lexinwton, directed by Rob-
ert Quade; the new KYWIC a-
sst. WOMMi'i Chin Chorus, di-
rected by Mrs. lack Pith umun-
- -
Part Of Main Will
Be Repaved Monday
- -- -
Mitre= tram net& alaLip
the Parking Lett Me be
nepaved by the State Highway De-
partment on Monday according to
Mayor Holmes Ellia
Bill Scott will be in charge of the
wort
This morning part of Main wee
blocked oh in that preparatory
"cat could be accomplished
The heavily Traveked arra is in
need of repaving especially from
Fourth !erect to the parting loc.
Little Activity In
Police Department
Chief of Police Burman Patter
reported this morning that one
public drunk was picked up last
night by the Murray Police Depart-
ment.
Parker also reported an automo-
bile accident that occurred Sunday
at 10.55 at the intervention of Syca-
more and Routh 6th Street. when
Jerry Kerwieth Name of Farming-
ton Route One, dreeng a 1963 Mer-
cury ems on Sycamore, started to
pies the 1960 H11111111/1 Station Wag-
on, driven by Peggy J Schenk of
Decatur. DI SA Me made a left
kern into South gite Street No
injuries were reported
Sit Gene Parker and Patrolman
Bin McDougal covered the accident.
ton arid accompanied by Mrs. Ho-
mer Rouse, Dry Ridge; the More-
head State College Phi Mu Alpha
stage band, conducted by William
Svec: the Fort Knox Soldiers Chor-
us, Jay Willoughby. Star of the
Stephen Foster Story and Mrs.
Van* Venetic:are Morehead, Mrs.
W J. Sample, Morehead, is state
music chit Innaui of the KYWC.
Other highlights of the conven-
tion include the annual style show
including the presentation of the
KPWC district sewing contest win-
ners and a showing of latest sten-
mer apparel by clu.trivomen, a fine
arts tea, and a coke party and sing
honoring the junior clubwomen.
Mrs. Doran said that the opening
day. May 20, will be Junior Day
with Mrs. Gene Williams. Junior
Director, Elizabethown, presiding at
a separate luncheon
The convention theme, said Mrs.
Doran, is "Horizons Expended
leirouoh Quality Service-Glow!"
The complete convention sched-
ule:
12 30
230
7:CO
930
10 15
12 00
230
330
400
7•00
10 00
S.30
1030
1300
Wednesday, May in
Luncheon. Convention Hsi,
Phoenix Hotel,
Speaker: The Reverend T. B.
"Scotty" Cowan.
Honor to Mrs Chloe Gifford.
Dormer president of the 0!'-
WC Junior Luncheon and
Meeting. Fountain Room
General Assembly, Ballroom.
Governor's Hour--oleederation
in Aotion"
Formal Opening Banquet.
Ballroom
Speaker The Honorabie
Franklin D Roosevelt. Jr
Music: Christ Church Elms-
ovia Boys Choir
Jo/nor Recognition Prognum,
Coke Party honoring juniors,
Fountain Room
Tberadas. May II
11001-42ipammat • Club Net
Page etas President's break-
feat. Fountain Room
General Aseembly. Ballroom
- -Report of State Olt/leers
Luncheon Corner:Akin Hall.
icovic -Pushkin Contest and
Clubwomen impromptu show.
Muer - Vasite Venettool,
More-head
General Assembly, room.
General Foie of Wo-
men s Club Board Members,
Cerebral Palsy AVard
Balloting. Fountain Room
Pine Arts Tea, Henry Clay
Room
Banquet Convention Hale
Opeaker Mrs Lyndon B.
Johnson
Shell Oil Awards
Muerte Morehead State Col-
lege Phi Mu Alpha Stage
Band, Ft Knox Seidler, Cho-
rus Jav Willoughby
Reception for Mrs Adron
Doren, Fountain Room,
Friday, May ts
Club Presidents' Council
Breakfast. Convention Hall,
General Assembly, Ballroom
State Awards,
Installation Luncheon, Con-
vention Hall
Speaker. Mrs John letterman
Cooper
Arthritis Scholarship Awards.
Installation of new officers.
Sixty-two Persons Drowned In
TVA Lakes During 1963 Season
CHATTANOOGA - Sixty - two
persona drowned on TVA lakes In
1963 while using the lake for re-
creation. D E Notting of the TVA
Safety Branch said today This
ems more than the 47 recorded lint
year but was about the average
number for the pant ten years
Taking Into account the Increas-
ed recreation use of the lakes, wa-
ter adety has shown fatrly steady
knprovement through the years.
Notting said When TVA first mea-
sured recreation use in :1947, there
TO ATTEND CONFERENCE
Dale 0 Baker of Murray has been
delegated by Lite Insurance Con-
nell!' of Georgia to attend a con-
ference on life tresurance service
May 13-15 at the Peabody Hotel in
Memphis. Tenn Mr Baker has been
a Life or Georgia agent Mice 1980
He is a member of the company's
Honor Club, composed of outstand-
kie agency leaders.
was an average of six drownings per
million person-day visits to the
Lakes In 1963. with much greeter
recreation activity, the average
was lem than 1, per million
'ilea trend indicates that corn-
tinned educational efforts by rev-
erie agencies in water safety are
paying off, but there are stilt fat
ICentinsed as Paso 31
Leslie And Loren
Putnam In Positions
Of Responsibility
Dr Loren 8. Putnam. son of Mr
and Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam of West
Chestnut Street, recenUy assumed
full directorship of the F T Stone
Leboretory. Put-in-Bay, Ohio Dr.
Putnam. Professur of Zoology at
Ohio State University. was farmer-
direntor of the summer teaching
prow:ram.
Stone Laboratory, the biegogical
elsoratory of Ohio State Drive/-
Weakened se Fags 3)
I.
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Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Enftnid at Vie Pan Office, Murray, Kentucky, for we:Domenico m
Second Chas mama
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in tfurray, per week 20e, p
er
month 850. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; else-
where, $8.00.
"Tbe Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of lis Newspaper-
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Quotes From The News
By reITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
• CHICAGO — Negro comedian Stephin Fetchit, who made
about $2 million in the movies but now is a charity hospital
patient, explaining what happened to hhi money:
"I never had a manager and I signed too many foolish
contracts."
NEW ORLEANS — Mrs. Richard Burke, whose son is home
safe after allegedly being kidnaped by one of the FBI s most
wanted criminals:
"The man treated Dennis very nice."
MILWAUKEE — Mrs. Joyn Seybold. who was married En
Jail WeifteSdity to a man awaiting trial for armed robbery
and attempted murder, charges she aLso will face:
-I am afraid our honeymoon will be delayed."
Ton Years Ago Today
LIEGES & TOMS IT1L11
The annual Murray Rotary Club's Ladles Night era-s held
last night at the Woman's Club House With A. B. Austin as
master of ceremonies.
Miss Ruth E Cole has been reappointed as director of
Nursing Education at Murray State College.
Elsie Love. Carolyn Wallis, Lochie Bell Overbey. and
Stephen 'enders were winners in the essay contest on the
subject, ''Independence Hall", sponsored by the Murray Wom
-
an's Club.
Lt. A. H. TItsworth, USNR, represented the dental depart-
ment 01 Barksdale Air Force Base at the annual meeting 
of
the Louisiana Dental Association in Raton Rouge April 21-23_
Cal—ia-CES--- Pot —RECCIVERT use larger the alcoholic had li
ved
lit a certain city. sr been ernieoved
in one job. or had close easociation
with family or community the more
lady the recovery Fee hen, vointsacl
Council an Alcoholism at County
Medina Denier. ;01 Oeve St. or
phone 753-31111.
The dormer for recovery from
eloohnialls are good. and sating
bather Tanabe, can help by under-
standing the nature at aitichollaa,
giving sympathy end understanding.
Trt;iid Is Toward Relaxing Of
Censorship; But Be Careful
EDITOR'S NOTE: National re-
porter Harry FerTuson has made a
survey of news censorship condi-
time current today. Here is his re-
port,
By HARRY FESIGFSON
United Press International
WASHINGTON - There is
a trend around the world to relax
censorship and give the American
foreign oorrespondent more free-
dom in what he writes. But in
many rattans he must walk warily
lea he steps into a hidden by
trap tbatwill blow him clear out
of tie country
The general conception of • cen-
sor Is that he is a man vieth a
thick nue pencil who makes a re-
porter's oapy and strikes out words!'
sentences and paragraphs. But there
are other factors that impede the
free flow of news into the United
Sista-
-The threat to punish a report-
er alter the fact He is allowed to
send a story and then the axe fans.
There has been no censorship in
Russia since 111411-except on news
RUSE 00iDSHIG, a cartxm-
ist for 59 )ear.. ts lhoeill ID
New York at work on hit
new bobby. which he is
trig up on retirement at AL
The head he ill stulpting
turns out to resemble Sov let
o-or-ler Khrushchev.
t1 Aii_141:40 PRODUCTS_ WIN 30,0
00
FREE
TV STAMPS
There's Nothing To Buy! Just stop and register
these Ashland Oil Stations.
REGISTER
GREEN'S
ASHLAND SERVICE
4th & Svr.imore
MI RIM-. KENT I (KY
OFTEN
at any of
TAYLOR'S
"FIVE POINTS" ASHLAND
IC% 1?1 Wirer Farm Road
tll RR AT, KENTICKY
WILSON'S
ASHLAND SERVICE
4th & Spruce
114FRRAY KENTCCKY
REGISTRATION BLANK
30,000 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
lt Prirc 1'000 si.inips - 2nd Pelee,
10.11011 - 3rd Prize 5.000 Stamps
NO PURCHASE ESSARY
YOU Nrtn NOT BE PRESENT
Name
Acidt
[Wining Mae 15, 1144
DRAWING
MAY 15, 1964
YOU NEED NOT BE
PRESENT TO WIN!!
Tickets must be deposited at any of the
three above stations by 4:00 pm. May
15. Drawing will be held at 5 00 p m.,
May 15 at the Ashland Five Points Sta-
tion. K y 121 and College Farm Road
200 201)
(.0(111 FOR
200 EXTRA FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
With This (oupon and the Purchase
of a FIRESTONE TIRE
Coupon Expires May 15,' 1964
00
I pothres, news fans and tape re-
cordings-but seven correspondents
either have been expelled or de-
nied re-entry alter leaving the
tvu-nThtl"e' confusion that results when
a large number of reporters try to
file their stories on a limited com-
munications install. That is whet
a haPPenang in Cylieus today. There
is no censorship, but the local cable
and telegraph personnel cannot
cape efficiently with the thousands
at worth da they are asked to trans-mit 
-,A revolutkin or any abrupt na-
tional upheaval frequently CAMPS
censorship to be clamped on where
none iodated previously. Soon after
Pressdent Jcao 0oulart of Breed
was overthrown three army captains
walked into the Rao de Janeiro bu-
reau of United Prom International
and arusounced they had come to
"collaborate" and to prevent the
sending of any -swiped military
news or alarnung reports" Pour
of them have been working in
shifts ever since, but so far they
have cut nothing out a the file of
'topy.
The United States has a blue-
print drawn for inatanteneous cem-
sorthip in event of war Even tho-
ugh there ig no peaceume ceneor-
shi). the Pentagon takes a fling
oorassonally at deciduig what re-
porters shall write and not write.
The most recent case was when Fi-
del Castro cut off the water supply
it the Guantanamo naval base.
Washington reporters were flown
to Guantanamo and then told that
their copy avoid have to be review-
ed for securtty reasons It was a
case-sided controversy because the
only way a reporter could get his
abory back to the United States WY
to Me IL over Navy communications,
anomaly, the Navy won.
Here is a run-clown ceneontep in
various parts at the world.
Asia
I No prior ceriporstup on a regular
ba.sis anywhere, but emergency cen-
sorship has been invoked in South
Viet Nam.
There is. of course, no censor-
ship problem in the Communist na-
tions of Asia because American
I corremondersu ate not allowed to
enter.
Europe
Theme is no outgoing news CM..
write) in Spain and it a peeper-
1 Mg to relax Its long-time interior
, cerisorshrp Elsewhere in non-Corn-
1 mune Europe there Is freedom to
ii
site. but curregpondente can get 
troabie in Areese nansionally
by writing'sornething critical.ct the
royal f NMI)
MIMI, Ease
The rules vary widely. Turkey
has nu prior censorship and Use
Egyptian repilations are regarded
by ourreepondents as moderate.
Lebanon hes no censorship. but
Syrti has a stria one. Iraq haa
been tough on newipeperinen in
the pea Israel Wows complete
freedom to write on every stibiect
except :he disposition 0( its mili-
tary forces Jordan is senaitere to
dapatchee about the Palestine re-
tutees Restrictions on oorreepood-
ents in Iran are not too onerous.
bat laseil Arabia has one of the
wand's solateesi censorships
Latta America
Pero. Argentina and UrnitiaY
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS. a satire community. a
secure State end a secure Nation
are but the embodiment of a se-
cure people, arid
wl-LEIREAS. the security of our peo-
ple is contingent in greater meas-
ure upon their personal financed
stability which In itself, la the
product of sound habits of thrift,
and
WHEREAS. this stability is reflect-
si in the willingness of the peo-
ple to shore in the wise manage-
of our Nations debt etruct-
ure, and
WHEREAS. all these things - per-
sonal financial stability. the de-
of bents of thrift. the
shelled in America - are ex-
emplified In the systematic pun-
of tiniten &egos Sairtngs
Bonds, and
WHEREAS, a nationwide effort to
focus even greater attention upon
the ear of Savings Bonds In
building security for the individnal
and security for the Nation is
about to be launched under the
leadership of patriotic volunteers.
NOW. THERE-ORE. I, Robert 0
Miller. County Judge of t.- C ..-
ty of Canoway. do ̀: pioctairn
thst the pers„..1 Una Miry 1 to
July 4. MI. be est side as the
lime for
oPERATION SECURITY
and I do further urge that all
of cur citizens take advantage of
thin special occasion In re-exam-
me the opportunity afforded them
by United States savings Bards
to build added security for them-
selves in • manner that contrib-
utes so importantly to the greater
security of their Nation
Robert 0 Meier
respect freedten of the press There
Ls no censorship in Bolivia and
Paraguay on outgotra dispersing.
but there are no strung opposition
newspapers ankl both tuitions are
on die press freedom black kW of
the Inter-American Press Aassia
tion IAPA Chile impose IAD re-
straint on American and other for-
eign oorreapoiaients All other La
in American nations. including Alex
ico. gt a clean tall of health from
the Inter-American Press Astoria-
hon eixept Guatemala and Haiti.
Honduras gets eualined approve/
became it has been going through
a parted of political transition.
aka* U. S newspapermea radio
and TV reporters recently horn
been in Cuba. Mat myelin dero-
gatory to the Ceara regime is
certain to draw prompt retaliatioo
in some form_
Attie&
Today's Home
Has To Be
Large, Roomy
NEW YORK Net - Today's young
marrieds out househunting would
hardly give a second giro°. at Ow
times their parents had to choose
from in the early postv.ar years
ettiuming's extensive progress has
nearly tripled the size of houses in
low thign 20 years, has made the
ane-batihrecen house nearly extinct,
end lies brought back many "old-
feabiOned" premix failana such as
finial entries.
Studies indicate tel new tract
homers idle lave an avenge et
2.400 soak* feet of Using space,
or neatly three times the 850 square
feet of the box-like 1947 budding.
The council, which naturally con-
centrates its Interest on throe hous-
' ing arow which are likely places
for ttle, says' the two-bath house
is standerd today and the average
' • on the way up
The vintage home of the GI loan
had two uny bedrooms. Today a
:hrembenrcom home is standard end
four avid five bedrooms are not un-
' conomon
Ma dining room is definitely back
In style The "nicriern dining space"
of those pzet-seir hones tau often
turned on to be just not enough
epee or the right kind of space
for dining comfort.
Totlay's nine generalty has some
sort of ferrety or recreetton room,
planned storage indoors and se
and an attached garage often large
enough for two airs
Kitchens of today show real
thought and effort In jikovide pima-
ant. efficient, easy to maintain stir-
reuniting's rather dein loot dubioot
• a 'amour "
South Africa has no censorship.
but a Canad.an correspondent was
expelled for willing grow un-
truths about the painical awe-
Lion. Ghana has prior censorship
on outpung diepatches Foreign
correspoodenta seem to be under
same sort of surveillance every-
where Ill black Africa because cables
iitaneurnes chaappear-. visas of cor-
respondents are cancelled and
“technical troubles" disrupt phone
Mrs. trisra and Larry Mathests, her
 last
116101111111"W4bi pipit. hies a 
round look at the world.
-1 
•
ISO
Roddy Mellott ell Natalie Wood 
Lk Taybir reidItrien
STARS' TEACHER IS RETIRING--A 
little known but key eog in
lionywood is calling it a career after 
teething the three Rs
to filmdom's child stars 
since 1926. She is Mrs. Doenthy
Oh -en, 55,ehmen with her hut and, 
nays she, her brightest
pupil, Larry Mathews of the Dick Van 
Dyke Show. -The
dumbeet children of all were Owes cal
led t6 the studios to
pi..y extra'." III‘4 Mi. (.1.rn. 
1.111 they
,aren't wetly bright." liars Sr. to
me of many an hal Unfelt.
s---
Tauter men can tuirni their mai-
Wry obtleitAbn with the 100th DM-
ARM generally spending four to dg
intinths an active duty arid the re-
intender of their amity career slth
a ceat in thee hometown The 100t
h
has 91 tufts throughout Kentucky. 1
North
liergen
NEWJERSEY
City "a-
AO....
ANiiATTA
BK LY N.
•
BRONX
QUEENS 5.01itus
PAIR
AU. ROADS IUD TO ROAMIN' IN THE FAIR
-Map Mows lo-
catiob of the World's Fair In New York with relation to
surrounding areas, and the photo locates some of the 
sites,
along with thoroughfares winding through the area.
Bucys
Building
Supply
623 S. 4th Street -
- - Phone 753-5712
UCI IR FINE 161INISHES
We Stock . . .
NINE COLORS
CERAMIC WALL TILE
with Fixtures, Adhesive, etc.
TWO COLORS
FLOOR TILE
ITI IRAN If TRAVEL 11ME AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S
. .; J'A . -
t 'see. Cerwtre Sting Ray, Chary 11 Noes, Omar Yews; Chem* Naas, CA,
5 different ways to make a big splash!
without joing oterboard on price
It's rt-the-cottar-TvarIT time. Put-Nie-boat-in-the-water Nme. Ft:mbar time. Trarle '
No
'Travel Time at your Chevrolet dealer's. Time to get out, of that wintertime rut, into one
Of chevrolet's five greet highway performers.
No* it's eas to go oil vacation first clam-without paying a first-class price. In a
luxury Jet-smooth Chevrolet, for example. This beauty rivals just about any car In styling,
y 
el in the youthfully styledperformance and comcfrthoeve.1(i.ier. it.orytsaotfortoaollmy infienwmpt-ypeyetonf itcrea4v.
sized for easy handling.
Now thrifty Chevy II has hill-flattening power. Unique Corvair
offers extra power that accents its road-hugging rear engine traction.
And Tepth,eriegshrittninowg Cisonrvettew eae ripteimak. r itesTfo_x-Tsel.
Time.
crime to
get the moat
fun from a new car. To get a great trade on your old one. To get a
as at ameesisiourawas big ehoice at your Chevrolet dealer's. Come on in!
CHECK TOW T ITNAL% Oe CREVIMET CHI YE LIE • CHEVY • tOWIAIN AND CORVETTE NOW AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEAL/ RI
HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
Murray, Kentucky
• 1
is
0
10. 1964
p shows lo-
re/Woo to
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he area.
INIRECE8
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Leslie And Loren . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
shy. Ls one of the oldest fresh-
water stations in the United States.
Its facilities are located on Gi-
Obraltar and South Bass IsLancia,
seven miles from the mainland in
Lake Erie. S:nce its origin in 1896,
it has provided continuous train-
ing and research opportunities for
both students and professional bio-
logists. During the simmer quarter
it has an enrollment of about sixty
selected students at the upper clam
and graduate levels.
The Graduate School of The Ohio
State Undverstty assists Stone Lab-
e oratory in the presentation of lect-
ures by outstanding men of science.
The research program involves stu-
dies in aquatic and fisheries biology
and problems of water pollution.
The laboratory cooperates with the
Ohio State Division of Natural Re-
sources, various Federal Agencies,
and the Canadian Oast Lakes In-
stitute.
During the academic year, Dr.
O Putnam, his wile, and son reside at
580 Morning Street. Worthington,
Ohio. and during the summer quar-
ter, they reside at Put-in-Bay,
Ohio,
Leslie Paul Putnam, the eldest
eon of Professor and Mrs Putnam
L9 the Executive Secretary of the
Public Health League of Californ-
ia.
The Public Health League is an
organdattion set up by the allied
medical professions--the Calif Med-
ical Association. the Hospital As-
sociation, the Pharinaceutimil As-
sociation the Nurses Association,
even the Vetennariana Association
—'to study and report on all phases
of legislation dealing with the pub-
bc welfare.
During the sessions at the State
Legislature. Putnam is In Sacra-
mento to Lassa the various legtalat-
• ivt committees who may be con-
sidering legislation which will di-
rectly affect the health of the citi-
zens in some manner For example,
Workmen's Compensation laws are
constantly being revised and Paul
works with the Finance and Inaur-
armee Committee to make sure that
no revision which will be detri-
mental to the public welfare is ap-
proved.
e„ As in the U. S. Congress, the State
Legislature must act on hundreds
of bins each Beaman and on le-
gislator can possibly be atiolly In-
formed on every bill on which be
4
ra •
• • •
, (Continued From Page 1)
' too many needless deaths,- Nolt
ing said,
Half the 62 persons who drowned
Iasi %ear were boating or fish:in;
from boats when the accidents oc-
curred If these victims had been
wearing life preservers, th- chances
are that all of them would be aliv(•
today to continue enjoying water
recreation," he said.
The second major factor contri-
buting to drownirgs from hosts,
according to the TVA study. was
inexperienced or unsafe operation
of the boat.
"Every year several persons drown
because they have never operated
a boat before," NoRing said. "They
start, the motor when it is turned
, to one side rather than straight
ahead. Or they start it while stand
I mg up, and when the motor starts
suddenly it causes the victim to
lose his balance and fall out,"
If everyone using the lakes for
recreation knew how to swim, he
said, the annual drowning toll
would be about one-fourth less.
The survey also provided a re-
minder that children playing near
the water or wading must be close-
ly supervised. Last year there were
two instances in which babies, left
alone. dimmed while no one was
watching. Three drowrungs resulted
when inner tubes slipped away from
non-ea Miners in water over their
depth-
"No one should go wading with-
out being sure of the condition of
the bottom, particularly if he does
not know how to swim or is not
wearing a life preserver." Nolting
•
must act Therefore, the legiskitors
must depend on their aides and the
legislative advocates to give them
the pros and cons of each bill so
they may vote with intelligenoe
rather than with blind instinct or
strictly by "party" linos
When the Legislature Ls not in
mession. Paul reports to the allied
medical professions on legislation
which wan passed or which FMB
come up in the future by swot*
at meetings on the county level for
all Associauon comprising the Pub-
Iwt Health League Be also calls
on and intervteas candidates for
the State Amenably to get their
views on the subject the Public
Health League Is ooncerned about.
NEW 64:PAGE RECIPE BOOK
in specially marked bags of
Robin Hood. Flour
...H
i- Packed inside 25 and 50 lb: bags. 1F
FREE with certificate packed in 5 
and.
L101b. bags plus 1Wto cover Mailing.
188EICIPES —both new and—old-favorites —
phowing you how to bake better and easier with-
out bothersome sifting.'Attractively illustrated
tri full color, it's a recipe book every woman will•ant to have.,
Yes, 166 recipes for just about everything you...
icould want to bake. You'll find complete sections
or yeast breads, quick breads, cakes and frost-
ngs,' cookies, desserts,' pies and pastries and
main dishes, with practical suggestions and hints-
lhat will help you bake better.
,This new and different
?.ecipe book comes free in
specially marked 25 and 50 lb.
bags of Robin Hood Flour.
In specially marked 5 and
10 lb. bags there's a certifi-
cate which you can send in
together with 10 for mail-
ing and handling to get your
copy. Look for these special
bags at your grocer's now!
A PPONUrT OP
INTERNATIONAL MiLUNG COMPANY INC.
obi I
4
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RECIPE (3001(
41•444101(441/11104144
PORK ROAST
.•••••••••
• OP
•
•
Yaw
FRESH PICNIC STYLE
FRYERS SWEET SUE WHOLE 23c
SIRLOIN
Choice, Fully Matured Cut Any Thickness Charcoal Grilling
(AK lb
11(.11OUR STAR - 12-oz. 9kg.
WIENERS
tIORRELL ALL-MEAT, SLICED
3S I
BOLOGNA lb. 3,
--FRESH CUT-Ili
CHICKEN PARTS
LEGS 
_ _ _ _ _ lb. 4E  4
_ lb. 3
THIGHS 
BACKS 
lb.. 42°4'1*
lb. 1-
WINGS 
GIZZARDS  lb. _Te"
LIVERS 
KREY MELLO - 1-1b. I MORRELL CANNED
SLICED BACON lb. 39c PICNIC
NEW TEXAS SWEET - 3-1b. lag
nions 19
FANC'i WINLSA: - 4-1b. ha-
Apples 49
NEW GREEN. FIRM HEALS
Cabbage 5
FRESM CRISPY - 1-1b. hoe
ea
".1
lb
Carrots 25c
RIPE TUBE
Tomatoes laa
INSTANT NESCAFE,. - (itant 10-0z. Jar
COFFEE
MARTHA WHITE SELF-RISING
CORN MEAL
CRISCO OIL
HOM- MAID
BISCUITS
I. It %I I
MAYONNAISE
IMO( I
DOG FOOD
SUGAR FREE - Case, with bottles or deposit)
DIET-RITE COLA
PRESERVES
HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP
SCOTT DINNER NAPKINS
MONARCH FRUIT COCKTAIL 8-oz. can 2 F°. 
39*
WALDORF TISSUE  4-roll pkg. 35(
125-ft. roll 294CUT-RITE WAX PAPER
HEINZ STRAINED
BABY FOOD
— 7-oz. pkg. 39*
2 F.D. 490
 2 F°. 45*
14-oz. bottle
SARA LEE CHOCOLATE - 13-oz. pkg 
BROWNIES 
ST R1MMS _
SUNSHINE HYDROX COOKIES_
PIE CHERRIES Bush's Best
AMERICAN ACE TEA With Free
5 lbs. $2.6
giant $1.4
5 lb. bag 2'.
2c
6 cans 3c
quart 
4C.111
,
24 oz. bottle
can
ctn 27C $1.0
llama - 8-oz. glas,s 
Peach - Red Plumb 3
grimmmrr-
  35'
- — reg, size can
— — — 303 can 2 FOR 390
Glass  39'
POPS-R1TE POPCORN I-lb bag 2 FOR 29*
SCOTT TISSUE   2 ROLLS 25*
SKINNER'S - 10-oz. pkg.
3 250 MACARONI 
STOKELY - Pineapple-Grapefruit - 46-0z. fan 
75° PING DRINK 
19
2W
OPEN EVERY clitsIKEIFIrS FOODMARKET
NMI 'TIL 8 We reserve the r
ight to
limit quantities
,111=1•111111•1111M111•11/ 
.4
_ •
MATE ItOripint
Margarb
2, lb 4W
PILLSBURY
CAKE
MIX
White. Vellow and
l'hoc. Fudge
4
3 boxes Of
•
•
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CALMAR
FRIDAY. May 1
May Fellowship Lunrheon of I.Yrdt-
ed Church Women will be held in
(Ile PreeMeerien Chun Din-
ing Room at 12 noon.
• • •
Terripie II1 Chapter No 511 Or-
der of the Eaetern Star will have Ha
Friendship night and supper at. the
Lodge Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Nellie Outland Sunday Schott
Case of the Cherry Oarner Bat*let
Church will meet with Mrs. Opal
Tucker at 7:30 pm
• • •
Batarday, May 1
Chapter M. P. E. 0 Sisterhood
meets with MIS. R. K. Winimer in
Pachinde at 11 Lm.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
753-1916 or 753-4947
Memo Woman's Mb will most
at the club house at 7 30 pm. goat-
peseta ettl be Mesdames Rue Beek&
James Bialock. A It Kopperud,
Myrtle wall, Stanford Andrus, and
E C Porter.
• • •
Murray Assembly No 311 Orthr of
the Rainboe for Girls Will meet at
the Masonsc Had at 7 pm.
• • •
• • • The WE of the Pes
t Methodist
Church will meet at the Attie chapel
Monday. May Mk at 10 a.m, with the executes., board
The WSCS of the Hebei. Brooke
Chapel. arel Independenoe Method-
ist churches will meet at the par-
sonage at 7:30 pm.
• • •
The Intitie Moon Circle of the
First. Baptist Church Vi'MS will
meet with Mrs leigene Tarry Si
7 30 pm
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the
First Baptist Cteuch W1113
meet aith Mrs. Robert 6. Jones at
7.15 pm.
The Rubs. Nene Hardie Circle of
the Fast, Baptist Church Wliel INK
meet with Mrs. Ptullip Medea
7 30 pm
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the Tina Begeast Church WM6 will
meet with Mrs Paul Lyor* Jr. at
730 pin_
• • •
Tuesday. May 5th
The Jessie Ludwiclit Circle of the
Onleee Presbyterian Church Wom-
en win meet at the home of Mrs.
Leroy Cuinntrigharn at 1 30 pm.
• • •
DepartmentThe Delta of the
mecum at 9.15 a_m
• • •
Groups I and II of the at Ova-
Kin Chords CWF will haw, a joint
meeung as the home of Mrs: Marvift
Mikan at 230 p.m.
Oroup IV of the First Christian
Cbarch OWF willswot with Mrs.
Wombat Oorn sit 940 am.
• • •
Mrs. Fred Shepherd
Gives Review At
Book Club Meetiig
Mrs Jain.% 0 Williams was hoot-
ems for the ineetmg of the Book
Group of the American Almaxistath
of Universety Women held on Tues-
day evening at aen-ttarty o'clodt.
"Cres el Embroidery" was the title
ot the bout which was very ably
reviewed by Mrs Fred Shepherd.
New co-chairmen of the group
elected were Mrs Shepherd and Mrs
Douglas Bolling
Redreshinents were served by the
SOW= to the rnembers and one
rung Mrs Alfred Lindeee present.
• SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY •
Values to 11.49 __ only 3 yds. for '1.00
One Table - values to 61.98  Only 71/4
45-Inch Tarpoon and Irish Poplin, Pampered Cottons,
Dan River, Super Dazzle Broadcloths, and Denims
For One Day Only     Ile per Inch
CLOSE OUT ON WOOLENS AND rua BLENDS
FIVE POINT FABRIC SHOP
Located on Highway 121 Phone 753-6496
Store Hours. Monday thru Friday 8 30 am. to 5 30 pm.
Saturday . 8 30 am. to 12 Noon
Dear Abby . . .
It's In The Past!
Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY Whitt do you do
when you Maas find out that what
you had sutipected deep down in
your heart was true? My seter-in-
law telephoned the other day to
inform n* that my husbancl had
an affair about a year ago with a
supposedly good friend of mine She
said she and her husband had
known about a all along Suddenly,
a lot of things began to fit into
place. such as cancelled checks mado
out to strange paces. and several
unexplained late evenings. Each
time I oorgfront my husband with
the accusation- he denies it I would 
Get it off your chest For a per- ,
gladly give him the benefit of the
t.oubt, but there is no doubt. I MEM
raise four children alone. Do I /tat
forgive and forget?
HEARTBROKEN
b IL AR BF tRTEROKEN: Yes.
Oterleasly your husband waats
forget, tow but when you try be
sweat a esafeesion oat of him. he
can't Tergive. Truly forgive. Only
then wit! you be able to ferret.
• . •
DEAR ABBY My husband and
I are both in our rrad-40's. We are
neat dressers and everyone comple.
After she died, we never saw our
stepfather again Our family did
not care especially for my mother
find husband 1 our real father, or
her second husband, so they ware
us to put her MAIDEN name on
the headstone Since my brother
and I are paying for it. We think
we should be sble to put what we
want on it What is your opunon?
WONDERING !
DEAR WONDERING: It will be
YOUR headstone over YOUR moth-
er's grave. Put on it what you will.
• • •
▪ unpublished reply. write t
ABBY. Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Oilit
90212. Enclose a stamped, seef-ad-
dressed envelope
Per Abby's booklet. -How To BaVe
A Lovely Wedding." send 50 centa to '
Abby. Box 3365. Be'. erly Hills, Cale
90212.
• • •
• • •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs Gar. in Bourland
Murray Route Teo are the parer',
of a son Terry Wade. weiglue...
eight pounde 8's ounceie born 0..
merits us on bow young we look. wedneaday. April 13. at the Mem
vereargq.4wieg tat. intetnie= Hospital Thet1:1=_Att
'fires II` filf- another .
and up he jumps. leaving me to
at alone anywhere from 15 rceinutes
to half an hour When I complain
he gem nad and mica he likes to
talk to his friends Whet's bugging
horn anyway? This has been going
, on for years,.
LEFT SITTING
Di R LI. . If our table- asp-
ping husband Is running for offish
grin and bear it. But If he's just at
friendly. type g ho likes to talk
to his -friends,' tell him that you
Are kb best friend and you didn't
go est to sit alone.
• • •
DEAR ABBY When I was 12 ard
nry brother Was 10. ma father died.
Our mother married again, and she
'toyed married to this man until
she died. At the tine of her death
pettbar my brother nor I could
Another New Home
rider ronstruction in the College Terrace Subdivision,
1st two Hocks from the I ollege in the Robertson School
astrict. This is the sixth new home in less than a sear.
as four large bedrooms, 2 full baths and fireplace.
e ins ite sou to inspee t the construction of this fine
'arle. 1%111 sell Or trade.
SEE-Damon Lovett
OR Glindel Reaves
FREE
Your Choice!
2 ALUMINUM AWNING DOOR
HOODS
For front and hark door
OR .
ALUMINUM SHUTTERS
For the front of the house
OR . . .
ALUMINUM GUTTERING
Ill ou Hair To Do Is Base
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED ALSIII
['refinished lluminum siding installed on our
home . . 20 sear guarantee. 60 months to pay.
No down payment.
Murray Home
Improvement
FREE ESTIMATES . . . NO OBLIGATION
Jost Call 753-4506
4th & Sycamore Murray, Kentucky
chudron. Kerry ,
eight. and Bobbie, ace six.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs Harold Beaman. 613
South Eighth Street. announce the
turth of • daughter. Card Anne,
weighing eight ;Auricle 14 te ounce.
bun on Thursday April M. at ta.,
Murray Itospatial. They hive mu
son. Charles ravid, age settee..
months The grandparents are Mr
and Mrs C. H. Beaman of Murra,
and Mr and Mrs J Ellise:
Hoplunsielle. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. J. C. Bement of Hopkins-
and Mrs. Bettae Elba of Naah-
vtLe. Tenn.
.• • •
Glen Dale * the name ,:hosen by
Mr. and Mint Glen Brown, 107
North Seventh Street. flir their baby
boy. weighing as pounds 11 mimes.
burn at the Mm -ray Hospital Wed-
to buy her • headstone Now nesday. April 22. Mrs. 
Irene Hicks
.‘e have the money and want to of 13enten and Mr and
 Mrs Eakles
buy her one, but here is the problem: Brown of Hardin are t
he grandpar-
We waist our mother's rtrt-sT 111:8- erns The great grandmothers are
BANDS name on the headstone Mrs =ice Indredge of
 Beaten ane
antead of her second hastiend s. Mrs Lowel. Culver of 
Paducae.
•
Wilson-Shoemaker Engagement
•
MIAS rrtitir ANN WILSON
Mr. and Mrs George Crawford Wilson arersoid
,‘ e the ,• :egrenent
approachkia mourrawe of their youngosy daughter, rea-7 Ann. to
Thwart Avon Shoenaker, ACM it Mr. and Mrs W..lb 
im 1u rell ia
Misc 
maker
WSNICin is a lq12 trriataabv of foaling Green Well Scheele
nownee Green, Ohio mIr Flhoomakor is 19ca graduate of Marray High
Setle01  Beth are 'IOW etielente at murnee 
Beata cafeve.
The wedding win take Mice on sundir: JUIN. 78 at three o'clock 
IT,
dw afternoon at the 00Iege Church of Christ. An 
friends and relat,-..
of the couple are linael to 1141.4.441 Ilig Ne(lang and riceptlon. I
'4/we f -ealloiz Less
Hazel Highway Murray, Kentucky
FRYERS
SWEET SUE GRADE A WHOLE (with other purchase)
19!
BACON-- 
sliFiceoduseRir alley 49ndVi lb- *
BACON Mayrose Sliced - - - - lb. 59*
OLD FASHION
CHEDDAR CHEESE lb 69e
JOWL sugar ( ured Sliced - - - 3 lbs $1
HAMS
WHOLE
TENDER SMOKED
16- to 18-Lb: Avg. 39Da
FRANKS Morrell Pride Skinless, lb. 49°
RUMP ROAST Boneless - lb. 390
REELFOOT - 4-Lb. Ctn.
LARD 41 ctn 59c
MISS LIBERTY QUARTERS
OLEO 6 lbs. $1.
ICE MILK ills% Liberty - 3 Gab $1
!MORTON'S Agatorted Flavors
CREAM PIES _ 3 "sit: $1 
frissuEnelseY---- 2 Rolls 19t
CRISCO OIL _ _ 24-os. bottle 39°
GODCHAUX - 10-Lb. Rag
SUGAR $1.13 
CORN 
Pride of Illinois AV 303
- - ( ream Style - - 
 Si
glaCans 
- THIS WEEK'S STAMP WINNERS -
DEAN DOWNEY  50,000
MRS. EARL KINIBRO  5,000
LELAND LAWRENCE  5.000
El*RA FLOOD ,  5,000
MRS. JAMES LIVERS  6•900
MRS. GLEN BEACH erne
MRS. JACK FARMER  3,000
HAMB'GER MEAT -3 lbs. $1
BOLOGNA Old Fashion - - lb. 29°
SAUSAGE 
C. pu: treyr  PS. rtykl e 3 ibs 89'
PORK CUTLETS 
590
CHICKEN BREAST  lb. 49*
THIGHS  lb. 45'
LEGS  lb. 39'
WINGS  lb. 29'
BACKS & NECKS  lb. 19'
LIVERS _ lb. 79' GIZZARDS lb. 39'
MINLTE STEAK - - lb 99°
BOLOGNA
Morrell Pride
Sliced lb. 49°
FINEST VEGETABLE SHORTENING
CRISCO
3-Lb. Can
69c
OLD PLANTATION
BISCUITS 
COFFEE Foigers _ _ _
TiA " 
Li:TUMBLER
12 - 8-os. cans
1-1b. can
with each pkg.) CV
1-os. pkg. a
TREET Armour's - - - 12-oz. can 39 
DOG FOOD 16_...
Rags 
4 FOR 29
ALASKA PINK - Tall ( an
SALMON 49c 
SALAD DRESS.
Garden Club 3z...
Qt. Jar
CATSUP 
Snitl2enenis orboStuoikesely's4 F0. $1
PORK & BEANS :7:at. NV
FRE.111
LErruce HEAD 1 OC
LIBERTY COUPON
50 S&H GREEN STAMPS 50
With This ( oupon and the Purchase of
3 Pounds
(MOUND BEES _ _ 3-1b. pkg. $1.47
%old After M,Q, 5, 1964
LIBERTY COUPON
50 S&H GREEN STAMPS 50
With This Coupon and the Purchase of
ANY BEEF ROAST
Vold After Ma'. 5. 1964
LIBERTY CorrON
25- S&H GREEN STAMPS 25
WiCh This Coupon and the Purchase of
3 Packages Duncan Hines
GAR. MIX pkg. 41°
Void After May 5, 1964
LIBERTY couroN
1000 S&H GREEN gTAMPS 1000
With This ( oupon and the Purchase of 3 hp.
22-In. Briggs & Stratitm, Imigulse Starter
LAWN MOWER $49.95
Void After May 5, 1964
.1. 4 4r
•
est
5.
•
•
•
•
• al. • •
'RH, 30, 1964
9c
lbs $1
5 29c
,s 8W
59c
_ _ lb. 49'
_ lb. 45'
_ _ lb. 39'
_ _ lb. 29.
lb. 19'
; lb. 39'
lb.
lb.
99c
3-1 I) 1 all
69c
2 - 11-432. cans
$11
I I I
49c
10c
'S 25
41"
S 1000
of 3 h p.
Starter
•
•
THURSDAY - APRIL 30, 1864
THE LEDGER di TIMES - MURRAY, K
ENTUCKY
If FOR SALE I
COMPLETE APARTMENT. IDEAL
for lake site. Will move by arrange-
ments. Dill Electric, 753-2930. Lk
iNTERESTED IN A NEW SINGER
sewing machine??? Free $5.00 in
cash if we can't save you money -
buy locally. Contact Btll Adams or
Delon Courtney at your Binger Sew-
ing Machine tabop, 1301 W. Main or
302 Et 4th, Murray, Ky. is30c
TERMITE SWARMING. CALL FOR
free Inspection, state licensed and
Insured. All work guaranteed. Save
op 501,, 30 days only. American Ex-
terminating 0o., P.O. Box 151, phone
247-6072, Mayfield. may29c
NEED A NEW HOME? WHY NOT
try the lovely riomette Mobile Home.
32 floor plans to choose frame. Ten
and twelve sides. Get more for yotr
money and so reasonable Complete
stock of used models. 28' lake trailer
$800, used 10 wide% $2395 and $25e5
42 1967 model. t,V. (1 betirOOMS $1750.
al 36' two beeroom mode,: $1595 ;L
aity
others to ohoose hem. Matthews
Mobile Homes. Highway 45 North,
Mayfieid. ropy3lic
•
•
•
CUSH/dAN EAGLE 1963 Motorscoot-
er, good shape, new parts. Call 762.
3346 after 6 p.m. Bob. mac
BE GENTLE, BE KIND. TO THAT
expensive carpet, clean it with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Crass -Furniture. 
mac
10 NICE WEANING PIGS. 6 we
eks
cad. Cell 753-8867 or 753-1755 a
fter
5 00 p.m. 
a3Onc
33 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 94,' REASONABLE
 CHILDREN'S do-
3k4 miles west of Lynn Grove, mod-
ern home, tobacoo base. C. M. Sand-
ti's, Farmington, Ky., Rt. 1. 382-2796.
AKC REGISTERED POODLE, OR
will trade for small fttnale dog.
Phone 435-4722. m4p
NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK
veneer home near college. Carport,
storage room, nice level lot, sewer-
age, paved street. $12,000.
GOOD 80 ACRE FARM ABOUT
three miles meet of Murray on paved
mad. Good three bedroom frame
home. garage, stock barn, tobaoco
barn, all good level land, has been
in sod bank for past five years,
ready for cultivatacio, poi-session with
deed for next 30 clays, $29,000.
ABOUT 10 ACRES OPEN LAND
on Hwy 121 near Sterile Ideal for
nice home $4,000.
GOOD TWO BEDROOM HOME
with large den, bath, gtiorl well,
chicly ii dJuse, small rock barn.
fenced, 2La acres. ...a >et 2 miles
north of con, P..
GALLOWAY IaSU ,AnnE az Taal
_agency, plan. ..',1-5342. aKic
000:1 U3ED SPIRIT DUPLICAT-
ir machine. Beyer Conourur brand.
Prabed cheap. Call 753-5703 from
8 son. until 4 p.m. rale
1964 VALIANT, 2 DOOR SEDAN,
standard transmission. excellent
econcmy car, like new condition.
Must sell to buy new Barracuda.
Contact Jerry Henry, 390 lrvari.
753-6781. m lc
2 REGISTER= POLLED Hereford,
1 year cidliee C. J. Jeffrey, Dexter
Route 1 or phone 474-3323 mlp
-
thing, infant to size 3; boy's heavy
coat, size 16, formal, size 12; wom-
an's clottung, size 12, maternity
clothing, size 12-13. Phone 753-6530.
mlc
BY OWNER: SPLIT LEVEL House,
In Meadow Lane. Immediate posses-
sion. priced for quick sale. Call 753-
3178 or 753-1873 after 4 p.m. mlp
PONY, SADDLE, BRIDLE A N D
blanket. Phone 753-5351. mlp
1966 BUICK SUPER, 134,ACK and
white, good condition, $295 John R.
Flenniat, 762-3373. rale
A NICE 7 ROOM BRICK HOME,
With full size basement, electric
heat, btautifta stone fireplace, ga-
rage and good out buildings. Located
in Rural Water area. 2a males East
of Murray on Highway 280. WW sell
house and one acre or house and 5
acres. Gall 753-3796 or 753-4700.
nil p
3 BEDROOM HOME, LARGE liv-
ing room, kitchen and dinette, con-
crete drive, storage low, on dead
end street, near school. Window
drarpes included. Call 753-5813 for
appointment. in lc
100' LOTS IN VVIIITNELL Estates-
Murray's finest. Seven big new
homes going up now. This sets a
rtcord in Murray for dollar value
budding Drier out and see 'em. Buy
Yours now Call or see Charles
Ryan Development Company, phone
753-6163 ltp
HE Sky JPilot
OARED
MEM for FP() 'Arra e :eh id.rt
All! by Archie Jocelyn
Wig usid 0 Onwolida INK as snows mom Dsconwoo• Isair Frafraw• Sirullbat
a
_
WHAT MIAS 111AltrIttfltD
LAP oy aivetattitty moat and rob-
bery without • %U5 florae and
Other meant ,I elYet flee resistanie
John Hamlett expediently weot
Ions atta • whorl* of Steve Zit Ma. I
to deputy sheriff at Yowderhur•
is the Hontaas raneetand threw
jenerstiona agu tie was rust wett-
ish{ Ma told hImaeit for the richt
llavt Ile turn or Srrantim and hi
lesittis-Hisyt • naaSiltir.
M 
Al
auna a salooalteeper The trio
had robbed • stagecoach and allied
all three psaseniters unriudinx an-
othet deputy sheriff and • $ew
minima*, for Powtherhorn Jobs
erasion:pa Their Iff NMI* la to aro
their minds os the fund* Wes
rapped tot • s.hurch and dishearten
• reform element in the town Hal-
sted is made by the trio to repre-
Omit Minas!l to the 10W111111TWII as the
lose survivor at the boiduo. the
SWAIM
Halal ea, sues Ray. Cranorooli.
and Elisabeth elettet• the banker's
dadahtet take as immediate Pains
to each other, thus isturiatins the
walous Scranton.
CHAPTER 13
at.° Wainwright 
wore a
goatee and • rusty Prince
Albert, which, like himself,
should long since have been m-
itred. But such • contingency
seemed unthinkable, he having
been postmaster at Powderhorn
since it had attained the status
of a town
During most of those years
he had fulfilled • double duty,
at no increase In pay Because
he wore pants rather than •
skirt. and was dignified as a
government official he was not
called • gossip; but such news ad that no reply should be sent
as came his way was passel on. him. not even in a well-peel
ed
with all the aplomb of • town
crier.
'That will be the way to han-
dle in Steve Scranton decided
A postcard. addrestied to the
preacher-and Dad will do the
rest.
Chuckling, he sought out
Hoyt, who could unually be de-
pended upon for unusual and
pertinent information.
"You have quite an acquaint-
ance among the ladles in a lot
of towns." Scranton observed,
without preamble Hoyt looked
up from • game ot solitaire, rif-
fling the pasteboarda absently
through his fingers.
"Quite an acquaintance, yes
-but not among the ladies," be
amended: ''Women."
Scranton shrugged. "My
point, exactly. Would you recall
one, with an address properly
far to the East, reasonably
good-looking, and with some
talent for acting? She must be
willing to journey to a far
country." He broke off, grin-
ning "Now /an doing It, after
listening to our sky pilot spout
In scriptural accents. I wonder
What words he will find to fit
the occasion when the lady a-
lights from the stage here In
Powderhorria
Hoyt pondered briefly, and
came up with an answer.
'I can think of one who
might fill the bill," he replied.
"Agnes, her name is Her
priced come fairly high, though,
for such a trip."
"In this ease, money is no
object,' Scranton assured him.
"You write her and tell her
what Is required. The first thing
will be for her to despatch •
•••••••-•.
letter The postal to the preach-
er would be enough. The post.
master Plight compare feminine
nandwrit ing, and the coinci-
dence of, two poo.marks from
the same far-off town would
not go unnoticed.
• • •
HAISTED was palming thepost office when Dad hailed
him. It had not occurred to Hai-
red to inquire for mall, since
he wasn't expecting any. The
postmaster stuck Ws head out
of the doorway.
"Best stop in • second, Rev-
erend. Got some mall for you."
He smirked. "Mail you 11 be
right pleased to receive, I bet."
Passing it through the wicket,
he added glibly, -It la not good
for man to live alone."
Surprised, Halsted accepted
the postal He scanned' it guano.
ly, and then, with a nod, thrust
it into his pocket, his face ex-
pressionless. Dad, watching, was
disappointed. If Halsted hadn't
been a sky pilot, he'd have sus-
pected him of having been a
poker player from the blank-
ness of his face.
The situation was clear
enough to John Halsted. A girl
named Agnes was coming all
the way out there to marry
him. In that, on second thought,
he found no great cause for
surprise. It was natural enough
that John Cranbrook should
have had a sweetheart, and that
they should have planned for
her to idth him as soon as he
was settled in his pastorate.
Only, until now, such a possi-
bility bad never occurred to
him.
Halsted Weenie aware that
- -
-
•
his legs were automatically
carrying him beyond tnit town. ;
whicn was weU enough.
There would be an interval of
• few days, he supposed, before
Agnes arrived and the news
burst on the Community What
postcard - not a letter, mind '
you. Old Dad might have
trouble in making out what Was
In a letter without opening it
But • postcard should be per-
tect."
On that point, Scrantoe's
judgment proved sound. Tla would be do then? 
What mina..
postcard arrived tatidue coursesabe do?
addressed tn • repaid, firm hand I'here was n
o return address, '
to the Reverend John Cram not even 
a lag name. Even It
brooe, and at least half a dozen he riad both, A
gnes would prob-
people anew what it said before ably be well on h
er way befoe.
it reached John Halsted. The a letter could 
get back, inform-
news was an item calculated to mg tier that t
hings were not as
set other tongues- to wagging, they seemed 
and tuicl been in-
land Scranton • chief regret was tended. That w
ould be the Kind-
that he was unable to see Hal- eat and best 
way, preventing
sted'• face when he first read her from 
making a king trip
It, He had himself composed the only to di
scover that her aweet-
message, with some care: heart was dead, t
hat an Onpos-
"1 am most happy to know tor was tak
ing his place.
that you are now settled in your Halsted sno
ok his head. fror •
new work, dear, so that we can few days he -6
 more or lea, con-
be married without turer de- sciously delud
ed himself, shin-
lay. I will follow this a Ung his eyes 
to facts, even ai-
very few days, travel r lowing himself to
 do a bit of
arms on the wings of the wind daydreaming 
lie hadn't intend•
-for even train and stagecoach ed it to be th
at way, but each
will be as such in bringing me new day made
 it clearer to him
to you. I am counting the days. that he was 
hopelessly In love
trweetheart - even the hours. with Elizabeth Cl
eams. It was
Your Agnes." both • joy and
 pain to see that
Mindful of Dad Weinwrighta she apparently lik
ed him in
curiosity, as well as his pro- turn,
penalty for putting two and two It was an 
impossible situa-
together. Scranton had instruct- lion, which h
e had refused to
face up to. Now he would have
to -and in the long run it
wouidn t make much difference,
But for the short haul it could
make plenty.
The honorable course would
be to go to E1i7:iheth and ex-
plain. but even that was out of
the question. Once he tried to
explain, there were too many
things to make clear, too many
obstacles In the way. The one
mitigating circumstance was
that he had • few days of
grace, in which to plan, before
anyone would know.
Still poker-faced, he returned
to town, wondering where to
find an answer. It might be bet-
ter to help himself to • horse,
as soon aiZ grew dark, and
ride out -
A faint grin twisted his face
at Mai predicament A preacher's
sure handicapped at a time like
this, he reflected. Why. I can't
even express myself properly-
words fall • paasort Mildly
astonished, It carne to tam that
he was beginning to think like
a preacher.
His final deluelon was prompt./
ly Shattered. A casual acquaint-
ance hailed him, winking broad-
ly.
"You're a sly Preech-
er," he said admiringly. "Callin'
most every day at the Cleavie
place, where I'll &dint' Anse
Elizabeth's a mighty pretty airl
-and all this Urn., not let tin'
on to any body! Now, I reckon,
It'll tax your powers to explain
Agnes.'
It was Impossible to explain
that there had been • hideous
mistaxe, Speechless, Halsted
went on, realizing belatedly that
a postcard was a public print
(To Bo Continued Tomorrow)
HOUSE TRAILER FOR SALE, 33' x
8', one bedroom. location - Hale'a
Trailer Court, lot No. 11 ijust in
back of lock shop). See Craig Gilli-
gan. m2p
14' LONE STAR ALUMINUM boat,
35-h.p. Evinrude motor, boat trailer.
plus sng equipment. Can oast
Moore. 753-4800 after 4 p.m. mac
NEW BRICK COLONIAL TYPE,
3 bedroom taxne, located in Richland
Subdivision, plamie 753-3503 after
4:00 pm. nap
18' UTILITY TRAILER. DU AL
wheels, formerly used as a paint
trailier. May be seen at Gantlet
Heaven Lyon Grove Hwy. $65.00.
m2c
NEW MODERN COLONIAL POUR-
bedroom home, Pi ceramic baths.
Idtchen-den combination with built-
in GE deluxe range. Mahe aaher,
garbage disteepal. carpeted living-
dining room, inaey other features.
Located near Murray High. on large
shady lot. See at 511 South 11th or
PEANUTS®
•••111W
phone 153-1912 for appoinimmt.,
mac
BY OWNER NEW THREE beet-
totem red brick house on large lot-
Vice family kitchen, conmic tile
bath, large closets, utility, carport,
storm windows and doors. Priced at
only $12.800. Call 753-3000. mac
ONE PORTABLE SERVEL Electric
refrigerator. Ideal for office or cot-
tage on lake. Phone 753-4886 after
5 pin. m2c
PAGE FIVE
NOTICE
FOR ALL TYPES POWER TOOL
repair, such as electric WM, drills,
sanders, buffers, grinders etc. See
Dill Electric, New Concord Rd., 753-
2930. tic
WE COMPLETELY REBUILD elec-
tric motors. See Dill Electric, New
Concord Dr., 753-2930. tic
STANDING AT SERVICE. MY Gol-
 ae. den Palimono "Wonder Boy's Pride".
FOR Ron j For information 
call 753-1833 or 753-
2656 or came by and look at him at
THREE altIVATE ROOMS FC•R
college boys with kitchen privilege*.
Located 100 S. 13th. Phone 753-3914.
tic
ROTO-TILLERS,
trimmers, hand
EMBREY'S.
MOWERS hedge,
sanders, Basil.
mayl4c
TELEVISIONS, AIR -Conditioners,
fans, refrigerators, rangea.
BILBREY 'S. mayl4c
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Priv-
ate bath, unfurnished. Will furnish
for long time tenant. One 3 room
furnashed apartment, private bath.
One 3 room unfurnished apartment,
private bath. An electric heated,
adults only. Available May I. Ronald
W. Churchill, phone 753-2411 or
'43-2736. a30c
2.35 ACRES 'TOBACCO BASE, dark
fired two good tobacco barns If
luterested see•br Allaritten,
had Route 2, phone 402-3625. m2c
DAN FLAGG
Pau-lane Stables, Lynn Grove Road.
a30c
FARMERS, GET YOUR DeKALE
seed corn at the Murray Hatchery,
406 S. 4th. may&
FOR HAIL dr FIRE INSURANCE
on your tobacco see Thomas Mc-
Darnel or Wayne Wilson at Wilson
Insurance and Real mate. inay211c
FILE TEMPLE HILL METHODIST
Church will accept bide for mowing
of the cemetery until Saturday. May
the and. The lowest and best bid
will be accepted. See John Grogan,
Henry Childress or Bean Junes. riac
PILOT AVAILABLE - COME TO
the College Church Of Christ April YARDS
 TO
29-May 6 at 7:00 p.m. and let Earl 4 pm.
 Can
West introduce you to the greatest Nan
ce.
pilot of all tames. a30c 
WILL MOW OR. CARE PR 1 ' EMALE KELP WANTED
Call 753-5630. sa0p
  _ 
PERSONAL,-JIM. I AM laberestied GOOD 
PENMANSHIP. BOONE S
in your Soul's salvation Won't you La
undry and Cleaners. mls
corns with me to hear Earl West at
College Church of Christ, April al-
May 6 at 7:00 p.m. - Sue. m lc
WARD TERMITE 00., LOCATED
at Five Points, Murray, Ky. Phone
753-6019 or '247-3023 collect May-
field, licensed arid insured. Any size
home I work guaranteed) $70.00. 30
years experience. Free estimates.
juneac
NEED HELP VVTTH SPRING clean-
ing'? Come to College Church of
Christ April 29-May 6 and let God
help you spring clean your heart.
Earl West is there to assist, you
each night at 7:00 p.m. mac
HELP WANTED
MAN WANTED: CONTINUE Raw-
leigh Service to consumers in Callo-
way Co. A profitable business at
your own. No previous experience
or capital investment needed. For
information see or write Bill John-
son, Box 352, Russell Springs, or
write Rawleigh, Dept. KYD 1090 327,
Freeport, Ill. a2,16,30c
WANTED
4.(E- 5... I 'M JUST COMBING Aki
14AiR...CM 5.1AKIN6 IT DOWN
WITN LOTS OF WATER...
fe,t GRAID,THOUGH, OF AAT WILL
HAMM OEN I GET OUT IN NE..?
MOW CALL AFTER
753-6121 or we Gary
nalp
by Don Sherwood
Callitn THE
NEWSPAPER. IaA
EONNA &WE -OEM An
HOT RASH ABOUT
SA11 DIEGO'S LATEST
CRY& WAVE.
NANCY
hiEANWHiLE MERE 5 TM itiaSevEa,
70 YOUR 1ELETYPE TO
WASHINGTON! ',RACE
VOt.R5ELF, SKIPPER_
rrs ioND OF A StRPOISE
MOCAGE!
by Charles M. Schub
THE SERIAL NUMBER SELDNOS TO AN CLD
FRIEND- OR NiAYSE I. BETTER
MAKE THAT
'AC.21.14iNTANCE.
HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Serv-
ice, Thursday, April 30. Kentucky
Purchase-Area hog mark.et report
including 10 buying stations. Esti-
mated receipts 500. barrows and gilts
steady to 15c lower. US. 1. 2 and 3
180 to 340 lbs. $13.75 to $14.00 Few
US. 1 180 to 220 lbs. $1425. US. 2
and 3 245 to 270 lbs. $1250 to $13.76. •
U.S 1.2 and 3 160 to 175 lbs. $1226
to $13.75. US. 2 and 3 sows 400 as
600 lbs. $1000 to $11.00. US. 1 and 2
260 to 400 lbs. $11.00 to $12.00.
*: AT THE MOVIES 
*
EILNURRAYDRNIS . IN THEATRE ---.3Vhdiff". , I. REK100ff.malff• --
ENDS TONITE - Color
Marlon Rmndo as
"THE UGLY AMERICAN"
* FRIDAY-SATURDAY *
- AU In COLOR -
GRANT touch1 TUNGCARY .- l
hat
Daus I It \link-
DAY Aggr
& . AuDaYagows !
• r-L-u-s •
'HOME FROM THE
HILL'
a Robert Mitchum
• George Hamilton
CAPITOL
Open 5 pm. - Start 515 p.m.
* ENDN TONITE *
`THE I SHAPED
ROOM'
,with Lane Caron
* FRIDAY-SA itDAY *
MON-641711, GUYS
-IN acrtor• 
. ,
V4R1 
,
I ;
1
„ - a.--s. -:., •
1 '3 VIOLENT PEOPLE'
my Ernie BushmlBer
gRic:JUg //
IrEMg,IQN/
•
ABBIE AN' SLATS
LIL• ABNER
IF EVERYBODY GIVESA
urra, EVERYBODY GETS W
HHE OR SHE WANTS. YOU MARITY
ME -I GET 'IOU. VOL/ GET 714E
TREASURE. BECKY GETS
SECURITY FOR ME
REST OF HER
LIFE. SIMPLE?
WOULD BECKY
UNDERSTAND?
Do• u Po oil -Al
Ca.. 1046, thff•• %ammo
`a.
WHurS NEW ? - AH GOTirkAIHNI,T
TWO M LLYUN ,
DOLLAHS INSURANCE MUCH
ON YORE DEATH!: MOM CN
4•-• WIAUT'S
NEW!!
-
-
•
,
tiff
BUT, AH THINKS
YOLL -tAFTA GIVE
THET TWO MILNUN
BACK!!
-
AH DON'T
SEE
WWI!!
ITS
MIME!!
•
•
4
5.,
i•11.1.•21=1
by Raeburn Van Buren
by Al Capp
BUT, A14 15 YOR'N,
TOO, DEAR -AN' YO'
CAIN'T HAVT. US
SarN
fli
ill\ 140! ft
\l‘ \v. ‘,•*„‘,
••••
1
•
-
THURSr - APPAL 30 1 364
,••
440
THE LEDGER & TIMES - 
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
..sgt .
/alt.
IA •
DEM FAVORITES, All 
FOGN-Hill Rise (left) of California 
and Northern Dancer of Ci,n-
-oda are tayurites in the May 2 Ken
tucky Deibr siting with jockeys Bil
l Hartack (left)
and Willie Shoemaker. Hartack's 
won three of the five in which he ha
s had a mount.
KENTI'CKT COLLEGE
snit% SPORTS RIESt ITS
to tolled Pre.. International
Baseball
ahwastappi 15 Murray 1
- -
V
V
Madonna 5 Georgetown 3
Madonna 3 Georgetown 2. 2nd
Tract
Cumberland 103 Union zit
Cincinnati 86 Eastern Kentucky 80
11,r -net 12
Miens*. 71% Franklin 63°4
NOW VAR KNOW
bacteria in an acre of soil at av-
Scientists nave emanated that the
, erase fertility would weigh as muc
h
as a full grown dairy cow of mad-
!
World.
iumsizie. according to &lenv &
Rexail
sxPERT
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICA
• Qs& 
"am&
• I...ow
s•••••••
rut•Li.
RUBBING
'ALCOHOL
liwireates ...so
ct"es
S'itetia'
two TIN
erg
FILM e(>•-
frit` speed blel
& 127. 120
24,5
• 
gam Sfl
HAIR
SPRAY
Per 3 
F2
to-H; d -3
1 • 2 kr 1.5
1
2 for the price oil
-Plat A PENNY!
IIE
THURSDAY APRIL 30 thru
SATURDAY MAY 9-Hurry in !
I) is a
1110141 '
ASPIRIN
-,..111161'¶ rr. DC's. No falter-
•••m••• •• •-‘ -3••'
' 2 Ice 70r-
114•11m••••• 
116, PANOVITE
WAIL
C '
 VITAMINS0 Help provost ritanrp
NI 
defiClerCieS.I le
11:# 57 ft 2 4,299
1 19 INONACIT RPO, ISO TAW,
flik WV! Clef AY Ifee•II aerosol
211 ColvalLE rTARANIR,
7k IELINIO mOuTNWIJII, Piet
9* IN 01PORANT oo4 Olve Casale
11s SYMPOSITI111100, At. ere Walt% 121
Me wowing tool. Sege. Eabil
lek NAM LOTION, Cara Nom
Oft NOVS100s9 &MRS Featikor sot
1.If SIANIUSS NYL111111. keetes
41e AINIEVIrt ThIf In
2S ENVELOP! PACKS
Sec MONIS ucolia Alcoa* pot
21k ASP III I CONON DROPS _
13. 1110IITS _
Ilec OUT oussasi tattoo hull
5k 1.:0111PC UNA C ertalleal
MN CRUM* LOTION
1 00 WATCH BANDS _ 
 2 for 1.01
9k AIR REFRESHER, ci_ •••ett..1- 2 f Or .99
1.95 MOTH PROOFER ae•r„s."1  2 for 1.96
2 focus
• 2 for AI
2 for 2.71
2 for is
2 for JO
• 2 for .54
2 for .40
2 for .9g
for .so
2 for I.2o
2 for .44
2 for 2s
2 fcr
2 tor js
2 for ./4
2 for 29
2 for .34
2f or
MALL BUFFERED
ASPIRIN
Speech read without
81. 
 se
1.47S8t.
Teel*" 2 4. 99cas,.,
MEWS AND USD1ES'
BILLFOLDS
2 ter 2.99
CARA NOME
CREAMS and
LOTIONS
I 50 COLD CR
EAM vi te.
1 00 CLEANSING 
LOTION 4 M.
1 50 CLEANSING 
CREAM 31/2 42-
2 00 NIGHT 
CREAM :
250 HORMONE C
REAM 2 oz.
1.25 ASTRINGENT 
c.
1 00 SKIN FR
ESHENER 4 or -.
2.50 MIST COLOGNE
 4004## bob/ 2 se. -
 2 for 2.51
1 50 lATH SOAP 
se- ‘,,g Lily Peak boa 
2 boxes 1.51
1.25 COLOGNE GELE
I 4 1. tog Pagcar
ces _ 2 lot 126
9ic stutoroo 4 favorites 
2 for .99
1 50 LIPSTICK vi•as
o•-gi long Un. -
2 for 1.51
1 50 COSMETICS 
for 1.51
4k COTTON SQUARE
S s. 
2 for .48
594 EXTENSION CORD tt 2 for AO
49c LIGHTER FLUID iz.  2 for .50
79c SHOWER CAPS   2 for A
2 for 1.51
2 for 1.01
2 for 1.51
2 for 2.01
2 for 2.51
2 for1.21
lor 101
I 69 FEVER TicremOMETERS
30c GAUZE BANDAGE _.....2 for 1.731)
3.59 NOT WATER BOTTLE. v.torw 2 qt. for 3.604k VITAMIN C t - • 2 for .46
2 for .50
?for .70
2 for .50
NOTES 4 .6.fleS v.,th enrs. 2 for 1,0125c TABLETS Doff LOPES net, w sin 2 for .2610c ftlVflOtf _
BAIL PIN49c REFILL 
2 for .11
2 for .50
1 45 VITAMIN 11 A.iai.
2 fOr 1.461 20 VITAMIN 112 CONCEKTEATE1 - , A, 1 . _ - 
2101'1.2149c TOOTH 'RUSHES rie,70 woe. seuls --2 for .50Sic ADHESIVE POriDER 113..../ree 34i oz. .......2 for .99Sic AEROSOL Mr0141101.A11. pesaM
2 for .99
4k lily PANTS b.cme. stele ....
ik AFTER SHAVE LOTION
4k RAZOR WOES.it 2', 1: lull's
100
Iowa Own Ow est taa
sows Efuys, EXTRA VALUES TOO - GOOD TO MIS',
,Not 6n Our it Sole Plon
IMISNEIMARI SIT 21-Piee• 
499
1.110 LIPSTiCkt Maraschino  3 fit
 1.25
$ATII rionita Tee. st,ttsat 
 98
MIST COLOGNE Soiolw16 Win 11
1
SUShI SATO Lars 21 patets in boo - 3 boxes .9
8
NAIR ORM DemMion _____ 11 9
9
Lotto vitioateT Fancy rie;se _
1 59
T1ANSISTOR 5A0i0 ea,chclei, case, be. 11
.919
HA RAY IFLASMOULOS G0ou'ar ens. 17a - AI to 1.2
1
II 0011 11100 Ares it bandages, 1.  Ill
3 38 FOLDING STINK( Snuiteld 2.5
1
AUTOMATIC 1001111110311 ars 4 brushes 1211
100100111) a1 F ,ot de m Regular tubes
 .ss
MANY MORE ITEMS AT SALE PRICES - COME EARLY!
Dale Ea Stubblefield
Game Missed
May Show Big
investment
Ev riliPD DOWN
United Press international
The g,tfli III v.hIch Tow' Clon-
i-̀ 7CT missed no-hit fame ma
y be
the one in which the Milwau
kee
Braves finally realized a $100.0
00-;
investment
The Braver: have been waiting
for the 23-Year old Mont/1
m to
name throueh ever since the signed,
torn to a six-Noire bonus contract
in 1958. but the lack of a good curve
ban to go with his sizzling faM b
all
always prevented Tony from achlev- I
we the goal se• out for him.
It wasn't until the Braves dea1t1
veteran World Series hero Lew
Burdette to th• St Loins Cardircils
last season that Clorunger began
to get a regular turn oti the
 mound
And It wasn't until Wledncaday
night that they raw the young fire-
bailor realize his potential with hla
near-no-hitter
Clotanger allowed only one hit -
a clean single by Willie Stamen
with two out in the seventh Inning
- - as the Braves scored a 1-0 vic-
tory over the Pittsburgh Pinatas
Doubtful Starter
There had been dome right up
to the moment of the game's st
art
that Tony would patch at all. 
He
suffered a painfol bruise on he 
left
foot. when he fouled off a 
pitch
man it during batting practice, but
he tristated on amine to the mou
nd.
The Braves gave Oloninger t h
e I
only flat he needed in the 
third
mridisi when Denis Menke doubled.
was. saralitissrl to_ aura tor_474901..T,
Ind scored on • angle by 
retype 111410mmure
Alou The victoey was the Br
aves'i New York 4
 4 .500 1
fourth in their last live game
s and Los Angers 6
 7 .466 1%
vaulted them into third place 
in I 
the National league
Willie Mays a hacked out thre
e
more hits to mete his average
 to
488 as the Bin Francesco. G
rants
I downed the Cherragui Cub's 4-0 
The
, Ins Angeles Dodcrers defeat
ed el-
, Houston Oohs. 7-2, end the St 
Lows
Cardinals beat the New York Me
ta.
i 4-3. in 11 inritters in other NL ri
me'
Philadelphia ea Ceicinrriti was ra
in-
ad cut
In. the American leasing. Bahl
-
-gore downed TN:stun 4-2. Detr
oit
hadei 1C -•rie -s City 5-4 and L
os
&tideless beat WaaNntrogi. 5-1.
Martehal-lOans Titled
'drys unit ?-for-5 -1,1 drov
e in
two, RUTS LO Ware. a Mee, att
nek
Pr' becielit t to G.: • s' 'ta
n
allerieh'' his ?Wed strweht 
of
Utile sesson end hi. turth A' 
I ait
&dam back to Ilaat,year M •
r.
-trult out Mx ar-I thr
-e .
Lehi 1'111411211 berme turning 
over
the tenth-a-mew mown date 
to
Ersb Sh-si
The rllires scored thew frurt
h TENDERIZED
grasght •tn after being heal hal
ms'
by Dcr. Nott.tart for at,
 amines
by tsiln- 7 six riga in the hort 
three
Innings to give Nick Milliut 
his
first w.n. Wally Moon. Willie Da
rts
, 4..1 Jhr. Wcrh •s to. it 'WD 
h ii
i.-ch far the Dodgers while 
John
B4ternan connected for a tan
-run
h •ner for the Colts
Belief pitcher Larry P irri trt
h
we Iced home the tent,. ng nal with
th • nets filled m the 11th inn
ng
^
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Larry Sherry Turned Back The Clock 5 Years• .,,, ,. • . ,• 
1 o Give Detroit A Viet() ry Last Night
^0
by,.UnIted Presta International
,IATIONAL LEAGUE
w I. I I it 8.
Philadelphia 8 2 .800
San ?retina:ea 8 3
 _727 '2
Milwaukee 8 5 .615 
Pa
St Louis 8 6
 571 2
Pittabunrh 7 6 .538 2":
etncuinsil 6 6 .5041 3
Houston - 6 9 400
 4's
Los ATWele6 6
 9 400
chime°4 7 364 4's
New York 2 10
 .167 7
Wediteada,'s Results
Elan Francisco 4 Chicago 0
PhIllo. at Cincuinati ought
. ppd . rain
Los Angeles 7 Houston 2. 
night
Milwaukee 1 Pittsburgh 0. night
St Loue 4 New York 3. 11 
intl. night
Today's Games
Pit (elm-Nil at Milwaukee
&in Front-two at Chicago
LAX, Angeles at Houston, ni
ght
Phikidelptuu at Cinenuiati night
iOnly games scheduled I
Erlday'it Games
Chksigo at Houston. night
New York at Cincinnati. nig
ht
Ptuladelptua at Mihaaukee, iugh
t
Plusburgh at St. Louis. night
Stan Francisco at Los Angel
es. night
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Team W I. 
It nil
Cleveland 5 3 .628
gra
Detroit
Chicago
7 5 583
7 5 .583
5 4
CHOICE BEEF f.'Ali
Pt FRED DOWN .
teatt.g Prellb internatkorts1
1 3
I •rrv Sherry h.- turned b)ct the •
five irira give the T)etrott
T the 1^.-Ntuo relief Welter the,'
lid wit' make them "n American!
Le-ixue pennant conterrier. • In
The I.% Ange*.es Dodgers World'
Serie% pitching hero of 1959 - he
finished all row- games which the
Dodgers won from t he Chicago
White Sox -- was acquired by the
Tigers in an inter-league trans-
Hearn early this year.
At the time it was pure macula-
tion by Detroit (tenet-al Manager
Jim Campbell but new it looks like
pure genius
Akhough never able to rePeve
dependably for the Dodgers follow-
mg his '59 set-is heroics Sherry
has delivered for the Tigers in sen-
w.tinn.a style He's relieved in four
games and in a total of 10% iniiing
i
Wastungton 6 8 429 
2
Boston 5 7 417 
2
Kona:a 00V 3 6 3.13 di
Wednesday's Results
EN-Atmore 4 Boston 2
La Angeles 6 Washington 1. nee.
ht
Dotro:t 5 Kangas City 4. 10 I
nn..
night
C:eveia nil at sonnesota. ppd.. m
an
Chicago at Nev. York, ppd . rain
Today's Games
Detroit at Kansas City
Cie. ela:id aS Minnieuto
Chicago at New York
(Only triunes schedule
di
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Kates:. City. ni
ght
Los Arateles at Chicago. 
night
Cleveland at.  -Balt am ire_..aight,
Washuierton at Nae: York. night
(Only :tures scheehil, 1.
-oweJ lure nne solitary ht rad
 :lot
Wart:e
/•.s Second Game
'tvterry dirks sec. *teles7
the Los AneCes Ange's
t April 17. hung three goose egos
on :he Angels on Arsal 21. and
didn't pcomitt a hit in 1,-2 innings
ottani.; the Minnesota Twins on
April 25. He came theae-h Wtdnes-
dy with a foitronning one-
hit performance and mole off with
his acond victory of the season
ahen Don Demeter's
honer gave the Tigers a 5-4 on-
urnph.
Demeter acquired in the deal
that pitcher Jlrn Bunning to
the Philadelphia Philkes. went into
the ,'„une rutting .162. His hoin -lx
enabled the lagers to move into a
second-place tie with the Twins.
37 p.-rcerit are points behind the
ftritt-plice Clevelarid Indians.
The Baltimore Orioles rallied to
down he Bostiiin Red Sox. 4-2, and
the Loa Angeles Atter& defeated
the WasMia4ton Senators, 5-1, in
e.ther AL games Cleveland
 at
Minnt.sota and Chicago at New 
York
r.,ined nut.
NL Action
Tn the National Leante. San 
Fran-
hteat chicaeo 4-0. St. Louis
edged cut New York, 4-3, Mi
lwaukee
rttpped Fittishurzh. 1-0, a
nd Los
Aneeles defected Houston, 7-2.
Jackie Brandt's two-run se
venth-
inninz double off relief ace
 Dick
!Iodate cave Wes Stock hi
s errand
win of th• season foe the 
Orioles. e
A crowd of only 1.199 saw 
Dick
Stuart drive in a run with a 
smel-
t flee fly to lift his le
ague-leacting
total to 13 for the year Dave 
More-
head suffered his SPICOT/4 
straight
setback for the Red Sox
Rook.e Bob Lee pitched one
-hit
ball for seven innings to win 
his
first game behind an Angel defe
nse
that inCuilel three double plays.
Tam S.Ori:no had three snig
ka Ii
throe tit has and Joe Koppe c
on-
necaat for a key tiapie fur the
 Ang-
Calloway Count* Tax
Books Are Now Open
For Your Inspection
(Boots will remain open thru May 8, 1964)
CHARLES E. HALE
Ccunte Tax Commissioner
-wompapprewsi•  • .7ers•-• es- v•iitnriassiwor
ewnEemsbo
ANN'S
WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLE.
ASURZ INSTEAD OF A TASK
Sirloin OR Round
SHANK CUT
Swiss Boneless
79t
59clb
cartitr-..a cafffiCIAMe 3-0
deftest created by Tim Pirko...0V
three-run fine-intrinsi homer
 Key
blows in the St. Louis comeback
were since. by Curt Hood urt 
Ken
Koyi r and Bill White'.; third h m
et-
of the ci aim
,
ALCOHOL AND IILDIEDITv
Varlit ther the craving for aleohaii
the tenoency to be a compulsive
drirter is ir.herited is still not
it .00.3 Athen all if tre-kii.g 00
due to • me detect in physical !
flake-
uo. n 131tIe iimewal mate an to
:•ich can ht. m might be
eh rated Poe he'p cants t
ni Alt oh oarn r • 753-3281 '
CORNINGWARE4
SPECIAL a
6. -May 10, 1964, onlyr)
1V2 qt. saucepan with
P detachable handle
freer*, cook.
servo
01 is 0.111 dish
-end it almost
wabhos itself!
ONLY $4111
`ieperekly Sti Si
SAVE $1.62
RI . N10,1HER
1101' SEWARES
ihere Mother Rdys
Housewares
STARKS HARDWARE
(Center Sliee,)
HAM'79L 
POLE BEANS Fresh lb 19C
PW CHERRIES Bush - - can 19`
LEMONS SlInki‘I  doz. 29'
ONIONS New 4esas
SQUASH Yel
low
•
  3-1b. bag 19t
 lb. 15e
WHOLE. (:') N:S1'11 E .
FRYERS  23t
Chicken Parts
BREASTS
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS _
NECKS & BACKS
lb. 49e
lb. 49'
lb. 29'
lb. 10c
PINK SALMON Red Skin - - 49`
PRUNES Susiso ee  2 I' 69
TUNA  r2.
SHRIMP
Vamp - - - -
 flat can 19e
rceled .di rbevelned 12
-ti. $1.29
V•1•0
Gold Band
Sliced
ri1N
1-lb.
39c
1;nARCOill.
10 -lb. Bag
59c
MAXWEil
WHOUSI
Toci
Maxwell
House
Oft L
111-os.
$159
Gladioli
,•• F r,
a •• •
'3 (' %NS
19c
SHORTENIIK
"...mama mow.
3 -1.b. Tin
55c
CHEESE
CHEESE
LONGHORN
EM( 2-lb. 
boa
lb.48'
69'
MEAL
MARGARINE Solid
SHEDD'S (3-1.bs.)
PEANUT BUTTER
Martha White Self-Rising - 
- 5 lbs. 31'
-2 Lb.. 29'
FROSTY ACRES,'
CREAM PIES
39`
SAI. SODA (Arm & Hammer)
LARD. ctn.
_ box 17:
_ 48c
FLAVOR-KIST FIG BARS _ _ _ _ 39
'
STA-FLO STARCH - 1/2-gal• 41'
NAPKINS
CATFISH 
JELLY
200 count 29"Paper 
Ocean Itonelens - - - - lb.
2-Lb. k9c.
hi Jars
D1{ INK Welch's App!,'-Grape - - tall can 27°
131.1(1.1) & DERINED SPAM SPREAD
JOWI.S 
3 IBS. 87` 2 r39°
TV DINNERS. Chicken or Bee( ea. 39'
SHEDD'S FRF.NCH DRESSING 21c
SOMA X 
NO BUGS SHELF PAPER
2 boxes 33.
49.
t.
s
•
•
ears
Cleveland at
) at New Yorlc
-up. San FrAn-
4-0, St. Louis
1-3, Milwaukee
1-0, and Los
ston, 7-2. -
3-run aeventh-
elle ace Dick
oek his second
ce• the °notes
,199 s..ew Dick
a with a sari-I--
league-leading
'lir Dave More-
wicond straight
Sox
pttched one-hit
rigs to win his
n Angel defense
e double plays.
three suwles in
Joe Kuppe con-
ple for the An-
Tax
pen
1964)
iissioner
Alliwar•-•09111111111 111hw
IrtS
_ - lb. 49c
- - _ lb. 49(
- - _ lb. 29c
,..lb. 10c
- 49°
- 2 s. 69° 
- flat can 19°
1 ! 117 
$1 99
*him
:1-lb. Tin
55c.
200 count 29°
2-Lb. L
- Jars 
UT
- tall can 27°
IM SPRF ill
r0398, e_
ea. 39'
21c
2 boxes 33'
49'
1
•
•
THURSDAY - APRIL 30, 1864
Plastic KITCHENWARE
Add these handy, durable
items to your kitchen at z r29, half their regular price! fo2114 we.
Place
MATS
4/17c
Rig. 29c each,
assorted pat-
terns, colors.
Foam backing.
Lamp
SHADES
$1.00
Pretty styles
for your bed-
room. Pastel
colors. 8, in.
SPECIALS!
Cori HOT PADS 22coblong. Reg. 39c .
Refrigerator SET
2 each: 1.qt., 1-pt. 
57c
Laundry SPRMKLER 33c
J or. Reg. Sic....
$1.00 BILLFOLDS 77C
Styles for men, women...
Bone China
57-Piece Set
534.49
Silverware
L. 
50-Piece Set
534.95
White
HANDBAGS
$2.27
ph.. ts •
Segrane plastic with a
"leather-look'! Casual
or dressy styles.
Little Boys'
DENIM SHORTS
44c
Assorted colors in cot-
ton denim, with all-
elastic waist. 4-10.
DECORATOR RUG
• 24 x 42-4n. Area Size
Deep blended tones
with black and white ac-
cent. High cut pile, ma•
chine wash 'n' dry.
REG. MINI
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
20-Gal. GARBAGE CAN
big poiyetnylene pas-
tic can, double-lip cov-
er, built-in hanclles.
REG. $5.99
1
2'9
LINED PLASTIC DRAPES
• 101 Inches Wide
Floral or lace patterns
in lovely colors. Each
panel 36-in. wide; 36-in.
valance. 87-in. long.
SPECIAL
klatch•d for • Pr•ill•• Sink!
3-Pc. DISH DRAINER
Family size drainer with rubber coat.
Ing over a sturdy wire frame. 16x20.
in. tray and cutlery cup. White. yellow,
turquoise, beige.
REC.
S2.29 67
11/3 BUSHEL HAMPER
Yellow, turquoise or sari.
dalwood plastic, built-in
handles. Ventilated baci.
REG. $3.49 199
IRONING PAD & COVER
• Sc•rch-Rosistent
Thick cotton pad with a
drawstring. Teflon and
silicone treated cover
with elastic corners.
REG. $1.21
Dish Planter
14x9,A•in. dish for
flowers or fruit 41c
Plastic. Asst colors. 
▪ f
ACETATE
PETTICOAT
White and pas-
tets. LAC@ trim.
Small, medi-
um or large.
CANVAS SNEAKERS
• Washable Duck
• White a Colors
Crepe•type soles,
arch support. Wom-
en's and girls' sizes
In white; child's in
red or blue.
REQ. Mee
167
OPEN FRIDAY
NIGHTS 'TIL
8:00 P.M.
77c
Filigree
LAMPS
$2.22
flouts-Jir or pin.
ups in white
and gold. Per
ularly$3.9c,
It
Clopay ;10'4; Floral
SHADES -NI,. :PLANTER
36 in. x
shade, roll.,
Reg. $1.19.
Seamless
  STRETCH
1?-4•Buw- NYLONS
• Knit to Fit
• Full Length
Sheer, lacy 15-denier
hose in sizes to fit 8 -
 111/2. Smart Beige,
Tahiti, Fashion Tan.
REG. 6
98c 3PR.
•
Vv.,. a' .1 I.,:. e
styles, plastic
flowers. Reg.
$1.98.
Baseball
SET
66c
si_,ttL,ail, 3
baseballs in
durable plas
tic. Reg. 98c
FILIGREE PLANTER
Ornamental edge and crystal accent
makes this planter a lovely choice for
the living room. Holds a 6-in. pot. White.
16-inches high.
$17.9Gs. 13 7
Short Sleeve
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.44
Stripes, checks and
solids, 100% cotton or
blends. Boys' 6-16.
RAYON SCARF WINDY BONNET BABY DOLL PI's
Filmy chiffon, Nylon tulle Gaily printed
18x68-in. long. hood in fash- drip-dry cot- 99cAsstd. color), ionablecolors, 28C ton, for girls
black or white, matching tie. size 8 told.
LAMP SHADES
AU Sizes, Styles
Popular Priced
%Ie 
DINNEIRVARE
$14.49
Power Foam
SHAMPOO
For fine uphol-
stery. leathers,
size, reg. $1.49.
MIN PACK
HAIR SPRAY
• Two 14-0s. Cans
• Lanolin-Enriched
Get two spray cans for
the price of one! Fine
quality for setting or styl-
ing-never sticky.
REG. $2.00
PKG.
iF/99c
Ben Franklin Store & Everett's 5 6E10
18-QUART
. UTILITY TUB
9
PEG.
9c. 
6ic
Polyethylene plastic in
sandalwood, turquoise
or yellow. 2 handles.
ASS0=';'S121111
HOMECREST
SPONGE MOP
PEG.
$1.5999c
Cellulose sponge, rust-
proof hardware, wood-
en handle.
gteft
GARMENT
' BAG
REG. $2.95
17 7
• Full Zipper
• Heavy Vinyl
Heavy-gauge viny,
plastic, supported by
a sturdy 3-hook wire
frame. Holds 14 to 16
garments. 57 inches
long.
EYELET BRIEF
Shrink-proof
sistant. White 44C
and heat-re-
cotton. S XL,
2-Pc. DIAPER SET i.58
Reg. $1 99 
TRAINING PANTS 2 A.size,' 6. Reg. 2o, a90. •Or
CREW SOCKS
'-'en's 10 1 keg ,̀9c
( ERA Slit'
COOKIE JARS
Regular SI 9g
77,
Folding Slippers
s. keg 1 00
37c
84c
COURT SQUARE
MURRAY, KY;
PAGE SEVEA
S.
a•amr
•
PALM EIGHT
NOW or ILNOW
By flatted Press Interstational
About 5,000 children between the
ave. CA 1 and 4 years in the united
atm are lulled by accidents each
according to the Metropolitan
Life Ineurance Co. This is aknost
:s3 per -cent of the entire annual
mortality for the sige group.
TOMATO
PLANTS
BIG BOY  25e
BREAK '0 DAY 2fis
XANALUCIE  204
(Disease Resistant)
•
These are large, sturdy
plants, grown in peat
pots.
•
Also have smaller sizes
and other varieties.
SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 No 4th Street
Free-choice
Rid-Ezy steps
horn flies..
Dees lise Invisonsset gray
aft nortt'i witat ~el oar "Canle
mold gra!• remod of Split ff.es"
"14,sovvist cokin 1..ik ever
warmed" . "Come keep ogle on
goimng trough dry, hot weather"
. "Con', afford Nee io use It."
Pros -Moice fasHang 01 Moo,-
M. .41 MirdKCit,c1 1.41-E rya...
Motet or gtonoicu—i, gioiy. 
tem
And 0 fixoy..1•1 a complete com-
ianoson of no•dell faiwools as
well es a systipao.c ienoctiode
br•oh POW We cycles of Nom Roo
ond core, grubs . solely ww1
affactrvaly
L. A. ROWLAND
1.tin Grose. K..
Phone 435-4760
fOUR MOORP1Av MN
E
FANCY MEETING YOU HERE
UNDERDOG MEETS FORMER FOE — Harry & Tr
uman and
Thomas IL Dewey, the man Truman defeated for the presi-
dency against the oddarnakers' 25-1 In 1948¼ have a friendly
handshake backstage at the Lyceum Theater in New York
after seeing "Nobody Loves an Albatros&" Star Robert
Preston does "introducing- at the non-political get-together.
MOGI AND AFTER—Presidential 
press secretary George
Reedy has caused the greatest consternation in the 
White
House since LW turned out Um, lights—by visiting • b
ar-
bershop. Hie "Australian bushman" coiffure (left, is gone
and now (right) he tuts a new look, lust like a person.
LONG ABSENT —Remember Trygve Lie
, the Norwegian who
used to he U N secretary general till the Soviet got him
eased out? Here he is t left), back in New York on World's
Fair Manna, having a that with U Thant, current secre-
tary general Lie is Norway's commerce minister.
, %IA °HOLISM 4,74
IN( REASLNG ritcieLem
We Apparently have more alcoh-.
otict •ociay than ten years ago The
proportion of drinkers who DerliM
r
A:cohoists may not be us-res.- 
r4
But our popukition larier 
so
hat se h,ve more people
alcohol. and even is the rue o
f
alcohnhas r-rnairw the ladle (Alt o
f
that n,.mb.. there * a IOW 
.0-
creme in '11.• number of alcoho
lics
For help u enact Cnint it ot Al
coh-
oirsn at 1'53-3181
' %HAY THE ALCOROL1C
MUST DO
'The experts cite three rules
The alcohoo must desire to is
treated 2 Hr mutt said to s:ick
with the Li-rain:Mit 3 He must s....t.
,
ti rectos r
St,nrung an be done for him or
her even trmpor,.rily if the%
 to
:re, want to recover or ovtwr,
rne
the sickness For help call 753-
338:
- -
STOCK CAR
RACING
At
Memorial Fair (roundk
Mayfield, Ky.
* * *
STARTS SATURDAY NIGHT,
MAY 2nd
and will be held each Saturday night
throughout the summer months.
* * *
Chills! Thrills! Spills!
COME OUT RIR AN HERING NIGHT
OF MINE]
RACES START EACH SATURDAY
NIGHT AT 8 O'CLOCK!
LEDGER T111;1A — MVRR 11", KENTUCKY
WHY PEOPLE
I 111100111* ALCOHOLICS
Not long ago the public, and many
doctors, contadereci akoholics as
weak people with no stern will.
They really could stop drmking,
like other people, if they alsbed. Or,
the answer was that alcohol wee
responsible — Uwe wouldn't be any
problem if there were no alcoholic
drinks available These are super-
ficiad. mid true only as far as the
symptoms are conoenied. Tie real
mem for this sickiseisii is whatever
is driving them to indulge in un-
controlled use of alcohol For help
contact Council on Alcoholism at
753-3381.
SYMPTOMS OF ALCOHOLISM
Early Signe making prxruses a-
bout drinking. and lying About how
much drinking or when
Middle Signs Mcwe rapid prom-
ises and deepera.te efforts to keel)
them: lying about drinking es now
inteirral part of life; the muet-have-
a-drink Umm of day are increased;
worries and troubles increase, and
so require more cirtnks, and so on.
Late Symptoms the alcoholic
drniks to live, and Uve.s to drink.r
He lies in order to drink He seems
rarely to est. Has oar promise left:
never to touch alcohol again. He
believes it, must believe it or he will
the. But he shatters his belief and
still lives — he Just gets drunk
seam and again. For help call 753-
3381
Mantle Brosio, Italy
Mr Harold Caccia, Britala.
NATO "CONTEST"—A 
behind.
Wen./ Cont•St is on In the
North AtianUe Treaty Cr.
ganization for .the post of
secretary general, to succeed
the Netherlands,' Dirk U.
Stacker. who retires this
summer. Italy's Manh
o
Branco. ambassador to
Trance, eeerns to have a
slight lead. The British gr
a
campaigning bard for Sit
Harold Caccia, foreign o
ffice
under-secretary and former
ambassador to the U.S.
FiGlit
MUSCULAR
DYSTROPRY 
•
POLARIS' NEW PUNCH—The nuclear submarin
e Henry Clay
fires a Polaris missile successfully from surface off Cape
Kennedy, thus demonstrating that these rubs are not con-
fined to underwater launches. The sob fired one from un-
dersea and then from the surface in space of 30 minute'.
Objects flying through the air around the misatle are launch
adapters desigeed to detach themselves auteltically once
the Fr ,asil e is t, t c winch
READ THE LED6E11 ELASSICIER$
.1
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Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
104 East Maple St. Tel. 753-3161
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
Jane Parker
APPLE PIES __ ea. 39'
Sultana - Quart
SALAD DRES'NG 35t
Eight O'clock - 8-lb. bag
COFFEE '1.89
Col. Brand Pure Cane
SUGAR _ _ 10 lbs. '1.17
Sultana Whole Ker. - 1-lb, 1-oz.
CORN  10*
U.S.DA. INSPECTED, WHOLE
FRYERS
U.S. CHOICE ROUND
STEAK
U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN
STEAK
lb.
lb.
lb.
— Prices Good Through Saturday. May
23c
67c
85c
1964—
TV
*
Whether the Weather is sizzling hot...ce chilling,
cold, every room in your house can be comfortable as Spri
ng;.with whole-homeJ
.GAS cooling -heating.
A single GAS central system can keep your family cool in summer, 
warm',
in winter... happier all year 'round...and for pennies
 a day.
GAS cooling-heating equipment has few moving parts. That
 means it's
quiet, easy to maintain, and has long-lasting efficiency.
Whole-home GAS cooling-heating is a wise investment... incr
easing the'
resale value of your home... and adding comfort and enjoyment. W
hy wait for
summer's sizzling heat? Get the facts today. For additional information pho
ne
'or visit your gas utility!,
Murray. Natural Gas .System
r-
Murray, Kentucky
Phone: 753-5626
'TEXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORPORATION 
SUPPLIES YOUR OAS MUTT Milt NATURAL Gas.
PI
•
•
•
•
•
3Q, 1964
, Inc.
dURRAY
lel
)EAL
1.11  •
ea. 39°
VG 35'
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_ 1.89
23c
67c
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•
~tart:0 Nehru, Ch
iang Kafrshelles
4. DAM. 'Id
 Formosa
•
THERE %up Bg a number of "udder shifts In world. !eld
ership, a look at these five top
chief, of gate indicate'. They have all paa-eti th
e U.. ee &ore and ten age. And each
wears an aura of "lifetime' leadership Sin., ssori
l h h e v's could be Leonid Brezh-
nev, 58. Soviet figurehead president. but also Centra
l Committee secretary. In line be-
hind De Gaulle 11 the president oh the Frei di Senate, 
Gaston Monnerville, 67-year-old
French °Ulan& Negro. In Red China it mu. ht be L
iu Bhao-chi, 65, chairman of the
Chinese People's Republic, or Pre,,.ier Chou En-laL
 Ailing Nehru has designated Lai
Bahadur Shand" 59, former Home minister, to dire
ct the government till his recovery.
Gen. Chiang Ching-kuo, 58, eldest son of
 Nationalist Chines* chief, is heir apparent.
WHO IS AN ALCOHOLIC?
The alcoholic has loet the power
of choice in the matter of drinking,
and that Is precisely the nature of
oho disease. He is not neoessartly
the heavy drinker The bey is if
he can stop drme when he
chooses For help call 3-335l.
•
•
•
•
FASTER OPERATION
GREATER ACCURACY
LESS FATIGUE ...
. . . all controls
within finger-tip mach
VICTOR
AMERICA'S FOREMOST
ADOING-SURTRACTING MACHINE
• OM YOKO. SIMITININ
• MOSI-•••• MeV
• ••,11411•111.• cfly 111•LAMt•
• Hint, 0••
• •11•••••• LL
LLL •IIVS
ELECTRIC SUBTRACTORS
Fa,-... 418100
r • !!':.:77 *1 24°°
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FARM OUT KRAUSE
KANSAS CITY. Mo. tIPP — The
Kansas City AthleUcs have farmed
out their highest-paid bOt1UF baby.
Lew Krause, for the third suvught
iseason.
Krause, who was paid $125.000 to
sign with the Al in 1961. was sent
to Dallas of the Pacific Coast Lea-
gue. He pitched only one-third of
an Erni* for Kaneas City. allowing
four his sod three runs.
TARIM° LOAN 011AVED
WASHINCYPON — The Cam-
murnty nicilities Administration
ha, approved a $100,000 loan to the
Irit of Preatorusburs for the con-
striation of MO parking lots to
alleviate traffic conditions in the
business district, U. 61, Rep. Carl
D. 'Perkins. D-Ky•, amid lgoaday•
A HOT STAIR—Civil rights
 demonstrators sit on stairway at
the New York City Pavilion at the World's Fair, and naafi
Just step right over and around them to get down.
OTARION LISTENER
Marion, inventors of the world's first 
eyeglass hearing aid, now offers a
Direct Action LISTENER with the 
patented frontal microphone built in
the bridge of beautiful eyeglassek.
The Direct Action LISTENER k desi
gned for those a ith nerve deafness o
r
the high pitch item The famous Rx-8/1
 that thousands use, with nothing
in either ear, hear with bolt ears via th
e mastoid Process and several other
methods.
ALL MODELS PRICED ABOUT $100 I O
WER THAN OTHER MAKES! !
For information on the OTAJUON LIS
TENER or Service (on any make 
of
hearing aid) contact Orville Anderson, 
your local representative, at 500
North Sixth Street. Murray, Kentucky,
 or phone 753-2384 or
Tate Hearing Aid C enter
123 South Sixth St., P.O. Box 967, Padu
cah, Kentuclty
Phone 4424684 or 444-6224
Steam Plant
Is A Fine
Fish Catcher
By WIULIAM L. VAUGHN
United Press International
MEMPHIS (UPO — Angling is not
the usual line for the Thomas B.
Alien steam plant here but the
thy 's electric generating plant is
literelly "catching" fish by the ton
from the Miterisappi River.
OfficiaLs at the steam plant are
up to the gills in fish and see no
end to the daily catch, Which at
first would seam a bonanaa to a
fishertna.n.
But the fish are mostly shad and
carp — usually considered "rough"
fish or scavengers. Few fish-lovers
will dine on either.
The fish are caught in wire-mesh
screens that filter the water pump-
ed from the river for cooling pur-
poses. The plant has six pumps
that take 315,000 gallons of water
per minute.
The screens revolve like vertical
conveyr belts. As the belts turn,
fish and debris are caught up in
weber or wsu-ed in Lhe wire-mesh.
Carl Bledsoe, plant superintend-
ent, does not know why fish are
attracted to the steam plant, but
said the problem Iwo been getting
WOThe in recent years.
He said the bah sewn to run in
schools, especially during the fill
and winter, and the schools are
getting bigger and more frequent.
The weter is strained and is
pumped through a series of pipes
in the plant's condensers to cool
steam coining from the turbines.
The plant generates all the city's
electricity.
Bledsoe said very large fish us-
ually fall back into the river, but
Wogs ranging from Mr111110W die
to 15 pounds are caught In the
belt. The average is artemd three
or four pounds. 'a 1th a day's take
running about 500 pounds
Right now while the deer is Up,
the catch it
-When i had the big mow be-
fore Christmas our trucks couldn't
them away for several days
and we Just had to stack theta "
Bledsoe said.
"We had 15 con, by the time the
trucks could move them."
Bledsoe frequently gets calls for
persons who want a few carp to
eat. Many people also want them
for the nowt beds, he said. They
bury the fish for fertiliser, much
like the Amerioan Indien used .ta
DELAY FIGHT
ACCRA, Ghana TPD — The world
featherweight title fight between
champion Sugar RillITIOS and Floyd
Robertson scheduled for May 2, has
been postponed one week. The delay
was necessary because RELMOti was
declared medically unfit.
place one fish beside each seed of
corn.
But most of the fish end up "burl- I
ed deep" in the nearby river bottoms
where they are clumped.
FOR CORRICT
TIME mid ilk
DTEMPERATIlt
Dh4L AiS i'46 67
PEOPLES DINE
se
Murray, Keaton. lr
:i1 HUG AND A OS AND
FOR MOM !
for SPARKLING CLEAN DISHES
BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER
• 111080-WASIP...
r:n 
Ott 4F
cl disb sdh011
1 0.00 )
f 
eS
scraping
• Easy-load 
Pex
door Week
• Bigapactt Meld
rade MODEL SD-300Y
oniesomiesa weft mese Mee eon l
eis wary wane somas milk
 alsiirsm *mak
Models as low as $1695°
Bilbrey's
210 MAIN S'IKEET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
PHONE 753-5817
...11.1••••"
DO YOUR SHOPPING
DOWNTOWN
SHOP UNTIL 8:00 PA: ON
FRIDAY NIGHTS
•
At The Following Stores: t.
Kiddie Korner
Factory Outlet
Belks
Dollar General Store
Lerman Bros.
Kuhn's Variety
Family Shoe Store
Everett's 1W Store
Ben Franklin
•
a •••
•
Greatest Show on Wheels!
.011,1111.:TU
;1=- .1•••
EXPERIENCE the performance
of the Plymouth test track damp!!!
-Was
HEAR
the low,
low prices!!!
M.111m mi• mil•••••
Marvel at fhe
STYLING!
V-
11,__111111 111111k
C.4
WI
116••••••••1••••••••imm.
mil••••=••••••=••••••• •••
EXPLORE the great
expanse of a Plymouth
station wagon!
FOLLOW THE CROWDS TM
Taylor Motors, inc.
REAR
the ferocious Plymouth engines roar!!!
WATCH the Valiant amertible in action U!
UP 'MIL
Alallr''Ars'imr1RWRI,I• *a 1
i
j
RIDE
in a bucket :seat
Valiant_ Signet !!!
PAA
303 South 4th M
urray, Ky.
• O.
•
• •
041.m0.
. •
toe-
Ow
-
5.
•
•ar y
4
4
-••••••••••rh. 
•
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Fine Food for Fine Folks
We Reserve the Right To Limit
MEAT'S
CHUCK ROAST lb. 49c & 59c
SIRLOIN STEAK 89icb FRYERS
T-BONE STEAK 89 WHOLE 21
PORK ROAST B°st°n Buft 242
4, SWIFT PREMIUM
BACON 491
ARMOUR STAR - 12-oz. Pkg.
Weiners 29 
C
fa
PACON
SWIFT CANNED
391
GROUND
BEEF 291cb
PORK
HAMS 3i $2.19 Steak 29F
THURSDAY — APRIL 30', 1984
FROZEN FOODS
SWISS MISS
FRUIT
PIES
25c
POT
PIES
229c
FROSTY ACRES
FRENCH
FRIES
2-Lb. B.ig
29c
MARTHA WHITE SELF R1S1
GR•CERY
It kr,
Meal 5's 2.9c
Asti Rh N RE 111-TY TONI i 
I
JUICE 25c
JELLO 3 25c
RED SKIN PINK
SALMON 49c
GERBER 
01;
BabyFood 3 :725c
DIXIE BELLE
CRACKERS il9c
MAYFIELD
CORN can 10c
KENTU( KY BEAUTY - No. 
303 ( an
Tomatoes 3 2.5c
CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN NOODL
I
SOUP 2 33c
MIRACLE WHIP - Quart h
r
Salad Dress. 49c
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE 
SPAGHETTI &
Meat Balls zi 45c
ITEMS
REGISTER . . . NOW!!
for
FREE!
One Year's Supply of
SUNKIST
TEA f's pkg 43
()SAGE - No. 24 Can
PEACHES zi 45c
RtSWS GREAT NORTHERN
BEANS 3 25c
Margarine I 15c
Dog Food i 2.5c
,%%1FI %IF N's.
Sausage 2. 39c
X V.; ( 'Ml' - 24-07
Beef Stew 39c
SHFISID'S - r t
Prune Juice 39c
'Emma TOMATO - 300 She
Sauce i 39c
BISCUITS 3 25c
SEALTEST or MIDWEST - Half Gallon
ICE MILK 3 $1.
JERSEY (.OLD - Half tallon
ICE CREAM 49c
KIST - 46-0g. Can
Orange Juice 49c
HART'S SHELLY - No. 303 Can
BEANS 10c
B.M. - 11-ot.
Baked Beans 29c
ALOHA PINEAPPLE - 46-0s.
Juice 3 $1.00
sorrEE - 10 Roll.
TISSUE 69c
SWANSDOWN - White, Yellow, D. Food 
pkg.
Cake Mix 29c
I I %X (MI-xi, I I I I,lt
Fig Bars 39c
Ill Hu oo, IL
Crackers 25c
i
Baby Food 25c
PRODUCE
CABBAGE 51
LEMONS daz 19!
I I RI
TOMATOES 10!
CELERY stall(/'
1.11 K1(.1;
RADISHES
TEXAS ONIONS 3-Lb. PIM HY
FANCY
SQUASH 10ich
APPLES
l'441
Winesap — — — 4-1b. bag39
BEANS
OKRA
PURPLE HULL
19,cb
49clb
PEAS 
19c
lb
ASPARAGUS  It, 19c
•
•
0
I
O
,
••
•f• • •••••••••
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C C 3
esj lh
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•
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kg 19*
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Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
United Press International
In Our 85th Year
•
*elected AA A Beat All Round gontucky community Newapepei
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 1, 1964 Murray Population MIMI
[
The Afternoon
Daily Newspaper
For Murray arid
Calloway County
Vol. LXXXV No. 104
Expansion Made
By Ryan Milk Co.
---
The Management and Board of
Directors of Ryan Milk Comtpany
of Murray, Kentucky, announce
that effecUve May 1, 1964, they
will assume ownership and active
management of the Poreencet Dair-
ies opertion at Russellville. Ken-
tucky presently owned by Fore-
most Dairies of Jacksonville, Flor-
ida.
The Rtieseirville plant will con-
Unue to operate under the its pre-
• sent management with no changes
In personnel or in the operation of
the plant anticipated.
Milk for Russellville will be trans-
ported in tankers to Murray for
processing and manufacturing into
condensed milk. toe cream mix base .
and powdered milk,
Jim Garrison President of Ryan
talk Company. issued the follow-
lng statement in regard to this
transaction :
'•We are plemed to announce the
'equitation of this tacillty in near-
by Russellville a flne town with
good gnanti potential Thia rnove,
we feel, will strength= our Manu-
facturing Produots Divon arid
help -ure our over competitive
position and particularly so In the
procurement of raw milk. This new
supply has enabied us to expand
our narketing area Sr nianufact-
3 urine products Into Georgia and
the Carolinas and will riVe us bet-
tee seasonal bakrice in our plant
production.*
'The eMendid sulMort of the Pan-
pie of Murray end the community
through the years has made aced
will (=Untie to make our opera-
tion poesibie."
_
Rifle Shot Is
Fired Into
TVA Office
oomm POI9D. KY rm, The
I Federal Bureau of Investigation
saki today its agents are thereto.
gating a rifle shot feed trito a Ten-
nessee Valley Authority land ac-
quiet ion office here kit week
An FBI Epokesman in Loulmthe
mid no slug has been recovered but
he believes morneone used • htgh
power rifle to shoot through • wind-
ow .n the office door
The TVA Is acquiring land here
for a t310000-acre rational retries-
, tin area It hee met enneleinable
oprevenin from land-framers in the
urn who will lose their homes
1
Salvation Army Truck
Here On Next Tuesday
The true* from the Salvation
Army Mena Social Service Center
of Memphis Is scheduled to be in
Murray on Tuesday May 5
Thome persons having liana to
give to the Salvation Army may call
the LEDGER AND TIMM Ovine
their name and address and this
information will be given to the
MRCS driver
a 
Weather 
Report
Prism lailareistleast
Me Trade Ws
Trudy Lilly
Wins Highest
FHA Award
I Miss Truth, Lilly, M-year-old
daughter at Mr and airs. 0 T
Lilly. ariti a junior at Murray High
!School. has been awarded the State
; Homemaker Delgree. This is the
highest award made by the Ken-
tucky Association of Future Hane-
1 Timken.
As tistretrat Mane High Schad
student to receive this award. Trudy
will be given • pin in the shape of
a torch. whith is the symbol of this
degree, during the state meeting at
the University of Kentucky June
9-13 She earned the degree through
projects in FHA. at school, at home
and in her community where the
worked more than 70 hours at the
[Murray Hospital
I The young homemaker was part-
ed secretary of the Kentucky Lake
!District TEA two weeks ego at the
I spring meeting at Heath High
School. Sta was advertising man-
Tiger 
newseaper. pres-
ident of MA. a iliernber of 114-
i 
Hi-Y, in the Junior Play, 'Wended
I the Sunnner etience Institute at
Murray State Oolieire last surname
and him been in the Regional Mu-
sic and Elwell Perusals for three
; years For the pant two years the
won euperior ratings in piano
t Next year she will be feature edi-
tor of both The llger and the an-
nual, continue In FHA and Tri-HI-
Y as well as serve the District PHA
U seerstaiy. Mrs Lilly was her ad
ur 
-
vimor ding three years of hams
econotnica at Murray High and what
working 'toward her State Degree.
Two Present Program
Sid Easley Officer
On Moot Court Board
Sidney Easley, son of Mr arid
Mrs Johnson Easley, Kirksey. has
been elected vice-chairman of the
Moot Court Board in the University
of Kentucky College of Law.
Members of the Moot Court Board
are selected on a competitive basis
for excellence in writing legal bnefs
arid appetiate oral argument.
Easley is vice- president ofthe
UK chapter of Phil Delta Phi, na-
tional legal fraternity, and is a
member of the Student Dar Associa-
tion. He was awarded a bachelor of
science degree by Murray State
Ooiiege
The moot court program gives
law students practice in appellate
presentation procedures The board
masts the UK law faculty in ad-
menstertng the program.
--- Students Win
'Fellowships
Flve Murray State College physics
majors have accepted fellowships
and assistaritships for graduate stu-
dy next year
All the wdl reserve degrees from
Murray this spring or summer.
Dale R. Charlton. Benton. las
accepted a NASA Fellowship to
study nuclear experimentel players
at the University of Kentucky; WO-
ham F Ekren. Cadiz. has won a
National Science Foundation Coop-
p
erattve Fellowship and will wort
for a Ph D degree at Kentucky
Amnia McElroy. Puryear Tenn .
will work for an advanced degree
In electronics and tistrumentation
at the University of Arkansas' Grad-
uate Institute of Technollogy Gary
Layne Floyd. Clinton. has a re-
search asastantahes at the Univer-
sity of Mame to study metallurgy
said goad Mate ph,vsice. and Danny
Koerner. benton, has an assistant-
ship st the University of Teeasare
to week tor • Ph D. ha plityales. oe:46
Oisarlton's fellowship wtll carry a
stipend of $3400 plus tuition and
fees. Smith's is for $3000 • year
plus tuition and fees arid is re-
newable until the Ph D is com-
pleted
MoElroy's assatantahm is for $2.-
566 plus waiver of out-of-state tui-
tion. Ployd's Is for $2900 and Koer-
ner s for MOO plus fees
  - -
Murray Hospital 1
Canals - Adult --66
Census - Nurser)
Patients admitted
Patients diarniased
New Citizens
Patinae admitted frown Mende, 3:011
p. to Viedneaday flue a us.
J M Workman. North Ifith Ext..
Route 2. Mrs Brent Cooper Rt 1:
Jlromv Ross, Route 1, Hardin. Wil-
liam 0 Paschall, Ftt 2; Emmett
Lelia Rt 6. Lee Mabry 1611 West
Clive Ronald Phillips Burteen, RA.
I. Alum. Meter Monty Stem. 21111
South 11th. Mrs James Dunn and
baby girl FM 6, Benton: Mrs Larry
Bvnurn and baby boy. Rt
Patlenta dainissesi frees ileaday
2:00 p. m. to Wednesday 9:1111 a, sm.
At FHA Meeting Mrs Lowell Cooper and baby boy,
Rt 1. Hasa, Mrs. Rosa Coney, Ht.
4: Lytle Donelaon. Rt 6; Min Lin-
da Pennell, 112 North '7th : Mrs.
Bertha Kimbro. Rt 6: Mrs Luise
Carr, Rt 1. Robert Smith. (last
Hall. Mrs CSarvie Scott. 415 ?teeth
Future Homemakers of Amera* 4th.; Bud Brandon. RI 1, liars Bud
held last evening at six-thirty se- Brandon. Rt I; Mrs John Hill. Rt,
dock in the study hail.
The two women showed colored
Arles and &loomed their tranth
In Europe last sinner.
Miss Trudy Lilly. praideist. 101
Bair-thr opening ritual and Mks 
Mrs Robert W Hole, masted by
Miss Vivian Hale. prevented the
prograrn at the meeting of the Mur-
rill High ached Chapter of the
1: Mrs. It. C. Outland. Rt 2, Mrs.
Larnsurr Britt, 62e Broad Frt.: Mrs.
Georgia Mae Garland. .Rt. I. Al-
M6.
Kentucky lake 7 a m 356.2, 
bars Brown gave the devotion. Funeral For Mrs.
: . 
Oneofthe ritA Vial& t° ill)" Holland Saturdayup 0 I; below dam 323.7. up 0,7; prove home end family living, was
10 gates open.
Bartley Lawn XD.6, up 0.9.
Sunrise 5.03, sunset 6:46
Western Kenttoky - Partly
cloudy and continued cool today
O through Saturday. Highs today 06
to 70 Lows tonight near 50.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press internsUenal
LOUTSVILL.E - The five - day
Kentaritv weather outlook. Satur-
day throiwh Thursday, by the U. B.
Weather Bureau:
Temperatures will average near
normal highs of 68-75 and lows of
0 46-52 Kentucky mean for the per-
iod Is 82
A slow warming trend for the
period is anticipated ecrattered
'showers are likely Monday and
Tuesday, averaging a quarter to
one-half of an inch.
0
deloused by Miss Melanie Boyd.
Each member answered the mil cal
with what she had done to reach
this goal
The roil call and minutes were
by Miss Judy Hargis. Miss Betty
Miley announced that the annual
Mother-Daughter Banquet would be
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House on May 22
Following the closing ritual, the
meeting was adjourned with. the
club creed.
CORRECTION
The 45 inch Tarot= and Lid's
Poplin WWI advertised In the ad
yesterday for Five Point ?Mirk
Shop at 2 cents per inch. Thill
thould have been at $1.211 per yard.
The Ledger & Timm regrets this
erne.
Funeral services for Miss Grade
Holland will be held Saturday at
10 30 am at the J It Churchill
Funeral Horne (lapel with Rev.
Loyd Ranier officiating.
alas Holland. age 75, died Tues-
day morning at the Meadowview
Retinernent Borne near Pennington
She was the daughter of the late
Waiter Fuel Betty Hollind of Mu-
ray
Survivors include one niece. Mrs.
Nell Van Hove of Raverside. Call-
fortes.. and one nephew. Wilton H
Duey of Sowed Mich
Pallbearers will be Vernon Stub-
blefield, Lowell Jones, Braclburn
Hale, Aubrey Farmer, V N. Allbrit-
ton, and Preston Holland.
Burial will be to the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangements by
the J H Churchill Funeral Home
where framers may call.
Coast Guard Fills Position
Of Responsibility, Speaker
One of the more informative pro-
grams of the current Rotary year
was presented yesterday by Chief
Warrant Officer L L, Bowen, Group
Commander of the Coast Guard
Dente at Paris Landing on Ken-
tucky Lake. He was accompanied
to the meeting by Chief Boatswain
Mate MaGee.
Joe Dick, presided at the meet-
ing yesterday and introduced Coen-
; mender Bowen to the club
Corrunander Bowen gave some of
the piaet history of the Coast
Guard, then told the club just what
the Coast Guard does on Ken-
tucky Lake.
He related that the Coast Guard
Is the oldest of the armed services,
having been formed under Secre-
tary of the Treasury Hamilton in
1790 Commander Bowen told the
Rotarians that the Coast Guard
suffered the largest number of cas-
ualties per centage wise. in bolli
World War I and World War U.
The (tam Guard also has me
1400 Children
articipate In
Contest Here
Approximately 1400 whore chil-
dren in Murray arid Calloway in
grades one through four, participat-
ed in a poster contest sponsored by
the local nutrition cernmittee In co-
operation with the city and county
ethepl ontems.
The poster' were made by the
students to show the need of calk
in the dads' diet and to encourage
Its um
There was a grade winner and a
school winner from each of the ten
schools participating The trade
winners were awarded one dollar
Saab and the school winners two
'dollars each.
Winners from the various schools
Were as follows with the school win-
ner listed immediately lifter the
name of the school.
Mtn° belched Kata room win-
MEWS. Hazel Pritchett Man Ray
Kathy. Robin Rowland. Ronald
Wkiebart. Jackie Wyatt, and °mi-
nk' Carr.
Amiga: Rachel Mora, room win-
ners. Susan Lynn Hewitt, Johnny
Hewitt, Melanie Best. and Jan
Claris
Carter. Trace. Walker. rcorn win-
ners, Greg Mansheid, Susan Fran-
dric.h. Rodger MoCuiston. Vince
Costello, Mike Cattier Leah Mil-
ton. and Vickie Lowery
Douglas Danny Hudapeth room
winners. Terry Ray, Harrel Brawn-
lee. arid Charles Blanton
Basel Kim Mien Orman roam
winners. Delia Watkins and Randy
Groom.
Kirk sey • Noma Gale Breach,
mom winners, Sandra Kay Har-
grove.
Lynn Grove. Sailer Calhoun;
morn winners, Mark Athens, Melin-
da Taylor, and Deborah Meer.
New Concord: Kathy Dean Mor-
gan; room winners. Cristine E. Mb-
Cuiaton and Owen Garrison.
Ftobertson: Sharon Moorhead:
roam winners, Randy Scott. Wee
Purgerson. David Gore. and Sue
Robanis
Faxon: Janice Burkeen: roorn
winners. Brenda Outland. Veneta
Jeffrey. and Paulette Rom.
The Murray State College nutri-
tion class acted as judges for the
contest.
Prises were furnished by Ryan
Melt Company
The lc:cal nutrition catmint t tee.
sponsor of the contest, is made up
of professional people. rep:event-
alive' of the college, schools, ao-
unty health department, communi-
ty leaders, and the county home
demonstration agent
AAUW Breakfast
Is Set For Sunday
The Murray Branch of the Amer-
ican Amorkstion of University Worn-'
en will have a breakfast Sunday.
May 3, at 6 am at Mee Ruth Cole's
cabin an Kentucky bake.
A white eleptiant sale will be
held to ram money for the fellow-
ship fund.
men overseas, per centsee wise than
slily other American service, he con-
ttn ued
' He pointed out that the Coed
Guard is entrusted with the str-
' vekhance of Cuba and actually is
the only armed service empowered
with boarding vessels of other na-
tions The Navy would break in-
ternational law if they boarded •
foreign vessel he indicated.
Commander Bowen told the Ro-
tary club that hundreds of vessels
are boarded on coastal and inland
waters each year by the Ooast Guard
in carrying out its wort. Hundred"
of lives are saved annually he said,
and the property values saved an-
nually through Coast Guard work
is five times the amount appropriat-
ed by Congress for the Coast Guard
operation,
Goat Guard groups cover a wide
area, he continued, with the Paris
Depot responsible for the area from
Evansville to Cum to New Or-
leans. to Baton Rouge. to Matta-no-
oga.
At Paris landing the depot has
two cutters. two 30 foot high speed
boats, and ten other craft of various
vises.
The purpose of the Comet Guard
In this area is to educate the pleas-
ure boaters, he paid and to enforce
the ruling on safety appliances on
board,
The Coast Guard does not want
to interfere with any boater's fun.
he toll the club. but MO so mane
boats on the water certain rules
and regulations nom be followed in
order that everyone may participate
in water sports In safety.
Commander Bowen emphasised
that all life preserves on Kantaidgi
Jake waters must be Oseat Guard
approved. This for the protection
If the boater. be sontinued. A life
peenerear whiske ts. not omissible If
keeping a person afloat for twenty
four hours could mean the differ-
ence between life and death. in the
event of a boating accident, he
said.
He concluded his talk by saying
that there is no Coast Guard ap-
proved ALI belt. "Their greatest
value is merety to aid marchers in
ending a body", he said.
Sevens.' visitors were present for
the meeting yesterday Next week
the club will not meet at noon, but
will meet at the Kentake Hotel at
6 30 on Thursday night for the an-
nual ladies night proirrern.
4-H Dress Review
Planned On Tuesday
The Calloway Counts 4-H Jr Club
Dena Review will be held Tuesday
evening, May 5, at the Little Chaplet
Auditorium in the Administration
Building at Murray State College.
The 4-H Club Projects will be
picked up at the County elementary
schools on laionday. May 4th as fol-
lows. Kirksey. 8 30, Lynn Grove.
9 30. Hazel. 10 30. Almo. 11:30. New
Concord, 1,30, Faxon, 2:90
The city schools and Murray Col-
lege High students are baked to
taring their garments to the County
Extension Office
The Calloway County 4-H Senior
Chub Dress Review will be held
Tueslay afternoon at 3 46 at the
talhoway County Extension Office,
clue to Band Spring Jamboree at
Ca I Imam Count v Hugh
President Still In
- -
HARDWICK. Vt let - President
Johnson, who reaped the eyebrcrws
of many animals lovers when he
lifted • pet beagle by the ears, atilt
Is a member in good Mantling of the
Vermont Beagle Club
Club President Peter J Clark of
Hardwick. who matted the President
a life membership April 5. said he
did not believe Johnson "meant to
be mid" when he lifted the beagle.
The President and Mrs Johnson
have been invited to attend the
state beagle trials here Sept 4-7.
"He certainly will be a life mem-
ber In our club as long as he wants
to," Clark said.
GAS RATE RITE
NEW YORK SIPS - During 1964.
gasoline taxes in the United States
will be collected at the rate of $12.-
540 a minute, according to the
American Petroleum Institute, The
total of federal and state gasoline
taxes paid by motorists is expected
to hit $6.6 billion.
Hilham M. Boyd
William Boyd Is
Speaker For Club
Here Last Night
Witham M Boyd, cashier of
Peaples Bank, was the speaker
the regular meeting of the KI-
muris Club held m South:side Res-
taurant last night Mr. Boyd dis-
cussed the various types of coin
and currency in circulation today
and showed specimens of some of
the paeoes that are not in everyday
use.
After Mr Boyd's brief introduct-
ory remnants the grouP aincallnied
were shown the "Plight of the
at the Peoples Bank where they
Check" Mr Boyd traced the journ-
ey of • check that was written out
of town until it appeared in the
statement of the local meaner He
explained how thence were exchang-
ed locally as well as out of town
ollearings He further showed the
sorting in the proof department the
photearraphing. alphebetitrg. act-
ual posting of the Items by means
of electronic equipment and the
Sling procedure and Men mattiog
l'the casseelled cliecte to the ass-
The next regular meettor of the
Manna Club sail be held. Thurs-
day, May 7, at South:side Restaur-
ant. with the program being given
by Dr. Donald 0 Hughes, who
will discuss and show aides of his
tour of the !hat
Fish Fry In
Full Swing At
Paris Today
the
for
The 11th annual World's Beggs*
Fish Pry headed into its politics-
and-testivey program today with
the longest and most robe-fig pa-
rade in its history at Paris, Tenn-
Coy. Prank Clement, after break-
feat with visiting VIP's gave the
signal to start the 78-unit parade.
Leading the parade was the reign-
ing Miss Tennessee. Martha Ellen
Truett. of Tiptonville There were
71 bands. 30 floats, four drill units
and • host of other Terme:are
beauty queens.
Also In the parade were Dale
Greer, 7-year-old son of Mr and
Mrs. Connie Greer. ard !Crone Cal-
ioway, 6-year-old daughter of Mr,
and Mrs Jack Calloway. both of
Paris, who were selected Thureday
night as the junior gape and queen
of the annual flah
More than three tons of catfileh,
• delicacy which the local people
cairn is the finest food ever to come
from • skillet. 'tar been prepared
for a crowd expected to top more
than 10,000 during today and Set-
urday.
The fah will be served in a block-
bog tent by members of kcal dale
groups
Among the dation; there was
much talk af politics Joining Cle-
ment in the chectiasionsi were Rep.
Rost Bare of Pute-siti arid many
state officials
Tonight 40 beauties will aim'-
pets for the coveted title of "queen
of the midway".
CAR WASH SATURDAY
A car wash wtil be held at the
Gulf Station in Hazel all day Sat-
urday. The proceeds yeti go toward
the purchase of a ponton boat for
the Bartley State Boy's Oalli9 for
use during the statelier Donations
will also be &tempted according to
Rev Coy Garrett, pastor of the
Hanel Methodist Church The car
wash will cost $1.00, he said,
Derby Fever
Is Rising As Time
For Race Nears
Street Prepared For
Repaving On Monday
State Highway Department equip-
ment was at work yesterday on
Main street between Third and
Fourth cutting down uneven places
in the pavement The department
plans to repave Main street from
Firth to the Municipal Parking
Lot on Monday and the street is
being prepared for the repaving.
A soft base allows cars to sink
Into the pavenient during the hot
'
months as a resuit the pavement be-
comes very uneven, especially in the
i block which wai, worked on yester-
day.
Bel Scott. In charge at the pro-
ject said that if the weather per-
mits, the repaving will be dons
Monday.
Two Park Officials
Fired From Positions
_
FRANICPORT, Ky armee
PSALM Commissioner Robert Bell
Thursday fired Mrs. Mary M Bossier,
311, and her husband. Beverly Leroy
Reeler 41. as manager and labor
foreman at My fad Kentucky Home
State Part.
i Bell sa
id the diarnissels wee* era
dered when die Heelers declined to
discuss itebbh state officials servant
"payroll irregularities." which were
under Investigation
Bel said the., included the pay-
ment If full-time mimes to two
youths attending cotlege on a full-
time basis
The Heelers were ordered to move
out of their living quarters in the
park. and W A Toney of Lexing-
ton. a construction supervisor in
the state Department If Parks cen-
tral office was appointed acting
manager.
Mrs Beeler. who drew a salary
of $358 per month, and her hue-
band, who received $293 a month.
have 90 clays in which to appeal the
dismissals.
LOUISVILLE I'M - Kentucky
Derby atmosphere was getting
thicker than the frost on a julep in
Louisville today, with Derby week-
end crowds pouring in by automo-
bile, train and plane.
HUMS/Ming the Derby Eve pro-
gram will be the traditional ban-
quet of the Hionorabie Order of
Kentucky Colonels tonight, a few
hours ate,- the too 3-year-old Males
of the year run at Churchill Downs
In the 90th Kentucky Oaks- -the
$40,000 distaff version of the Derby.
The crowd at Thursday nightie
Pegasus Parade down Broadway was
officially-and maybe a little en-
thusiastically --eetimated at 250,-
000 pereona.
There was no question that the
crowd was a big one, nor that it
thoroughly enjoyed the 2‘a -hour
procession of 25 floats. 40 bands,
and at least 350 huosemen.
Parade chairman Paul ?isobar
said the throng was the largest
ever to witness any one event in
Louisville, and he nay well have
been torrent.
Some of the spectators were un-
sble to find the reserved seats they
had bought-or discovered that
somebody else had found them first
-and 10 youths were arrested for
firing at marchers and parade
horses with slingshots Otherwise,
the parade throng was festive nut
orderty
. AMID the Deity neaten, sir -
Mg for the weekend were four mien-
ben of the Royal Cansdian Mount-
ed Police one of whom is stationed
in the far north of Quaid* on Hud-
son Bay Thei arranged their an-
nual ifeleff so they could came to
Louisville and root for Canadian-
owned Northern Danoer in the
Derby, .
Guests of honor to be introduced
by kastmsater George Jewel at
tonight's Colonels' banquet were
Gov and Mrs Edward T. Breathit t
Lt. Gov and Mrs Harry Lee Wu-
terfield, M. R. Bob Evans, national
commander of the order; MM.
Georgia Ellis Miles. widow If the
late 00Inenander; fien J. Fred
Maj Gen. and Mrs Jorepig
Z Bastion Jr.. Pt Knox. 'began
Pauley. sectional general M the or.
der. and Mrs Pauley.
Tightening Of Standards For
Admission To Colleges Made
By United Press Internathanoll
American higher education's neer
IllAdellne -the fittest survive-4s re-
Fleeted In a move initiated Wed-
nesday by two Kentucky colleges
of admission
&mu Itimeously . Eastern Kentuciry
State Coilege at Richmond and the
°Olive of Arts Mid Sciences at Obi
• University of Louisville, announced
they will use much strtcter policies
In admitting and keeling freshman
students. ,
I Both schools find themselves be-
Doming mamped by the waive If
-war babies" which promises to
double the nation's collage enroll-
ment in Just a few years And, like
most institutions, they find a Short-
age of money and physical facili-
ties leaves sheen unprepared to
absorb it.
At Eastern Kentucky, Dr Fteb-
ert R Martin, school president,
said only freshmen with "demon-
strated potential to suoceed" will
be accepted as regular ietudents.
The UMversity of Louisville, Mach
enrolled 3.000 in its College Alta
and Sciences last year. has set a
cutoff point of 2.200 It has never
had a cut-off point before
According to Dr Martin. new
policies at Eastern Kentucky will
mean,
1 Below average high school stu-
dents will be accepted "conditional-
is'" This TALMO they will only
have one semester to make the
grade. Instead of two They will be
bounced if they don't make it
2 Below average high +school en-
tente will be urged to attend the
summer session Throe doing well
will be admitted to the fail semester
as regular, rather than conditional
students Regular students have
two 'renegers to prove themselves
3, Ou t -of -Mate applicants will
be admitted only if they graduated
In the upper half of their Masses.
4 Only those Grander students
who amid if they wished, return
to their original schools will be ad-
mitted Thas will curb the practice
If student-s on probation transfer-
ring to Eastern Kentucky
In Loulerville. Richard T Farber.
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences mid .Mtore just bursting
at the seams We have increased
the faculty but there is no physical
expansion for next year We need
more classroorn, faculty and lab-
oratory space"
According to Barber. only 850
freshmen will be admitted to the
fall semester Applicants are run-
ning 90 per cent ahead of last
year, he said Six-hundred already
have been aceepteci
Ttds doesn't mean. Barber said,
that all 600 will choose to attend
the school Some apply to other
schools. ko But:LIT: t year's fig-
ures are any I on. most of
them will enter.
Dr Barber said that Wet year
90 per cent of students accepted,
decided to enroll He called the fig-
ure "incredibly high" If it hoide
true this year. it means that only
10 more places remain open in the
freshman class,
fet•=4,
•
41. •
•
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month 8.5g. In Calloway and adioinmg counties, per year, $4.50; elm-
ethers, $800.
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Quotes troll! The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WESTBURY, N.Y. - Joseph Sager, explaining why he and
six companions Waited two days before coshing In their
mutuel ticket foe $19/332.80 at Roosevelt Raceway:
"We knew the Internal Revenue Service would be in on
it and we Wanted to make doubly sure everything was proper.
Uncle Sam was our eighth partner."
WASHING1'019 - A group of prominent Republicans in
a recommendation urging the United States to tell the 
world
it is willing to use force to remove communism from 
Cuba:
"So long as the Soviet Union maintains a base for subver-
sion and military operations in this hemisphere, neith
er the
United States now its Latin Amehean neighbors will be
 safe."
MOSCOW - Soviet Defense Minister Marshal Rodion
Malbrovsky. in a new warning to the West on the opening Of
the annual May Day celebratIon_s:
"If, contrary to common sense, the im-perialist aggres-
sors dare to unleash war against the Soviet Union and th
e
fraternal socialist countries, they Will inevitably suffer 
a
complete -defeat'
WICHESTER. Va. - President Johnson as his daughter.
Luct Baines. 16. was crowned queen at the Apple Blosso
m
Festival.
he has always been the kind of a girl that any parent
Weald want to have "
Intra-Squad Game Tonight To
End Spring Grid Practice
Murray- Stab College wit wrap'
up arFing fortball practice with an
intra-squad game tonight at 7 30
The game wdl be the second for
the The nest. played
last Saturday saw
tiw state tarn come from behind
to leen 11R-ir
Murray Ooech Don Shelton alyS
that ChM spring's practice hes been
the most jaaductrie since he has
been Racer mach However. he said
1104 84i4grdaY.‘ game sea pretty
ragged Her that s to be expected
in a gm the that as the teams
hone hae Irma tame to wart as a
unit he mid The) should loot
much better F'riday
Moat at the practece urne Ode
spring has beer given to funds-
mental) and to developing a strong-
er running game. and. according to
Shelton. both have shown vast an-
Torn Cm and Deck Berry two cif
three captain' the Racen have
elected to land them next fall a In
captain the bur team tonight and
Charlie Mitchel the third captain.
will wad the Whiles Oraduate As-
simian( °caches Gary Foiu and Fred
Famine wIll cesch the wants whale
the regular easchireg staff watches
born the stands.
Playing for the Pemit team will
be Charhe roma and Harry lima.
aquarterbacks Way ne
Denim Jackson. Clyde Adkins. and
Jahn ballbacics Dam Cane
and Inn fullimeta.
Jimmy Bradsnight and Jack Tecat-
e& cresera Jerry Woothe Dan
O'Conner Jan Milligan. and Berry.
guards. Pete Moore. John Owner
Olarge IMO° and Psi Adler.*
sacides, Coe Pilchard Casa
and Wiliam Taylor. enda. stoic three beers
While lash inanbers mchede The Ptak scored two runs off
Tiny Tamema and Freddie Whyte. Joe Hushed 0-2. before he court
gainerbeeka. Terry Oroarn and va retire a mon in the ammo' frame.
albou. Marbecits. Tommy Glover. --
Lei Handed Dave Cenvinght. and
Duve Aneaione.
Dcn Ha,cien Dan Collins. sine
Haynes, centers Keith Munch.
Charles Hag and John Wheeler
guarth. 01111let Hamilton Leonarc
Matta. sod Mitchel tackles ane.
Jerry Grantham. Jan Berm and
Richard Hancraie ends
He Stomps All
Dodgers Every
Opportunity
By MILTON RICIRMAN
United hen International
Dick Farrell. a eta mill the mem-
ory oh an eaphant. stumps over
the Dodgers every chance he gets.
He admits he enyoya R. too. MR
that's becoming obviouis because he
nos Ins beat them roore times than Milwaukee .
he bee any other club in the Na-
tional league
The hard-throwing. 30-year old
Houston right-hancier took partsoul-
ar rehab in snapping the Dodgers'
four-game winner* st r ea k, 7-3.
Thursday night for has third etre/chi
vicoory witleitit a loss
Farrell. owner of a 14-8 lifetinw
record against the Dodgers. has
nursed a deep-seated resentment
statist them since they dtunped
ban into the NL player expansion
pool at the end of the 1981 seation.
Blamed By Dodgers
He didn't mend being.thrrim into
the pool so roach es he dkl being
bleated by the Dodgers far thetr
failure to win the pennant that
year Peered hied an 11-7 record that
season. with a 5 18 earned run aver-
age and the Dodgers act it get
around that he coot them a shot
at the World Series.
Butys
Building
Supply
623 S 4th Street -
- - Phone 753-5712
vv
OR F LIINE M/SIRS
FRO('IL I/NA-LUX
HAM)R TILE
10 Patterns In Steck
Can dellvor over 40 patterns
twter each week.
Farrell has never forgotten and
it chows in his work ageing them.
He was clipped for rtne hits 'Thurs-
day night but struck out nine and
Id the added ssitiefactlan of boost-
ed the sevenah-piare Colts a full
game ahead at the Dodgers
With the SOOre teed at 3- stl
the seventh. the COILS kayoed laser
Phil Ortega during a four-run rally
en which rookie Mike White singled
acmes the tee-breaking run and
Rusty Staub contributed a balm
Marled double
White, the s on of lehiaaliee
Cacti Jo Jo White. came through
with the tie-breaker ea a pinch
baser for Walt Bond. who had
theme-for-three. ineluchne a two-
run homer m the feet inning
The fret-plisice Philadeephila Mil-
len bast the tatnetnnati Retie 3-1.
en the anty °thee NE lame payed
as ram wished out the Pithibureh-
lehratikee end San Fres-Irmo-Chi-
Golf Team To
Play In
Georgia Meet
by Elated Preis reinvestigate
NATIoNAL LEAGUE
Tram W 1. i,-1.
Phrtadeeptna 9 2 .1P19
San Francisco 8 • 3 .727
II I
7 6
6 7
7 9
6 10
4 7
St. Lotus  
Patsburgh
Cincinnati  
HOUSLOO
1.06 Angeies 275
Chicago 186
New Tort 2 10 167
Thinaday's Results
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee. ppd., rain
earn Francisco at Chicago, ppd.. fain
Houston 7 Lim Anteles 3. melt
Ptutadeiphei 3 Cincinnati 1. nicht
Only games scheduad)
Today's Gaines
Chkago at Houston. night
Rea Tart Cinettuat, night
Fankidelphia at Milwaukee night
Pittsburgh at St Louis. night
San Francisco at Los Angeles, night
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati at New York
Philacieipha at Milwaukee
Chicago at Houston. Witt
Pittsburgh at St L,ouls. night
Seri Francisco at LOS Angeles, night
In the Parnertran League Cleve-
land defeated Mermesota. 8-4. and
Sanas Cam deemed Detroit. 10-3
Left-hander Demean Bennett woe
rf
aked to • tero-nan in Wet
tra *wane amulet the Reds and
. win ell he needed for he sec-
ond victory
Bennett gam up etch! hits 3114
/WI more MOM with Tammy
limper on the base-paths than he
ind yeti all the rest nt the Redo
put toerethev at the plate Harper
• 
NOTICE
jack way doer Indeed, ap-
pear to be a man with •
Intrassed mind In this photo
of film at the hearing to
Dallas, Tee on the Motto*
to have Men ecennkted te a
hnirpital for a mental teat A
sanity trial waa granted.
All persons. living within the area to be serviced by
the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District are notified that
a contract for the construction of the water distribution
system has how been awarded, and that construction of
the system will begin immeclialely. Those who contem-
plate using water Service from this system, and who have
not already signed tal, in contracts for the service, are re-
minded that the tap in fee far the sum of $100.00 is now
in effect and will continue until May 15, 1964.
Beginning May 16, 1964, the tap in fee is increased
to $200.00. After cemstruction of the system is completed
the tap in charge will be $300.00.
Those desiring service from the system should take
advantage of the $100.00 tap in fee on or before May 15.
1964. Further informatic)n concerning the system may be
obtained from any of the District Commixsioners at the
Chairman.
DEXTER-ALM° Ill hullS WATER BISTRIT
A. B. Reeves, Chairman
 '4
Tram
Cleveland
Chicago
Halismore
bilissesota
Degree
New Tort
law Angeles
Washington
Boston
Mann, Can 4 400
Tberegars Randle
Karma c*v 10 Detroit 3
Cleveland 8 Mammota 4
Chicago at New tort. ppd . rein
IOnly games Scheduled i
Tedars Games
minneetue et Karma City. night.
Leli Angeles at Etat-ago. night
Ellevegand at Bodurnore. night
Wathansern at New Tort. eight
•Only RIUT11•11 geladUk•d)
illailtrapr• CAROM
Minnesota at Kansas City. tai-liest
Los Angeline at Chicago
Cleveland at Bolltknore
Washington at New Yost
ritentit at Brame .
0.13
1
1116
.571 2%
538 3
.462 4
438 4%
5%
7%
-s
so
AMERICAN LE1G1VE
w I f (f
6 3 667
5 4 566 1
8 5 546 1
7 6 538 1 _
7 6 538 1
4 4 500 1%
6 7 462 1
6 8 429 II%
5 7 417 '5%
ALCOHOL. AND THE BODY
Alcohol is a fund. and • narcotic
or aneatiwoe It can substttute for
food to Mallt extent. but this sub-
stitution a • danger They get
ensign cornea not to want lbe
fundsa Inch simply the vitamin
anti proteins and minerals timet their
bodies need fur Ruud twalth The
akeiholit atially suffers Irani v(ts-
Mel deficiencies. anemia a fatty
Liver. general flabbinem and par
health For help contact Couatil
on Alcoholism at 753-3381
DESEGREGATES - All Roman
Cathotic schools In the dio-
cese including Alabama arid
the 11 counties of the Florida
panhandle will be desegre-
gated next September under
• ruling "In justice and char-
ity'. by Archbishop Thomas
Toelen (above) of Mobile,
Ala The order affects about
25 000 students in ID ele-
mentary and 13 high schools.
VOA Weir ••••• .04 1•101/0$0
11,10 00ARANTEE ,
spJs it Flew Tamils &smogs
IENTIFIC PEST
CONTROL
411 Wort and gee% lee
Performed by
-FER'MINIX COMPANY
Por InformAtton Only Call
Murray Lumber Co.
By. 75'. 1161
The Murray State golf team
defeated In dial matches and fourth
place finisher in the Louisiana
State tristraticrad Tocirratraent. win
play in the Southern Intereollegiate
Champion.shei todag through Sat-
urday. at Athens, Georgie.
The Murray enders have beaten
Austin Pray 16-9, Evallseille Col-
lege 15%-2'.. and Southeast mia-
smal 13%-1 LI in dual matches. In
the 19-4eam LOU inmeational. they
finished behind the host team,
Memphis Stat e. and MIssiseippt
State.
Fred IsincoMer of Mayfield has;
the beet scortne average for the
Racer team. having averaged 73
strokes a round Ted Hale, also of
Mayfeald. has averaged 74J Gary
Flowers, tancialeyvale, n1., 75, Larry
Mullen. Paducah. 7$. Lynn Newton.
Fulton. 78. and Fuca Acree, Louis-
ville, 80
After the Southern leterectirdate.
the Murray team has rtttan metoli-
e with &Wins -1 3Lemouri
Austin Pray and the • allay
Conference Tic- Stay 15-16
in Bowling 0:eon.
The Racers. who heve finished
aectial twice and third in the OVC
in the lam three years. are expected
to make thew strongest bid yet for
the conferecce championehin.
ILENTIFHT COLUIG E
SPRING SPOUTS Iltrat LTA
by l'aited Press International
Tennis
Winer Tilbstern Illrhot• 2
Tom Reynolds Reaches Stardom With Three
Ilun Homer And One More Run On A Single
By MivroN itialtaf481
Vatted Press tibeinatiewat
a Domban, the maw /ten Reynolda ring
Probably not, but neither did the
name Torn Jones with trimly until
the Academy Awartas.
Tun &riot& and Tun Jones
have tinily one thing in connain.
They're both real awnatirs, but the
oompanson ends night there
Jules, • carieinienie wexpot, never
cared anything atient base hita and
niskely lived front can skylark to
the next. Fteynciels, on the °the
hoindica tim. lb okra keyed-bedded 22-year old
  rookie who !tees hat
the cloy he can mil down a regular
irfb
He certainty west about ft the
right we Thursday when he blasted
a three-rtm homer over the center
Reid fent* in the first &rang and
singled home mother run to In
died to pone the Ant/ewer to a 10-3
ertury over the, Detroit Tigers.
Drove In Four tains
Ftoeity Othiviert and Jan Oentille
each hit his third leaner of lie
season but Reynolds, in the Kama.
City outheed on a Iamb' so to
Meat. did the balk of the disunite
to Detroit with far Rat's.
Reynceth, a 362 hitter At Burl-
ington who led the Midwest Ln
en all offenene departments last
year. suffered been chaps in his
left an durtng an exhibition
Berne nuatlap aid w00 virtually for-
gotten this siring When Manager
Eddie Lopat talked of Kansas City's
most ptomaine rookies he mention-
ed Dick Green. Nelson Mathews
and Aurelio Monteagudo
Reynolds. a right-hanard Milky
Control both horn flie, ard !QUIP gruhs
IA•orMee's•
Nee
free-desks
ft* lê eyds k brotes, both of horn flies and cattle
grubs, Ida Noorliaa'S Medicated Rid )17y-the
complete mineral containing the systemic inaseti.
tide, ronaeL Whoa Rid-Fry Is fed free-choice 16
grasiug cattle. and they eonsetrie it to iscomnideasil
amounts, pesky, has fliesare 110a$
trotted effectiveiy.
Cattle atop fightiag here ... nee Wet* •
spend more time grazing . gain fare'. Cowl Otte
dues more milk for their ca. Ca.
Toting cattle grub terra* in the animal's system else
are inlied by Rid-Esy before the grubs do their
dirty work is retarding growth, damaging meet and
puns turtng hid*
Rid- Rey le available In SO lb. blocki or granular fors
p,r I ree-rboica feeding on graze, Granular Rid-ny
Busy be WW1 hi feedlots for 14-day bestir eat te
rontrot grtibd. Plod out more about 11,14.Ea7 !rains
L.A. Rowland
Lynn Grove, Kentucky
Phone 435-4764
V 0 ' • M (.11 0 ft NI A Pa re• 4 Pfd
....AO =2=i TECE•a....1rN, MUCCI  samnam:rer
2
San Diego resident, suddenly wee
remembered when the A's reorder
right Deafer. warren Gino
came down with a pulled leg atta-
ch Loma rritveci Cohan° from left
rieid to right and gate yoling Told•
his beg chance in left,
supportett by a five-run rally in
the first irwth, ortanck) Pena coast-
ed to his second victory against a
!due number of defeats although
the Titers nicked turn for 11 hits.
Mini* Lotich, victim of Reynolds'
three-ran ax! form his first
defeat after' two vicbories.
Lecin (Daddy Wags) Wagner drove
tgi Three rune with a homer, double
&id a Maks as the fleet - place
Cleveland Indians downed the Mira
neecita Twins. 8-4. in the only other
American League game played The
Chicago N*ThRe Sox-New York Yan-
kees game wile postponed because
of ram.
The Indrans clinched the contest
with three mare runs in the seventh
Vic Daviiklai two-rim double off
relies* Dwight Seibler was the key
blow in that rally.
Look Your Best!
1St ea& and comfortable hi
a smart good looktng straw
hat front ear new collet
40 Ines, regulars and
long ovals.
Hsu  from $2 •95
&Aft* Stock of Men's Puna Quality, C'ool, Dacron and
*eel Setattler Suits In Beautiful Patterns
Po* 111fE REGULAR PRICE OF
. . . PLUS 81.00
fl1L2,1
if Totliantresei rsTuttous fCoarnsiB475,One
SEERSUCKER
SUITS
Regular $35.00
$15.95
Entire Stock
Dacron & Wool Men's
RIMER SLACKS
All Fine Quality
Regular $15.95
$9.95
Fiuy "E leo For - 518 50
Just Received! Big Shipment!
* CATALINA I
SvtritwrAft - SPORTSWEAR
• VAN HEWN I I •
//KERS SHIRTS - SPORT SHIRTS -
PORTSW E A R
Factory Outlet Stores
FOR MEN and BOYS
Murray Paducah
',01  Main St SIR /Tway
May field
211 S 6th
Fultsin
218 Main
Marra, Store Oven 711 8:00 P.M. Friday Night
Award Lana-.
VALUE RATED
/04 STUDEB'KER
4-Door, V-8, auto
'62 OLDS 4-Door
S 86. double power.
'61 MERCURY
4-Door, double power
61 SKODA
Convertible
'61 PONTIAC
C'ata 4 dr alai tran
'00 PLYMOUTH
4-Door
'GO CHLVY
Corsair, 2-DOor.
'60 MERCURY
Park Lane 4-Dr. Wr
Pwr steering and
brakes, pwr windows,
and air-con.. 33.000
actual miles, Murray
car.
'BO FORD Gatsty
4-Door
'90 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille, all
power and air
59 PORD 4-boor
V-8, automatic
59 STL/DEWKER
4-Dr., 6-cyl., auto
'59 FORD 2-Door
V-8, std. trans.
'50 !luta 4-Door
Wtop, double power
'59 PONTIAC
Cats., 4-Dr. H'top.
59 DODGE *Door
158 OLDS 4-Door
8. 88 Sedan. dbi pwr
58 CADILLAC
4-Dr power, air
18 CHEVY 2-Door
'58 CHEVY 4-Docrt
li-cyl, std. trans.
'58 RAMBLER
Sta Wag, 6-cyl , o'dr
08 FORE; 4-Doot
97 CHEVY
f-tir , 6-cyl auto
'57 CHEVY
2-Door, 6-cyl • stand
'57 OLDS S. 88
4-Dr. Bed, dbl. lov.•
'57 BUICK 2-Door
/non double pwr
'57 OLDS S. 88
4-Dr. Ittop, dbl. pal
'57 OLDS 88
convei t ible
'57 LINCOLN
4-Dr. double power
56 CHEVY 2-Dr.
'55 CHEVY 4-Door
V-8, dt:i dansi
'55 OLDS 2-Door
Harutop
A'55 PONT! C
Skid Row SPECIALS . .
WV. ALSO
/
57 PLYMOUTH /52
2-Door
59 DODGE 2-Dr. 50
54 PONTIAC 4-Dr.
CADILLAC
4-Door.
CHEVY
2-Door
HAVE A NICE SELECT/ON OF NEW CAWS (WM1 AND WITHOUT AIR)
Sanders Purdom Motor Sales
A. ( . "COOK" SANDERS - WELLS FUR/10811, - BENNIE JACICSION
1496 MAIN STREET MUitRAY 11Na 753-7315
•
•
•
•
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Report Over
•Simplifies
Lung Cancer
I -'."
By DELDs SMITH
UPI Science Editor
NEW YORK 1•11.1 — A scientific
objection to the surgeon-general's
report on cigarette smoking is that
lung cancer is a very complex
• physiological and biological prob-
lem" but the report makes it seem
rather simple.
It over-simplifies, the critical sci-
entists said, by giving all its em-
phasis to one possible causative fac-
tor, excessive cigarette smoking. But
there are others which though not
proved are at least HIS a ell estab-
lished.
The sex of the cigarette smoker,
• for instance.
A National Cancer Institute sur-
vey "has shown that non-ernoker
women have only a slightly lesser
incidence of lung cancer than non-
smoker men. Yet in a group of
heavy smokers the difference is very
pronounced.
Women Less Susceptible
"These data if confirmed on a
larger scale would indicate that
women, due possibly to a peculiar-
• ity of their endocrine system . are
less susceptibie to the damaging
influence of Whams) smoke."
The pantile role of viruses and
bacteria is another factor.
It is an obvious fact that the
hinge and their passages "are oan-
stantly attacked by viral and bac-
terial mons." continued these (Re-
senting scientists.
They pointed to t-aiiirtitical- e-44-
• dance of this lund of an association.
One-third of one group of 155 lung
cancer victims had had periodic
lung Infections before lung cancer
developed In another group, 80 per
cent - of cancerous lungs brought to
autoesy revealed past infections
"The eves-increeeing evidence in
support of the vintn theory of (win-
ce'. obliges one to pay particular
attention to the possible role of
viral arid bacterial infections in• cancer of the lungs "
Leave Question Open
The sctentista ccimplatned t he
surgeon - general's report did not
wawer the question of whether ev-
ery heavy cigarette smoker is in
da neer of developing king canes'
if he smokes king enough.
"Yet the; * of prime importance.'
they said 'The factors wink's' naght
render an organism more suscept-
• 
lisle to this diseaar. and specifically
to the darneging influence of cig-
arette smoking should be defined
end investigated "
Scientifioaly speaking they said.
there Ire two glaring floes In bask
rewarch oondtacted so far into lung
cancer It a -meager ' and It is
"imperfect "
This dissent is that ot the editors
(4 an ultra-smentific journal of
snssilChN,Ukatinti. -Growth It is
• co-openitive interpriee of con-
ributers and subscribers The ed-
itors are Des Stanley P Reimann
and Irerw Oarey Diller of the In-
stitute for Cancer Research. Phila-
delphia and Dr Bora Sokolof f of
R,,tithern Blot: Research Institute,
Lakeiand, Fla AU are veil known
In cancer research.
MAIN TYPES OF ALCOHOUCS
An in in Your Future
College Presbyterian Church
16th & Main streets t
Henry McKenzie, Minister
Church School . 9. 30 a.m.
Divine Worship 10:45 am
Presbyterian Youth Fel. 5:00 p.m
Westminster Fellowship for
College Students . 6•30 p m.
Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene
Kirksey, Ky.
Marlin Moyer, Minister
Sunday School  10.00 am.
Morning Worship  11:00 am.
Sun. Night Service  7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service (Wed.) 7:00 pm.
Evening Service •  7:00 p.m.
Murray Lutheran Mission
Robertson Elementary School
Rev. Fred Voigtmann
Sunday school & Bible class 9.30 pm
Sunday morning worship 10.3o am.
Green Plain Church of Christ
James M. Yates, Minister
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 am.
Morning Worship 10.45 am.
Personal Evangelism Class 6:15 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p in.
Wed. Baia *Rudy . 7:30 pm.
•
The 834tea...tiealcahottc: the per-
son svhose chronic drinking Is a
sign or symptom of Nome underlying
mental or phyrecal illness. some
defect or inadequacy. The True Ad-
dict pandbly due to Rome unusual
or abnormal way in which his body
reacts to alcohol May be inborn,
or cane during change m Plirerra
grow t h. The Secondary Addict:
▪ Stacie out as social drinker but
may wind up as an excessive drinker
In reaciden to some trouble or prob-
/ern. For hp call 753-3361.
•
•
YEARS, $3,000—flettrY F.
(Buster) Bell. New York. a
vice president of the Inter-
• national Longshoremen's As-
sociation. looks • bit somber
outside court in Nashville.
Tenn., as he ponders a sen-
tence of five years in prison
and • 83,000 fine He was
convicted of attempting to
bribe jurors in one of Team-
ster President James Hoffa'm
trials. Now the appeal
•
Osilege Church of Christ
106 North 15th
— Paul Hodges, Minister
Bible Study
Morning a orship
Evening worship
Mid-Week 
9 30 am.
10 30 am.
7 00 pm.
7:00 pm.
Seventh Day Adventist Church
15th and Sycamore
Bro. Jack Darnall. pastor
Bastath School, Sat. ___ 00 p m
Preaching, Sat  2 00 pm.
First Christian Church
William M. Porter. pastor
Sunday School  9 30 a m
Worship Hour  10 30 a in
Men's Fellowship Third Wednesday
CWP Den. Meet, Third Tuesday
Pleasant Valley Church ef Christ
Murray -PoWertown Road
Don Canter, minister
Bible Study  10 00
Preachtng on first and third Sunday
at 11 00 am
Evening service each preaching day
at 7 30 pm
New Providence Church of Christ
Elvis Huffer& minister
Sunday Bible Study ___. 10:00 ern.
Morning Worship  11.00 sin.
Training classes 6:30 pm.
Evening worship   7 00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study   6.30 p.m.
Spring Ci-es, etaptlat Church
Bro. David /Orem pester
Sunday Sc h nos  10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m
Evening worship  7:30 pm
Wad. Night  7:00 pm.
Train. Union _ _ _ 6.30 pm
First Christian Church
III N. Fifth M.
Sunday School 9.30 am
Wonhlp Hour 10 30 ism
Evening Service 7.00 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship 5 30 p.m.
CYF Fellowship 5.00 p.m,
I11
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PLACIDITY
•
Piir •
ler where your trustee Is, there will your heal be aks"
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on
the Because he trusteth in thee." Isaiah 26:3
"The peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus." Phillipians 4:7
God has never promised life without trouble nor progress without
striving. He has, however, promised that amid the tumult and strife
He would give us an inner peace if we let Him live in our hearts.
Learn about this unusual peace offered to all freely. Attend church
this Sunday.
an
The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and otitis demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no govern-
ment or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-
setf and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold and participate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
t 6°d
L.4411>72?
7';14:11W
rA
OColoason Adv. Sur., P. O. lios 20067 Defies 20 Texas
• ,43:4
This church page is being sponsored by the following busmess firms and interested persons . . •
tr"
Sinking Spring Baptist Chorea
Norman Culpepper, Pasts.r 3
Bunday school  10:00 .
Morning Worship  11:00' 47
Training Union  6:30 1.
Evening Worship  7:30
Wednesday night  7:00 n
Liberty Ciunberiand
Presbyterian Church
Richard Denton, pastor
Church Service, first and third S ;-
days at 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School every Sunda, ,t1
10.00 am.
First Methodist Church
Fifth and Maple streets
Rev. Lloyd W. Ramer, past.o.
Church School  9:45
Morning Worship  10:50
Jr.&Se. Fellowship  6:00 •
Evening Worship  7:00 rt
Methodist Men meet each Th ru
Wednesday at 6:30 pin.
Coldwater Church of Chet -I.
Calmon Crocker, Minister
Bible Study  10:00 3
Preaching  11 :00 •
Wed Bible Study  7:00 p
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Char
Rev, Cecil Burnett. pastor
Sunday School  10:00
Mcrning Worship  11:90
Young people  6:0e
Evening Worship  7:00 ,
Jehovah's Witnesses
Neil W. Lucas, minister
107 North Fourth St.
Bible lecture Bun.  3:01: r,
Watchtower Study Sun.   4-0A ,
Bible Study Tues.  8:00 p
Ministry School Thurs.   '7:30
Service Meeting Thurs.   8:30
St John's Episcopal Church
1620 Main St.
Worship Serv Sun. 11:15
Holy Communion second San'.
Call 753-2911 .or information.
Goshen Methodist Churn.
John W. Archer, Paster
First a.nd Third Sundays:
Sunday School
Worship Service . 
Second and Fourth Sundays
Sunday School
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Worship Service _
— — —
Lynn Grove Methodist (liar
John W. Archer. Paster
First and Third Sundays:
Worship Service . 
Sunday School  .
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School   le
Worship Service ......
Cole's ('amp Ground
Methodist Ch arch
Rev. Larry Breedlove, PalUit •
Pint Sunday
Sunday School  
Worship Service 
1110:.01 
a !.
Second Sunday:
fiuncie., School 10:00
Woreh.p Service 
Third Sunday
Sunday School   ;
Fourth Sunday
1057041
Sunday School 10 45
I i 
Y F Sunday 7:00
id 4.t 4th Sundays) 
!,
2i 
 p
TV SERVICE CENTER
Home of Curtis-Mathes Televisions
312 N 4th St Phone 753-5865
MARY LOU'S LADIES
SPECIALTY SHOP
Southside Shopping Center
WARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Maytag
South Side Square
STATE FARM INSURANCE
Clyde Roberts and Gene Cathey
ROLLER RINK
Bee Guthrie, Manager
North Eiwntlenth Street
RAY T. BROACH
Farm Bureau Insurance Agent
INTERSTATE BATTERIES
Rubin James, Distributor
E Main Street Phone 753-1662
TIDWELL PAINT Benjamin A
and Floor Covering Moore,
1210 W Main Phone 753-3080
BELK'S of MURRAY
West Side Square
CRASS FURNITURE CO.
— Complete Home Furnishing Center
Fine Furniture - Carpets - Drapes
BLALOCK-COLEMAN
FUNERAL HOME
Phone 753-6800 M ;rrav
FIVE POINTS
WELDING SERVICE
Mayfield Highway Phone 753-4529
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Industrial Road
FITTS BLOCK AND
READY-MIX
E. Main St. Phone 753-3540
FREED COTHAM COMPANY
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air-Conditloning
611 Maple St , Phone 753-4832
MELUGIN OUTBOARD MARINE
7th & Maple Street Phone 753-3734
MURRAY AUTO SALVAGE
New and Used Parts
Highway 841-8 Phone 753-1596
Roberts Realty
Phone 753-1651 505 W. Main Nite 753-3924
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO. DWAIN'S STANDARD STATION
Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service
509 S. 12th Phone 753-9226
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
COLLEGIATE RESTAURANT
fill Adams, Manager
1413 Main Street Phone 753-9218
MURRAY AUTO ,
PARTS
Complete Machine Shop
Service & Radiator Shop
805 Maple St. Ph. '753-4424
PARKER POPCORN CO.
Murray, Ky. Phone 753 4852
GULF OIL PRODUCTS
Nate Beale, Distributor
Phone 753-3571
-
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
753-1916 or 753-4947
t t t 
Mrs. Jean Willis
Speaks At Meet Of
Legion Auxiliary
The American Legion Auxiliary
met Mondas evening. Aprn 27th
at the American Legion Hall with
Mrs Jean Wel* instructor Si the
Schaal ot New Hope as guest speak-
Mrs. Willis brought out many
interests:a facts about the advance-
ment of the sohoot and the pupda
In the palm Ohmthw begarming
'The advances could not haw been
made witho& the cooperation et
the peal* m the surrounding area-
ahe said The Ancients tinny and
play in • homelike samorphera and
travel to and from school in school
buss*
Next year the School of New Hope
trill be included di the public school
ssavnem. at the Robertson School_
Mrs Mlle Mewed that hew hopes
for the future MDR for IIIIIIIOIR
pearround end a sheltered work
sh aa for thew Miatients
Mrs. amide Anderson. president
of the Auxiliary. remounced thee
'he Mornay Unit had been awarded
a membership trophy at the District
Maas* at Fulton April Hits Mrs
I eaer Nunn) and Mrs. Frank Al-
oen Stubbiefield amended the dis-
trict moeung
The Airolairy rated to make coo-
tributions to the Mental Health
Clear and to the Child Welfare
Poundelion Refreshments; were ser-
ved by the meteor& Mrs hen Ceit-
land and Mrs Mired Bernet/.
Bethel MIT Meets
Wednesday Evening
The Mend Whale Youth Pet-
1owahm met Wednesday evening
with eleven members sad the cam-
mite present
Ocnne Evans presided over the
meeting. ltiree delegates. Connie
Samna Buseine Ewes, and Jame
Arnold. erne elected to vote for
new officers of the MYF Sub-De-
tect.
The program for the meeting was
about the top of Ken, Gene Woods
Jr. to the New York Wand's Pus. I
ALCOHOL AND THE MIND
Only newly do alcoholics become
insane But many or most eventusi-
ly ahow persorathty changes front
their exceseve dnnking This, is call-
ers simple secohobc deterionthara
He becomes unstable. sumscious. W-
ritable, over-einotional. quick to
lake areas, even brutal or callktili
baserd those he loves For help
contact Chimed on A1oM1M1111111 at
753-33111
NOW YOU KNOW
By Uultal Treat Issieraattenal
The index finger ot the Fitanse
cr Liberty in New York Harbor be
eight feet bong. according to the
World Aknenac.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Miss Margaret Ruth Atkins and Miss Shirl
ey Joyce Chiles
rated superior in piano solo and Joe Tarry
 rated superior in
vocal solo at the three-day state music fes
tival held at West-
ern Kentucky State College
Betty Francis "Aunt Bet Grogan died this 
morning at
the home of Dr. B. A. Douglas of Pottertovr
n. She was 95
years of age
Mx and Mrs. Rob Roy Erwin of Sacramento.
 California,
announce the birth of a son, Tommy D
ale, born Frsday.
April 23.
I. Myron T Hopper. Dean of the College 
of the Bible of
Lexington, will fill the pulpit at the First 
Christian Church
for both morning and evening services on Sund
ay.
a PARKER MOTORS
IT WILL PAT YOU TO SEE LIS OR A NEW OR USED Ch.
TOU TAKE NO CH A NCE WHEN YO
U
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Ocw Bemaaass"
Plaza 3-5273
TRADE WITH . . . .
Iiiiimenry, Ky.
PARADE Of 2500 HATS, RIGHT OYER
2500 NEW AND DIFFERENT DRESSES
ARE COMING TO LERMAN'S. THURSDAY. KAY i?
— SELECT FOR MOTHER'S DAY —
REGISTER FOR FREE DRESSES AND TRIP TO
WORLD'S FAIR FOR TWO,'
LERMAN'S
SOCIAL CALENDAR
FRIDAY. May 1
May Peallowattip Landman ot Unit-
ed Church Women will be held In
College Presbyterian Church Din-
ing Room Si 12 noon.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. all Or-
der of the Eastern Star will have its
Friendship night and slipper at the
Lodge Hall at 7.30 p.m.
• • •
'The Nellie Outland Sunday Sehool
Clam of the Cherry Owner Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs. Opal
nicker at 7.30 p.n.
FREE
Your Choice!
2 ALUMINUM AWNING DOOR
HOODS
For front and bark door
OR. . . .
ALUMINUM SHUTTERS
For the front of the house
OR. . .
ALUMINUM GUTTERING
All You Have To De Is Hove
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED ALSIDE
Prefinished iluminum Siding installed on toter
home . . 20 sear guarantee. 60 menthe to pay.
No down pis mint.
Murray Home
Improvement
FR12•:ESIINTNII -; ... NO OBLIGATION
Just I all 75.3-4044
Murray, Kentucky
• • •
Saturday, May I
Chapter M. P. E. 0. Sisterhood
meets with Ms a R. K. Wimmerin
Paihrah at 11 a. Si.
• • •
• • •
Monday. May 4th
The WSCS of the Bethel. Brooks
Chapel, and todepesulence Method-
ist churches will meet at the par-
at 7 30 p.m.
• • .
The Lottae Moon Circle of the
Fleet Baptist. Chianti MAR will
meet with Mrs Eugene Tarry at
7.30 pm.
• • •
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the
Peet Baptist Mirth W148 will
mat with Mrs Robert S Jones at
7:11 p.m.
The Ruby NeUe Hardie Circle ot
the First Baptist Church Widi3 will
meet with MS. Phillip Shelton at
7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Church WhaS will
meet with Mrs. Paul Lyons Jr. at
7 30 p.m.
• • •
Tammany. May 54b
The Jessie laichricit Circle of the
Cottage Preabytertan Church Wom-
en will meet at the tame of Mrs.
Leroy Cunningham at 1 30 pm
• • •
Dear Abby . . .
DO THEY OR DON'T THEY?
Abigail Van Buren
elthilliZT.2112.K.L2,2227=12ZZMI 
The Delta Deparunent of the
I theme, Woman s Club will
at the dub house at 7.30 pm.
ems wfil be Idestemies Rue Baas
Maim Elleaock. A K Kopportal.
Week wall Stanford Andrus. and
C Parker
• • •
Murray amernisly No 19 Order at
the Rainbow for Girls will meet all
the Mame Hail at 7 pm.
• • •
The wises al the First Illethedlit
Ohurch yid meet at the sink chapel
at 10 & is. with the executive board
amemeng at 9 1.5 am. Yearn pledges
will be mane
• • •
aeons I and 11 01 the That Chris-
tian Churcli CITY waLl have a Awl
einalang at die home of Mrs Marvin
Ham at 3.30 p.m.
• • •
Group IV of the First Chnstian
Mirth CWT s4d1 meet with Mrs.
B erdiel Own at 30 am
. . •
Weilasiday. May GM
The Owe Gnwes Circle at Guile,.
Plergeteren Mirth Women MIS
111111t at the tame of Mrs Glen
Pileup be • pin
DEAR .ABBY That pentad who
wanted to know it blondes really
bed more fun obvsoualy wasn't a
blonde o: she would have known
better People do turn around and
look at blondes beciinse they are
more sinking than girls watt any
other color hair But dent assume
that Just because blondes are stared
at more it is to their advantage.
Ocher wanum are jealous of blonde&
This Is a fact And Oren people
are jealous of you. it can be rough.
How many blondes ever win beauty
ccotesta? Not very many. Why? Be-
come 11 the Judge chose a blonde,
when be gm home, his wife would
lete hen. Thank you.
.RUNNER-UP (BLONDE)
Beverly Ann Riley
Honored At Shower
At Winchester Rome
Miss Beverly Am Riley, bride-
of James McNeal Winchester,
was oomplosnented with a liona
shower as the lame of Mrs. Moen
Wincheiter on Saturday evening at
sea metturte, o'clodt.
The gracious hostesses ter the
cm:salon were Mtn Vinous Ma-
cheeiter. Mrs. Way-ne McManus, and
DEAR ABBY That hatter about Mrs. Jackie Wilichet"r•
blondes scri ck. dose to home wail Far the promptest ev
ent the horn-
use bemuse the man lin owned to
has a 'thing ' about blondes. Not
just any rand of blonde, but Mid-
town blonde,. When Silly met me,
je years ado, I was a pliant=
blonde. lie Maims that's why he
fell for me My beer would probabiy
be a salt and pepper mixture U I let
it go natural because I'm naturally
brownish. torten; pew It Is a lot
of trouble to keep it touched up and
I would love to quit but every time
I ruention it, my Scaly bas • fit. He
says if I dont mew blonde, hell find
himself another blonde. So I figure
U he has to have a biome in his
life. it Is rang to be me
"BLONDLE"
DEAR-ABBY *bat person who
wrote in to my that blondes had
inane tun was badly mistaken I was
a natural tarode. and I bad dime
Rainy white eyelashes and eyebroes
to go with it. Beheve no I wasn't
larvae very much ftm. Last year I
deaded to do sonettung about it
I had my bate. eyebrows, and eye-
dived black! It changed ray
whole pensonahty I now look 1 VIII
and alive! My stun is very fair and
since I have become • brunette.
pelvic ham told use that they lune
never an bluer eyes. No ane even
noticed my eyes when I was a
blonde Here * one blonde who
wouldn't go back to being a blonde
for anything!
TRANSFORM ED
• "
DEAR ABBY Why do people pick
on blondes, When they vent to
slam somebody. they my. -Dumb
blonde" tar -Dizzy blonde" Den
just pion -biocide" implies the: a
girl a kOICE of choir- I have ratt!t'ed
that the flastiy. Loud bkincies that
give all !Sondes • had name are
mot really blondes at all: they are
brunettes wbo have decided to be-
come biomes Please nye us blondes
• break. Ahoy. and prtnt this.
TWO NATURAL BLONDES
DEAR BLONDES: The facts
dwell be plain eamigh to anyone
who waists I. get is the reset of the
• • •
Get is off your chest Pcr a per-
sonal. unpublished reply, write to
ABBY. Box 3341. Beverly
9C1112. Hicloae a stamped, self-ad-
dressed etiselope
• • •
For Abby's booklet, "How To Have
A Lovefy Wedding.- said 30 cents to
Abby, Box 3305. Beverly Hills. Call!.
sa212.
• • •
°nee wore a red chiffon than faah-
kneel with a full skirt and red ac-
cessoruti She was presented with
a oonsage made of miniature kitchen
Weida by the hosteesee.
gWbe presented Miss
Mgr wishing well with a white
wedemag bell hanging over the gate.
Ftefrolunente of trailvidual iced
atium and punch were served from
the beauldully appointed table ov-
erload with • lam ckith and petite:lid
with an arrangement of white and
pink sues Miss Virginia Winchester
presided at the pinch bawl and Mrs.
Jackie Winchester sword the cake.
Appronnegady fifty persons were
present for the uehalaal.
• • • ••
Quick searing et the stern 0 C:
cooking in the frying pen or broiler
helps retain the flavor-giving molL
tare in fish Mates.
• • •
Running water and quick taw,.
Mg are enemies of fish and sem •
food. One washes away dehcate
flavor: the other breaks down tend-
er flesh tissues too quickly, causing
loss of flavor.
Quillard Knight Is
host At Dinner On
Tuesday Evening
@milord Knecht entertained Theo-
day evening with a supper at his
Mime on the Lynn Grove Road Si
honor of Mr mid like 'Poem Knight
who are visikIng here trim Akron.
Ohio.
A deb:Sous fish and chides sup-
per eilib al the aremmews was
served to Mr Knight.
It present were Mr and Mrs.
Knight. Mrs. Effie Putreii, Mr mid
Mrs Vogel Outiand. Mr anti Mrs.
Robert Putreil. Mr. end Mrs. Arlon
Willoughby and daughters. W11111111111
arid Linda. Mr. and Mrs. Mike
I Willoughby and sure. David and
Gregg. Mr rust Mrs. Dougla.s
kaighby. and the lama
Martial evening Mr and Mrs.
weeebee. Tomo Keane. Muillard Krises- sad
Mr and Mrs J1-r) Den Bunter sot
the dinner enema of Mr and hire
OERSON ALS Robert I ore/
• • •
Mr and Mrs Lamy Etreediove of
MUITIAN are t-he parents of a. dough- , Waria 
try to a Ken on
sur burn 
Si
 loamy wavital Miss.: oarpetmg. ben rath
er Uteri rub the
stained area with an siseorbent
dig. Aire r
• mamma. eissenni esparto
 seggest.
An dieurbent material, Newspaper.
Mr and Mrs Boyce New.. .me of 
• • •
Ritiong Mouse one have returned Put sortie in your dews aril
bane deer ependlui ten days with
ihrw daulthto Mrs. W A Nance
 "V elabk guLIP1 by addible •
 couple
and Isesay oe Hollywood. Fla 
ofgauss-ups and turnips 'These white
1 vegetables awry a maid bat spatial
flavor a 'mall to medium are roots
Wk. sod Mr* Thomas W Henry of , are aeisotrd
Miner Aistraisa. have been %meting
• •
in the homes at his aunts and un-
cles. Mr and lam Guy Witsun. Mr
and Mrs Jones Wtkion. Mrs Mable
Le. and Mr and Mr. Warren
Patterson A more deta tied et,.
oxiseerans tbear whit awn, red •
a leant Page article on Thursd
ar
Mr and Mrs Toro Knurnt of
Moan. Ohio. are S //VIM relative,
and friende in lem-ray and cuurevey
Count
pig SAID  400714—Britals's Prince Philip accepts a cape of
3964 Shakespeare medals from Sir Fordhain Flower (right),
chairman of the Shelton...ire litrthplace That at Stratford-
On-Avon where the herd was born. liehmd them
is his statue. The cetemony wan part of the ednunemqtatiost
of the MU birthday anniversary of William Shakespeare
"Just 7 bucks* a month
more for a Chrysler
than for a Ford or Chevy? "Nope.
You've got to be kidding!" Just
bought
one."
No tik"ands," or -but? about it! We've got the figures to prove it! This
big, beautiful Chrysler Newport is priced fees than $7 a month more than
a comparably equipped Ford Galas'. 500 or Chevy Impala.
We're not talking about a stripped-down Chrysler. We're talking about
a fullanze Chrysler. With • 361-cubic-inch V-8 engine. Power steering,
Power Brakes. Pushbutton automatic transmission. Radio. Heater. The
works! Everything you want on a big car.
Still skeptical? Come in. Talk price. We'll convince you.
•esyeeeets brae as A•mmlartme•e• maggamorl regal Anew 44 4 doom Adana 14 IkAIM4 be madly
p.yat &.d do deruerMos civics.. state and lo.r•I Lazes. mirreill And Amatercu.
SEE YOUR CHRYSLER DEALER—THE
BEST OF THE BIG CAR MEN
AUTMORIZED DIALOMI CHRYSLER
yy wawa CAPARIAJ
TAYLOR MOTORS Inc.!r,„
NS ea 4th
0
9
BMA Announces - -
AUBREY MOORE
Appointed Special Representative
in the
Murray, Kentucky, Area
BMA welcomes Aubrey Moore as a qualified representativ
e, offering BMA life and
health insurance protection to families and businesses in the Murray,
 Kentucky, area.
(A friend for life . . . and health)
X CHEEK YOURSELF...HO YOU HAVE?
LI
Incense Sake/weed — safeguards your income
with guaranteed dollars when acetderit or sick-
ness strikes nicotine benefits are TAX-FREE
under current laws.
The R31A "22" and "30" Savings Plans -110.000
or more protection for your family as you &f-
ew:Inflate substantial cash savings and liberal
paid-up insurance values. You complete your
deposits in 22 or 30 years. depending upon the
plan you select, but your insurance protection
continues for life.
El Maximum IS Plan -gives 
you 40-', more protec-
tion now when your family is young . . and
• fir t'itore
, summEss Nun ASSIONINCE CIL go.
Kansa. City 41, Massed
Joe T. Kelley, Mgr.
El Mortgage Pro
tection — provides money to pay
the mortgage on your home if you die . . „aid
to Make the monthly mortgage payments wlien
you are disabled.
[1]Retirement Plan — guarante
es you mow et a
monthly income at the age you select.
n
Educational Plan guarantees funds kg yelair
  ehildren.ii college education
Junior Accident and Savings—helps pay medi-
cal bills when your children are accidendliallY
Injured and guarantees savings for the future
Please furnish me information about the plass I
have checked above.
Same 
Address 
Clfw
nf Birth
AUBREY MOORE
Phone 753-5252
Murray, Kentucky
11 -
•
Mgr
ifty person. luto
egion.
•
at the Brett cif e
Mg pan or trailer
4/v0r-teeing moil:
and quick thaw-
of fah and see-
• away deticale
breaks down tend-
s) quickly, causing
ClOAA
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about
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Tim
f •
•
•
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NOTICE
FOR ALL TYPES POWER TOOL
repair, such as electric saws, drilli.
sanders, buffers, grinders etc. See
Dill Electric, New Concord Rd., 753-
E30 tfc
WE COMPLETELY REBUILD elec-
tric motors. See Dill electric, New
Opricord Dr.. 753-2930. tfo
FARMERS. GET YOUR
seed corn at the Murray
406 S. 4th.
DeICALls
Hatchery,
may6c
FOR HAIL & FIRE INSURANCE
: AT THE MOVIES:
MURRAY -
0411.1%ri -11,4 Tiefi'MYMIE
' TON1TE & SATURDAY •
- All in COLOR -
CARY
GRANr
DORIS
DAY
dICYON•AUDREI MEADOWS_
• P-L-U-S •
'HOME FROM THE
HILL'
-Am
'touch
or \link'
42r
• Robert Mitchum
• George Hamilton
• SUN. thru WED. •
Any Way You Look At
It-It's Great!
(.4
Q „cil
(/) -5
0 "C7
:=7 faa
=
le
CAPITOL
opeu s p.m. 1.1 -I p.m -Sas.
s TONITE & S'ATURDAV •
M4-GUTS GUYS
'In ACTICNII
WAR/
MAL-
'3 VIoLPENT 
• •-:1 - MON. - TUE.
UMW Id Mills,.
florist dug
James garner
pally bergen
*14.64 01.0111110Rii
"mare
4re';darling",,,cs mat
Plus . • •
TONI & JURRY ( %HT ooN
on your tobacco see Thomas Mc-
Dame! or Wayne Wilson at Wilson
Ineurance and Real Fatate. marefic
THE TEMPLE HILL METHODIST
ahecch will accept bids for mowing
of the cemetery until Saturday, May
the and. The lowest and best bid
will be accepted. See John Grogan,
Henry Ciuldres or Ewin Jones. ra2c
THIS IS THE NUMBER TO CALI
753-6590 when your plumbing siin
necel of repasr. Elroy Bybee Plumb
mg Bevan Service, Concord High
way. m7c
PERSONAL-JIM, I AM usterested
in your Soul's ealvation. Won't you
come with me to hear Earl West at
College Church of Christ, April 29-
May fiat 7:00 p.m. - Sue. oslo
WARD TERMITE CO., LOCATED
at Five Points. MurraY, Ky. Phone
753-6019 or 347-3023 collect May-
feel. hemmed and ineured. Any size
hee.t• • %Get guireateed $70.00. 30
years experience. estimates.
erne2c
NEED ItELe e. clean-
. Ocey 1 ... 1 Church of
' 2e-Iteey 6 :eci let God
sprang clean your heart.
earl West is there te assiat you
each Tashi at 7:00 p.a., ra2c
SPRING PI. APPITNG TIME TS here
-Earl Wort from leeleueeels. In-
eana h plantre th seees of the
Gospel zughly p. 7:00 pm.April
es-Ms Et Gt CI1L7e Church of
a:. .. me:
WELL PUMP AND WATER heate:
service, 7 daye per week. Call Erre
Bytes Plumbing end Repair Service.
Concord Highway, phone 753-6591
.. m7c
FOR SALE a
COMPLETE APAR feCENT. IDEAL
for lake site. Will move by arrange-
ments. Dill Electric, 753-2930. tfc
TERMITE SWARMING. CALL FOR
free inspection, state licensed and
insuree. All work guaranteed. Save
50, 30 days only. American Ex-
ternttnating Co., P0. Box 151, phone
247-6072. Mayfield. mayek
NEED A NEW HOME? WHY NOT
try the lovely riamette Mobile Home.
32 floor plans to choose from. Ten
and twelve wides. Get more for your
money and so reasonable. Complete
stock of used models. 20' lake trailer BY OWNER: SPLIT LEVEL House
$600: used 10' wines $2395 and $2596. in Meadow Lane. Immediate posarre-:
42 1957 model, Lao bedrooms $1750, I mon, prictil for quick sale. Call 75$-
36' two bearoorn modes $1595 'olany 3178 or 753-1873 after 4 p.m. m19
others to choose from. Matthews 
Mobile Homes, Highway 45 North,
Mayfield. intly28c
8 am. until 4 p.m. mlc
1964 VALIANT, 2 DOOR SEDAN,
S tandard transmission, excellent
economy nir. like new condition.
Must sell to buy new Barracuda.
Contact Jerry Henry, 220 ervan,
763-6781. ink
2 REGISTERED POLLED Hereford,
1 year old.See C. J. Jeffrey, Dexter
Route 1 or phone 474-2323. mlp
REASONABLE! CHILDREN'S clo-
thing, infant to size 3; boy's hearty
coat, size 18; formal, size 12; went-
a.ne clothing, size 12; maternity
clothing, size 12-13. Phone 753-6530.
nate
PONY, SADDLE, BRIDLE AND
blatiket. Phone 753-5351. mlp
CUSHMAN EAGLE 1963 Motorscoot-
er, good shape, new perts. Oall 762-
3346 after 6 p.m. Bob. mac
BE GENTLE, BE KIND, TO THAT
expensive carpet, clean It with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Crass P'urniture. mac
10 NICE WEANING PIGS. 6 weeks
old. Call 753-6867 or 753-1755 after
5.00 p.m. a30nc
AKC REGISTERED POODLE, OR
will trade for small female dog.
Phone 435-47E. m4p
0000 USED SPIRT DUPL1CAT-
ee machine. Refer Conquror brand.
Priced cheap. Call 753-6706 frus
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Beepatter
4-South
American
serpent
11-Scottish cap
12-Ms, set
13-Burd•ned
14-Greek letter
15-Sm•Iler
17-Covered
19-At that place
21- horn
n- Gen us of
maple,
24-Shads tree
34-Trial
29-Jewish
festival
31 -Cut
U' Iliutworto
54-Symbol for
tantalum
111-F:mersed
victorious
I7-Prohibit
WV Note of *mile
46. Worm
42- r reavated
44.Narratee
4i• s:erv•
network
4$- Bent eletv1P
in-rum Octn 
Si -Pad
14-ebiste•
55-Cried Uk•
eat
U- I efeeted
il -Sneern.Water 'steel
U• Perlod of
tim•
15-t :nal
86-Molars
41-Arid
DOWN
1-Pleven PSI
I- exist
3-See
temitnrarlf9
4-Toward the
sheltered
Idde
II-Tows Is
Vermont
II- Hypothetic-at
tore'
7-Encountered
11-Lsteor
0-Indian tents
10. Devoured
11-Insane
15-Scolding
woman
15- Fondle
20-Cloth
MOMMINO
22-Showy dower
23-Stop
2 
27 Trades for
150 Orr uoonaldy.
Stall
22-Stroke
36-Hard aheued
fruit
Is- walks
unsteadily
41.1's, lied away
43. SaIlor
(collat.)
45. Endured
97 Organ of
homy-Int
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USE A PCA BUDGET LOAN FOR 1964
FARM PRODUCTION
"PCA PROVIDES MONEY
WHEN YOU NEED IT AT
LOW, SIMPLE INTEREST
cosr.
Pee sew lee yew KA b.d 
sea Ow NMI
le. weep ep • heir* lem 
pewee, Sew
IOW wino pow rod •--8008 AN/ 
11.11 0.
beer
Mr KA IMMOVIIII LOAM 
Shiewome bake
Mime. a.41.4.4444444 wad memos 
etre
wee Seems doe etA Ives. 'lbw 
ewe le tie
tersieed by bar. Ire lee en die 
meter
Veer PCA Simple Midwest 
cost on Mei above 
',regrew etiouid be
sea $37.1S interest for the 
entire amour', kw ON 100104 
111014114
818vIel have boon $80 33
Van KA bodge teem 
won you 143 311
"Thaiii Do Betio with PCA"
Production Credit Assn.
307 N 4th St ?hene 753-5602
Kees Keel - Office Monager
1955 BUICK SUPER, BLACK and
white, good condition, $295. John R.
Fleming. 762-3373. mIc
A NICE 7 ROOM BRICE HOME,
With full size basement, electric
heat. beautiful stone fireplace, ga-
me and good out buildings. Located
In Rune Water area, 2', miles East
of Murray on Highway 390. Will Kai
house and one acre or house and 6
sores. Cael 753-3796 or 753-4700.
mlp
3 BEDROOM HOME, LAROE liv-
ing room, kitchen and dtnette, COD-
crate drive, storage attic, ore 'dead
enI street, near school Window
drapes included. Call 753-5813 for
appomtment. mix
VO _SE TRAILER FOR SALE, 33' x
6'. roe bedroom. looataon - Hale's
!.er 0oure lot No. 11 Quirt in
bsck of lock shop). See Craw 0116-
80111. En29
14' LONE STAR ALUMINUM boat,
35-h p Evinrude motor. boat, trailer,
plus skiing equipment. Oen Olin
Moore, 753-4400 atter 4 pm. Mac
NEW BRICK COLONIAL TYPE,
3 bedroom home, located in Richland
Subdivision, phone 753-354e after
4:00 pm. m2p
18 UTILITY TRAILER. DUAL
wheels, formerly used as a peat
trailer. May be seen at Glindel
NANCY
Reaves, Lynn Grove Hwy. $66.00.
m2c
NEW MODERN COLONIAL FOUR-
bedroom home, 1 14 ceramic baths,
k.When-den combination with built-
in GE deluxe range, dishwasher,
garbage deputed, oarpeted living-
dining room, many other features.
Located neer Murray High. on large
shracly lot. See at 511 South lati or
phone 753-1902 for D.OPoirament•
mac
BY OWNER - NEW THREE bed-
room red brick house un large lot.
Nice family katehere ceramic tile
bath, large closets, utility, carport,
storm windows and doors. Priced at
only $12.800. Call 753-31E3. rmic
ONE PORTABLE feEFtVEL Electric
refrigerator. Idea for office or cot-
tage on lake. Phone 753-4888 after
5 p.m. mac
REAL SHARP AND CLEAN 1966
model Olds, 4-dr. 88, all extrau, very
reasonable. Call 753-1729 after 5 00
pm. En:4c
GARDEN TIMER, PRACTICALLY
new. Call PL 3-67136. Up
PAGE FIVE
5.30 pm. and Sundays. m3c
G.E. CONSOLE STEREO RECORD
player, maple finish $75.00. Cell
PL 3-30$1, 
;tc
FOR ReNT
THREE PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
college boys with kitchen privileges.
Located 100 El. 13th. Phone 753-3914.
tic
ROTO-TILLERS MOWERS, hedge
trimmers, hand sanders, saws.
BILBREY'S. mayeic
TELEVISIONS, AIR-Conditioners,
fans, refrigerators, ranges.
BILBREY'S. may14c
2.35 ACRES TOBA000 BARE, dark
fired, two good tobacco barns, if
interested we or call Ana Allbrittere
Hassel Route 2. phone 492-3625. mac
I EMMA )41-1.1) WANTtO
000 D PENMANSHIP. BOONE S
Laundry and Cleaners. rale
5-HP. EVINRUDE maroit. used
very little. Phone 753-3913 or see at
1713 Farms- Ave. m4p
WASHER, DRYER, MAPLE Bed-
room suite, pool table, boy's lockets.
size 18; kitchen furniture. Call 753-
6872. rotc
MATCHING R. C ALLEN CASH
register and electric adding mach-
ine full keyboard, late model& Call
753-5866 days and 753-5108 alter
ODD JOBS, PAINTING Oarperaer
week and repair on small applifun'es.
Quick Service 753-4484 after five.
nettIt
LOST & FOUND
WANTED
YARDS TO MOW. CALL AFTER
4 pin. Call 75i-6121 or we Gary
Nance. niflp
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our pewee
appreciation to our many friends
and neighbors for their prayers,
their expressions of art-motto', the
floral offerings, their many acts of
kindness, and for the food provided
during the recent death of our hus-
band arid father R. E. Kendall.
Especially do we thing Drs. Houston
arid Lowry, and the staff of Murray
Hospital, Dr. H. C. Chiles and Bro.
L. V Henson for their service, also
Mr Rudolph Howard and the musi-
cians, did the J. H. Churchill Fune-
ral Horne for all they did for us.
May God bees each of you.
Mrs ft. E Kendall and Family
ltp
LOST: ONE SECTION Or Luggage
carrier, fits on top ca car. Lost
somewhere in city limits. U found
please notify Tommy Lavender at
753-3022 or L. D. Maley at 753-5595.
m4c
PEANUTS.
DAN FLAGG
CHIEF...mts is DAN
eleGe. Svf 10105Yr/40
THAT UNIFORM elELONS5 6000-ARE
TO. 60046 TO
 "--FIC( Het UPe
HOG MARKET
Federal etore Market News Serv-
ice, Friday. May 1. Kentucky Pur-
chase-Area hog market report in-
cluding 10 buying stations. Estimate
ed receipts 1750, ban-ows area gate
10 to 15c higher. US. 1, 2 and 3 180
to 240 lbs. $13.85 to $14.10. Few U.S.
1 180 to 220 lbs. $14.35 to $14.50. US.
2 and 3 245 to 2'10 lbs $12.75 to
$13.85 U.S.1, 2 and 3 160 to 175 lbs
$12.50 to $1385 US 2 and 3 solos
400 to 600 lbs $10.00 to $11.00. U.S. 1
and 2 250 to 400 lbs. $11.00 to $12.00
WHO 18 AN ALCOHOLIC?
The alcoholic can be anyone: rich
poor. brilliant, stupid. Many are
successful people, business - wise
Many are very intelligent, sensitive,
men and women. 85": of alcoholics
are between ago of 35 and 55, often
at peak. oeotheir wage-earning. and
often with young children. For help
contact Council on Alcoholism at
753-3381.
.0"
Viii CHIEF-Lt. Gen Wit-
flare Westmoreland rano% e)
bas been named commander
of U S. military fortes in
South Viet Nam by Presi-
dent Johnson. Westmoreland
Is a native of South Carolina
- -
ittenvoad
r 
JusT As 11140(A544T-ii5
CurTIN6 DOWN ivir?RATIoN5!
OH, SUZY-- LOOK
AT THE CLOCK
AND TELL ME THE
TIME
Charlog M. Schuh'
my Ernie Bust:maim'
SUZY-- THAT'S ONE OF THOSE
NEW ELECTRIC CLOCKS
ADDIS AN' SLATS
see.
L1L• ABNER
is "10' SNORE ̀10'D
DRUT1HER F-IAVE
THAN/ TH ET
TWO
MILLION?
5:4
••
SHE'S GOT A POINT. I MARRY
HER AND I GET MY HANDS ON
ALL THAT LOOT WHICH TAKES
CARE OF BECKY WHEN ---
WHEN I'M
GONE !
by Raeburn Van Buren
YOU'LL HAVE 70 MAKE BECKY
UNDERSTAND WHY I DID IT. 1T'u_
BE TOUGH, BUT WHEN YOU CONVINCE
HER IT WAS BECAUSE I UNE HER.
SO MUCH --MAYBE SHE'LL
FORGIVE ME.
I. I.,5 I Pa ON -41
1•••IN 0.0-0I-,-
tilt,
-AH IS BEGINN Kr TO LONG FP' THET
TWO MILLION!.' AT LEAST n. DIDN'T KEEP
AXIN1' ME IF AH DRUTHER HAVE IT THAN ̀10'.fr
WE'LL HAVE TO MAKE
BECKY UNDERSTAND.' WHERE'LL
'tall SE, SON?
by Al Capt._
6ASPH- AH NEVAH
SEEN DOGPATCH
CHILLUN \NIF
EXPRESHUNS LIKE
ThEr fr'??
a•
ee
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Vou would kindly place the follow-
Letter to the Ed
•
itor ing release, in your paper IIpose
Slain please send me a tear sheet,
or clime*
Operation Manhunt - A Search
F'or 30.000 Men
The 83rd Infantry Division-the
famed THUNDERBOLT DIVISION
of World War II is conducting the
neaten manhunt in haters' They
are seeking acme 30.000 of their
former members. That is the num-
ber of men on their roster, who
I have not beer: contacted. since the
end of the ear. These men ala scat-
tered all over the nation
At the claw of the war. an 83rd.
Infantry Division Asm was form-
ed and an annual reunion has been
held every year This year the 18th.
annual conclave will be staged in
Provicknoe Rhode Island. August
!30. 21 and 22nd at the Hotel eher•-
ton Rata:nom All former members
of the. old 83rd are urged to con-
tact the national secretary. Harry
Lockwood 43 Oakland Ave. Jersey
City 6. N J.
Gratefully Yours
Victor E. Landis
April 38, 1964
Due: Edstor:
u could really do a big favor
ter a group of cx-service men. if
O
FOR CORRECT
TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
DIAL 753'6363
PEOPLES BANK
Hurray, Rent8141127
MACK'S
Paint & Hardware
Dexter
the low-cost
fine quality
•
Poixteieis
Professional decorating fobs
are easy with Tecours alkyd
Latea-the washable, one-cost
paint that both primes and fin-
ishes, apteas easily with brush,
roller or sway. It dries fast.
leaves no "painty" odor, corns,
is ass/ Fashion Rated Colors.
•• OM. .11111.
EHTE.A weduct ofOran Sans enamel
CHARCO AL
20 Lbs.
10 Lbs
5 Lbs.
- 99e
- 59e
- 39e
MACK'S
Paint & Hardware
Deter
ROW MANY ALCOHOUCSee
No one knees the exact ariswer.
Some 70 million Arriericars drink.
The best eetanate we have is that
4 and a half million are alcoholics.
Tiles means there are nearly 4 arid
a reef minion families touched by
this devastating sickness with its
dismal train of emotional. sacral.
and economic desasters leer help,
contact Cuuncei on Alcoholism at
753-3381
CORNINGWARE4
SPECIAL
(April 6-May 10,1964. onlyte
1/2 qt. saucepan with
t detachable handl•
Frnize, cook,
serve
on in one dish
-end it oloired
Qines ilseln
ONLY S488
SAVE S1.62
BUY SWAIM!'
HOUSEWARES
Wheel. Mother Buys
inh-sewareeli
FT:RKS HARDWARE
Television Schedule 1
Channel 5- WLAC-TV
• CBS
Week of May 2--May g
- Da/2y Monday through' Friday
5-45 Farm News
5 00 Country Junctial
7:45 Morning News
7:56 Morning Weather
100 'rammer Vue
8:15 Captain Kangaroo
9:00 TV Bingo
11:30 I love Lucy
10,,00 The McCoys
Pete and Gladys
11:00 Love of Life
11:36 Robert Troutt News
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:46 The Guiding Licht
12:00 The World st Noon
1206 Old Time Singing Convention
12 30 As The World leirns
1•00 Password
1.30 House Party
2 00 To Tell the Truth
2:25 Doug Edwards News
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 The Secret Storm
310 Popeye and Friends
4-00 Big Show
5-30 CBS Evening News
Saturday, May
II -30 Sunrise Semester
7 00 Eddie Hill Variety Show
II 00 Alvin Show
8 3C Tennessee Tuxedo
9 00 Quick Draw McCraw
9 30 Mighty Mouse
10 00 Rin Tin Tin
, 10 30 Roy Rogers
' 11 00 Sky. King
11:30 Popeye
11 46 Baseball Preview
.11 56 Sat Game of the Week
3 00 Kentucky Derby
4 00 Scratch-Match Besting
5 00 Mr Ed
510 Weals 1: Waters
00 Newsbeat
610 Radar Weather
4:16 Bill Wade Show
e 30 Oleason Show
710 The Defenders
8111 Phil Silvers
9 00 Gunamoke
.0 00 Saturdey Night Nerve
10 15 Radar Weather
i020 Today in Snorts
tO 30 Plans of the 50's
MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEALM!UARTERS
506 W. Main Street Phone 153-2621
Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
o.rbrs: AND I.S11.4•EST LUMBER CO. IN MERRA1
nest Marie St Tel 78.3-1161
EVERY FOOT SQUARE DEAL
; -.74411:TMZIM=5.31111122•511111111111,
•
ATTENTION
POPCORN
GROWERS
IN le are writing contracts at
S3.00 per 100 lbs.
WE HUI HYBRID SEED
MURRAY POPCORN
- INCORPORATED -
South 2nd Street
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday. May 3
600 Surenee Semester
7 00 Sawing Time In Dixie
7 45 Children's ,:tible Stories
3 00 Little Cnurdry Church
s 00 Heaven's Jubilee
.0 00 Camera Three
•ri 30 Werd of Life
11 00 Pasch Put Today
11 30 Pmeee
12 15Baseball Prey lea
12 25 Sunday Game of Week
3 00 Hoene ad Spectacular
4 00 Spelkicewn
30 Amateur Hour
OC eneete. Century
5 30 Death Valley Day,
r 00 Lassie
30 My Favorite Martian
7 00 Ed Su:Lean
el 00 The Celebrity Game
JO Made in America
I LO Crtdn Cii:71. I a
9.30 What's My Line
ib 00 Funds) News
e Is Ask The Mayor
'4 30 Million reeler Moe*
Monday. May 4
00 Newsbreit
- 15 Radkr Weatiar
'eday In Swine
30 To Tell The Truth
" '4 A 13-erek
• 30 The Lucy Snow
Darr.y Thorns ehmt
ltfl Andy Griffith Show
• &eat Side-West Side
in 10 Big News
.3 IS Radar 4vasaur
O 20 Tredr• In f lions
10 30 Million Dollar Mol le
0
4
Tuesday. May 5
, 00 Newebeat
i 15 Radar Weather
38 Today In Sports
6 30 Marshall Dillon
7 00 Red Skeleton
400 Petticoat Junction
30 Jack Benny
9 00 Oarry .Moore Show
0 00 Rig News
'1 15 Radar Weathee
20 Today In !Vora
n' 25 Million Dollar Movie
Wednesday. Mae g
00 Newsbest
• 15 Radar Weather
8-30 Today In Sports
30 (has Reports
700
7 30
tio
30
e00
i0 00
i0 15
10 25
WLAC-TV Reports
Dobie Galls
Beverly Hillbillies
Dick Van Dyke
Danny Kaye
Big News
Radar Weather
Million Dallas Movie
Thursday, May 7
6 00 Neweneat
8 15 Radar Weather
830 Today In Sports
A 30 People Are Funny
00 Rawhide
6 00 Perry Mason
a 00 The Nurses
10 00 BW News
10 15 Radar Weather
10 20 Today in Sports
'e 30 Firrie of the 50's
Friday, May
6 00 Newsbeat
6 Ii Radar Weather
Today In Sports
Great Adventure
Route 66
Int-night Zone
Alfred Hitchoack
Big News
Radar Weather
Malay In Sports
Rime of the 50's
Channel 6- WPSD-TV
NBC
Week of May 2-May 8
Daily Monday through Friday
'7 -00 Today Show
9-00 Say When
9-26 NBC Morning Report
930 Word for Word Righlight details May 3-9: ABC's "The 
Greatest Show on
10 00 Concentration (M. To. Th. Sunday Earth" re-runs "Done Look 
Down,
CBS has another "Face the Na.- Don't Look Back." Father and son
New Daytime Serial On NBC-TV; Repeats Move
In For The Summer; Championship Golf Ends
6 20
4-30
7.30
lee0
9:00
1000
10:15
10:20
10:26
Channel 8 - WSIX-TV
ABC
By JACK GAYER Inews aaout a romance between-IMO-Richard Kiley and Michael Burns
NEW YORK itall - A new day- , teen-agers, are starred in "Charlie, He Couldnt
time serial, Monday through Fri- ' Tuesday -Kill a fly" for NBC's "Kraft &i-
dea will be Introduced neat week ABCs "Combat' reruns "The spense Theater." The neighbor-
on ABC-TV The title is "Another Wounded Don't Cry' Americans hood buffoon finds he has a new
World," a family-atuation affair, capture a German field hospital and
In the nighttime held the re- are skeptical of a German's offer
peate for the summer are taking to go find some blood plasma
over more and more each week. Red Skelton has what purports
NBC has the eindup of golf's Tour- to be a British musical group called
nament of Cha.nipions on Sunday. the Snobs on his CBS hour.
10-00 (Wed Church Service until null" Interview with U. 8, Sen. clash on the matter of the dangers
Russell Long. D-La., as the guest, of the son's high wire act.11:00
Week of May 2.-May 8 10-30 Missing Links
Deny Honda! through Friday 11:00 Your First Impression
4.4A News, Weather, Timetable 11.30 Truth or Consequences
Five Golden Minutes 11:56 NBC Day Report
7:15 Jake Hem and the Impartial' 12:00 News, Farm Market'
8:15 Capin Crooks Crew 12.16 Pastor Speaks
8:26 Morning Weather 1230 Romper Room
8:30 Cap'n Crook's Crew len People Will Talk
9:00 Romper Room 1:26 NBC News Report
9:30 Price is Right 1.90 The Doctors
10:00 Get The Messesge 200 Loretta Young (Thurs. and
10:30 Missing Links Fri.)
11:00 Father Knows Best. 2 00 Another World (Tues. and
11:30 Tennessee Errue Ford Wed
12:00 Company Caning 7 30 You Don't Say
1:00 Ann Sothern 1 00 Match Gagne
1:30 Day In Court 3 -26 NBC News Report
1:46 News Par Women 3 30 Make Room for Daddy
200 General Hospital 4 00 People Are runny (Mon Wed.
3:30 Queen For A Day Thurs. Fri.)
3:00 Trailmaster 4 00 Murray Co/lege, (Tue.)
4:00 Superman 4.30 Popeye. iMon -Tues -Wed.
4:30 Mickey Mouse Club Thurs)
5:30 BI-Rite News 5 -00 Amos and Andy. Mon. Wed
540 Weatherscope 5 00 Ann Sothern The., Wed I
5:45 Ron Cochran with the News 5 30 Huntley-Brinkley
8:00 The Rifleman 6 00 News
10700 News-one 6 06 Weather
1015 ABC News 6 10 Sports
10-25 Steve Allen Show Saturday, May
11:30 Five Golden Minutes han R F -TV
Saturday. May 2 nee At-'p the Pence Pan
7:46 News-Weather
7:55 Ray Massey Reads the linde
8-00 Farmer's Almanac
8:30 Capn Crooke Crew
9'30 Magic Land of ealakazarn
10 -00 Certoonies
10'90 Besnny and Cecil
11'00 Bugs Bunny
1130 Americsn Bandstand
12'30 Teen Revue
1 00 Speedway International
1 - 30 Western Theatre
2-30 Pioneers
3:00 Top Star Bowling
4 00 Wide World of Snorts
5:30 All-Star Wrestling
630 Hootenanny
7'30 Lawrence Welk
- 56 News
00 PrlieTe
8 30 Ruff and Reticle
9.00 Hector Reathcote
9 10 Fireball
10 00 Dennis The Menace
10 30 Pure
n 00 Balhvinkle
11 30 Watch Mr Winird
12 00 Pile 6
17 30 Baseball
3- 3(I Tim Holt
4.30 NBC Sports Special
1.00 Porter Waggoner Show
630 The Llentenan.
2.30 Joey Bishop Show
kin Ssturday Night at the Mono
10'00 Saturday Report
1 30 Saturday Site at Hollywood 11115 Saturday Jamboree
Palace 1446 Weekend at the Movies
9.30 Wyatt Karp
Sunday.
10'00 Saturday COIOR Movie 
May 3
II:00 Paducah Devotion
,Sanday, May 3 0-15 Hamilton Brother
05 News, Weather 9-30 Christophers
R 10 Raymond Masses Reads the a ee haaad Heart
Bible
8 15 Cartoons
8 90 Caren Sineing Caravan
9 30 Men ne Movie
11 30 The Christophers
1' 00 Ovid Ratans
12 30 Irene., and Anleahze
1 00 Dacoverv
1 30 Cbarnploriship Bridge
4.30 0 F nollege Bowl
2 00 Bye On The Issues
5-00 Mast The Press
2 30 Know Your Bible
oo Cheareeen Oen Resters. 
530 Biography
3 30 The Pioneers 6-00 
Bill Dana Show
Orindl
4 nn TreilnInster 
7.30
I no Rename
9 00 Show of the Week
in 0. •feer• sle seller Snorra
10 15 Weekend at the Movies
Monday, May 4
11 -10 Monday Night at The Movies
It 30 Hollywood and The Star•
11-00 Sling Alrne With Mitch
11 00 News Picture
late Yrie Don't Say
tO 45 Tonight Show
Tweeds!, May 5
6.30 Mr. Novak
7:110 Battle Line
8.00 Richard Beene Show
000 BrU Telephone Hour
.0.00 News Picture
10:16 Accent
10:30 kA Program
10:46 Tonight Show
Wednesday, May 6
630 Vinrian
8-00 Far °nage
9 00 Eleventh Hour
10.00 News Picture
10- 15 Biography
10:46 Tonight Show
Thursday, May 7
6-30 Temple Houston
7:30 Dr Mediae
8:30 Hazel
9-00 Sumpense Theatre
10:00 News picture
10:15 Bat Masterson
'0,46 Tonight Show
Friday. May a
6 30Tnterriational Showttme
7 30 Bob Hope-TV Guide Awards
9'30 That Was the Week That Wee
9 00 Jack Pear
.000 News Picture
10:15 id-Squad
10:46 Tonight Mow
5 00 Speedway International
10 -erfside Sax
6 30 Empire
Arrest end Trial
4.06 The Outisers
10:00 News Scope
•'. ';I ..1r. Ze,,s Report
10-48 Chitheing Times
II 00 Char-nionshlp Bowling
Monday, May 4
00 Hu-kiebtrry Marna
5 10 Clap- Limits
7 en Wfor.m Trion
9 00 Breaking Point
11 00 News Scope
11 15 ABC News
11 30 Men Into Space
Tuesday, May 5
5-00 Bea Iftmt
6.30 Gambia
7 30 Manatee Navy
8 00 Greatest Show on Barth
I 9 00 The Fugitive
Wednesday, May I
5 00 Yo.1 Beer
6 30 Oral. and Harriet
7 00 Patty Duke Show
'7 30 Farmers Daughter
8 -00 Ben Casey
9'00 Sunset Strip
Thursday, May '7
5 -00 Magilla Gorilla
8:20 The Plintabenes
7 00 Donna Reed
7 30 My Three Sons
8 00 Ensign O'Toole
8 30 Jimmy Dean Show
9 30 Wanted' Dead or Alive
Friday, May II
5 00 Woody Wood Pecker
6 - 30 Deetry
7:30 Burtee Law
8-30 Price Is Right
9 00 Wide Country
HIDDEN ALCOHOLICS
te This is the Life
*Wee The Answer
11 on enneve
11:30 Catholic Hour
12•0° P-mesterid 6.7 S A
11130 Weekend at the MovieS
2.00 Tournament of Champions
351) Sunday
Huge number of alcoholics are
' hidden" from public melee, until
' MIPS chreasr becomes all too ap-
parent Lobs of them are women
in their harness who may even drink
for veers and be well along the
read to ;acoholiarri before husband
er family is conecious of what is
, happening Por help contact 753-
1381
ABC's -hailers end Answers" pro-
vides an interview with William P.
Bundy. assistant secretary of state
tor Far Eastern affairs, who will era Caulietta Simonetta and Jon of the 
story of Nathan Hale, Amer-
be 
baseball -- Pitesburgh-St. 
aVIc3ddtehrtss, dIstiazzrumpeianntaislt Joe 
group. singer hag„ lution.
ion's famous spy during the Revo-queried about Viet Nam.
Loins, Connie Francis and the West Point 
The -Route 66- re-nunon CBS
NBC will forgo as usual Sunday Cadet Glee Club appear. 
is "You Never Had It So Good,"
baseball telecast to cover play on Buz Murdock gets involved with a 4
the climax holes of golf's Taurus- Wednesday big business group and has to de-
ment of Champions on the Desert "CBS Reports" has the last halt ride whether he should quit roam-
Inn Country (nub course at Las of 
of
iprLeadtat:eo-y, archi ariol:ks daet 
Gaulle.
eddecareet
Vegas, Nev
"Lenin arid Trotsky" is the NBC's ''FhPioniate" repeats "TO
iernenteee for the Cgs nreanteeth ' the Very End." Students kidnap
a. French nuclear scientist in an
effort to sabotage France's develop-
rnent of an atom bomb.
'"Downbeat''is tile repeat an
ABC's "77 Sunset Strip" Private
eye hero Stu Bailey winds up on •
skidrow as result of being accused
of sedition and collaboration with
foreign agents.
Century" series. This is a study of
how the turn of events treated
these two engineers of the Rus-
sian Revolution.
Monday
NBC's new 'Another World" fic-
tional series, five days a week.
team over the spot from a series
of repeats of old Loretta Young
aeries. It is concerned with the
Wei of the families of two bro-
thers, one of whom dies as the
series starts, in a suburban univ-
ersity town
NBC's "Bell Telephone Hour' ie
climaxed with a salute to Armed
Forces Day Van Hellen, opera sing-
Thursday
"Incident at Seven Fingers" is
the fare on "Rawhide" for CBS.
The trail boas refused to believe
that the most popular of his dri-
ABC's -The Outer Limits" NM rers guilty
 of desertion 
and
 Omer
"The Forme (if Things Unknown," r.h,,T" levelled sit tom by the
In abate a strange man believes mint
past alai present are interchang-
eable The Jimmy Dean repeat for ABC
The -East Side-West Sea" re- iriVehes Eddy Arnold. Molly Bee,
prwe on CBS is -Age of Consent." and comedian Corbett Monica.
dealing with dishwing porotam Keenan Wynn, Beverly Clariarsd,
DO YOU IIIKCOONIZE THESE?
Hasty drinking_ Gulping down
drinks Secret drtnitne Blackout
from dr-miring These are ayrnptoms
of aksoholisin Alrehottarn shies up
on people They fool themselves for
years they can take a eenk er leave
It akar They don't se•nee the
changes; that are corning river them.
Per help or triforrnat ion contact
Council on Alcoholism at County
Medical Center, 701 Olive Bt or
phone 753-3381
The "Chrysler Theater" repeat
on NBC is "Two Is the Number,"
'a-starring Shelley Winters and
Martin &Learn A lonely smarter
gets involved in the investuetion
of the murder of a hoodlum
Henry Hank and Allen Thom-
as meet in ABC's 10-round -Fight
of the Week," This light-heavy-
weight bout comes from Chirago
Saturday
NBC baseball - N. Y. Yankees-
Clt. v eland,
CBS hesehts11-Ciarlanstl-rhila-
delphia,
-ABC's Wide World of Sports"
Weevils the rodeo in Posterville.
Dalt
"NBC Sports Special" reports on
Use AAU invitational diving cham-
pintail* at Cypress Gardens. Fla.,
and a speedboat exhibition.
Sky 'Pill Er) tDARED
MEM for loc, wird °Jr-horn
AU! by *chi° Joreelyn
Sall SO IOW norrefleAtiiii. lore Anwello Mora Dirtraolen by on*. Proanolo
CHAPTER 14 i A challenge to his kingshle hiteh-rnils offering a varied
JOHN Music.: was ranted an could not be permitted to 5, l'ne *Motet ...tn. mount.-
, unexpected respite He u enanswered. so Scranton walk ed on • rangy bay, eas awing.
planned to call at the Cleaves ed toward them Ma it all though to execute the
souse to commit the bank., on -Afternoon gents," he greet- movements Of some fence Play.
one aspect of the proposed ed. "You're new in this town. Scranton's run was clearing
church, and it would do no good We have a rule which Arr ties leather its ne swur,g all the way
to stay away or postpone con- Everybody who comes to town about, to see the tall man, also
on a norm, which was respond-
'loot he was met by the mud !ready to ride out /mann ing to skilled handling. Stretch-
with the news that the banker Their reaction wee riot quite eo between the two animals,
ano nes wile and daughter bast what he had expected. One no, from one saddle-horn to the.
unexpectedly been called out ot I was unusually tall, • good six other, held at a carefully
town tor a tew days, feet and a half The hair sprout- gauged tautness by rain:urns
Halsted shook his bead In Ms big from under • faded Stetson and easy wrist action, a lariat
belief There was • providence, !had • matching look, as though ran. It was neck-high to Seem-
na,:,n 
could 
Th
ncedoubled -but this was bleached by sun and wind. But ton and both horses were Lain;
only • postponement, e show- hie eyes were frosty. His corn. put to • sudden run.
ci,
be no better for the pension was nonnal in size, and There was no time to run, no
delay. he wore • scar across his Chin, chance even to duck, any more
By evening of that day, the ea though a bullet had plowed than lie could finish bringing
c s. 
like • wave, had Main- • furrow which had never quite his nun into play The welnexe-
rpaltseld itself and people awaited !healed. Cuted maneuver was as last Its
• Digger one. Some people were They studied him a moment guns, yet without • warr,I,g
frankly disappointed that the inmost with amusement; than b&aarto alarm the trrenmpe,ple.
Cleaveses had left town at that the tall man shrugged. Scranton threw up his arms
particular time but pending "Why sure, Sheriff, anything in • desperate warding movc•
their return or the arrival ot to oblige," tie agreed. "We'll ment. but in that SHIM. instant
Agnes, no areworka could be leave the hardware on our sad- the taut rope caught him St thr
expected dies, and the caywas can chomp throat and dung him He
It was este afternoon, when on nay " I sprawled In the dust, rind the
the arrevai et a pair ot string Scranton watched suspicious- I outlaws changed unhurriedly to
ers tome Steyr Scramon's mind ly as they stabled their horses their own horses, Lhea moved
from purely personal matters, !leaving their guns on ale and across the street to where the
besides giving the rest of the die as they had pronufted He I cashier was preparing to lock
about, 
something new to think , suspected • trick hut *a they the hank for the night.tot
came out again Ind headed for Only one other man was In •
the saloon some of his cock-i• position to witness what wasThe newcomers rode openly
tethering their horses at the nese returned. I happening, John Halsted had
long rail in front ot rf,.. Town It was easy to guess what been cutting across the street,
Palace, dismounting with a they 0 had an mind when corn his m;nd intent on his own
studied air of arrogance. Catch trig to town, but In I showdown problems,
ing sight of Scranton, seeing they knew better than to tangle From long habit, his hand
the late sun reflected back from with him. There would be no dropped toward his hip, and
trouble, after all, carne away empty. But the
trotting Elizabeth But at the checks his bards lee till he is
Ms star, they watched him in
almost open challenge.
Scranton studied them sharp-
ly. They were strangers in that
part of the country, though one
reeembled • man who had been
around on the day of the fun•
eral Scranton had missed see-
ing him, but had heard about
him. That prior vita took on
possible significance.
He couldn't decide whether or
not he had seen their likenesses
on reward dodgers. That seemed
probable, for their profession
was not hard to gums.
Both men packed six-guns in
tied-down froistera. In addition,
each had a Winchester slung in
his saddle sheath. At the very
least, they were gunmen, and
from the measured deliberate
manner in which they studied
the bank across the Street, they
were probably outlaws. More-
over, the manner of their ar-
rival was as much an affront as
it was a challenge,
It required no words for them
to convey their knowledge that
he was not merely a lawman In
this town, but also an outlaw
Chief: or that he regarded this
range as his private precinct,
and resented outside interfer-
ence. Just as clearly, they were
conveying that the challenge
was at haad.
Scranton felt a ripple of ap-
prehension along the back of
his neck, as though • cold wind
na4 some out of nowhere.
status when accused of killing a
narcotics peddler and resists ef-
forts to prove his obvious innocence.
Friday
-The Hungarian National Circus"
is an all-new program on NBC's
"International Showtirne" for NBC,
In "One Hundred Bales" on
ABC's •Destry," the hero survives
an Indian raid on a mission and
Marts a Journey to take a mission-
ary's daughter to civilization.
"The Great Adventure" repeat for
CBS "The Secret," darmatuation
• • •
IT was dusk when, after a
I leisurely meal, Scranton re-
turned to the street. The sun
had set, its increasing heat
tempered by the swift cooling
which always followed In that
part of the country.
As he moved along, he heard
his name called.
"Scranton! Right this way,
Mr. Sheriff'"
'The voice was mild, faintly
jocular, and thus somehow out
of place. He recognized it in-
straitly as belonging to the tall
man.
Scranton's hand moved auto-
matically toward the gun at his
hip if the pair wanted trouble,
they had come to the right
place, but they'd picked the
wrong man The notion was
strong In his mina that one of
them must have held onto a
hide-out gun.
Apparently their horses were
still In the stable, and it seemed
probable that their weapons
would be on the saddles. But
checking the guns in so deliber-
ate a manner had been done to
lull his suspicion His earlier
hunch had been right. The pair
were outlaws, and they had
ridden there for a showdown.
The trouble was that they
Weren't playing according to the
usual rules They had helped
themselves to another pair of
horses, the saddled animals at
trait he had witnessed gave him
an idea A man didn't necessari-
ly require a gun with which to
fight He was running as he
turned,
The light would be gone with-
in five minutes, but It still rave
a clear illumination, Halsted
emulated the outlaws, helping
himself to the nearest horse at
hitchpost
Riding, he was able to keep
the outlaws In view. They
reached the bank tust as the
cashier, a short man who car-
ried too much flesh, was coming
from the door, fumbling with
the key in the lock. He saw
them coming and seemed to
sense danger In their approach,
dropping the keys In nervous
haste,
The same lariat which had
brushed Scranton aside was put
to fresh use. Its loop dropped
over the Moulders of the earth-
ier, pinning his arms to his
sides
With an almost contemptuous
jerk, its wielder sent him
sprawling to the side, where,
arms still pinioned, he lay
groaning. The next Instant, the
shorter man was off his horse
and inside the bank.
!Before Elizabeth mold nre
again, the tall rider swept her
op on his horse and kept on
riding . .. The story reach-
es • climax here tomorrow.
•
